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Rupture Propagation along Fault Segments: An Open Issue for Greece  

2 Luke Wedmore (University College London) 
Coulomb Stress Control on Earthquake Recurrence and Recent Seismicity, and Implications for Fault 
Growth In the Central Apennines, Italy 

3 Zoë Watson (University College London) 
Normal Faulting In the Italian Apennines: The Importance of Detailed Structural Mapping to 
Understand the Seismic Hazard of the Region. 

4 Maxwell Wilkinson (Geospatial Research Ltd) 
Slip Distributions on Active Normal Faults Measured from Terrestrial Laser Scanning and Field 
Mapping of Geomorphic Offsets: An Example from L’Aquila, Italy. 

5 Rebecca Bell (Imperial College London) 
Long-Term (>250 Ma) and Long Length-Scale (>300 Km) Strain Migration along A Rift Border Fault 
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Geometry and Kinematics of Normal Faults in a Salt-Related Minibasin, Santos Basin, Offshore Brazil 

12 Edoseghe Osagiede (University College London) 
Quantifying the Growth History of Seismically-Imaged Normal Faults: The Impact of Vertical Seismic 
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13 Michael Kettermann (RWTH Aachen University) 
How Failure Mode Transition Affects Structural Complexity: Insights from Excavated Scale Models 

14 Birger Hansen (Eriksfiord) 
Normal Faults in the Wellbore Perspective, And Geomechanical Prediction of Their Instability Modes 

15 Nicolas Lemonnier (Université Pierre et Marie Curie) 
Micro-Structures in Bedding-Parallel Faults Co-Genetic With Normal Faults 

16 Guillaume Caumon (Université de Lorraine) 
Should We Continue Making Deterministic Mapping Of Normal Faults? 

17 Nicolas Sellier (Royal Holloway University of London) 
Analogue Modelling of Gravity-Driven Deformation in the Otway and Bight Basins, Southern 
Australian Margin 

18 Thomas Seers (University of Manchester)  
The Three Dimensional Structure of Deformation Bands within High Porosity Sandstones: From Pore 
to Outcrop Scale Observations 
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A New Methodology for Extensional Fault Reconstructions, Estimations of Hangingwall Shear Angles 
and Amounts of Extension – Applications to Natural Examples and Analogue Models 

20 Alodie Bubeck (Cardiff University) 
The Interaction and Linkage of Extension Fractures and Normal Faults in the Koa’e Fault System, 
Hawaii 
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Tuesday 24 June 
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2 Michael Kettermann (RWTH Aachen University) 
Three-Dimensional Fault Zone Architecture in Layered Clay-Sand Sequences and Its Implications on 
Fault Permeability: New Insights from Analogue Models 

3 Sebastian Thronberens (RWTH Aachen University) 
Multiscale Investigation of Three-Dimensional Clay Gouge Properties in an Open-Pit Lignite Mine, 
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4 Paul Edwards (Pukyong National University) 
Deformation Band Connectivity and Its Implication for Fluid Flow in Hydrocarbon Reservoirs 

5 László I. Fodor (Hungarian Academy of Sciences) 
Folding of Layers at Along-Dip Segmented Normal Faults: Examples from Libya and Hungary 

6 Stewart Beattie (University of Strathclyde) 
Faulting, Sedimentation and Fluid Flow at the Basin Margin: The North Solway Fault 

7 Megan Heather (University of Strathclyde) 
Temporal Evolution of Fault Architecture and Diagenesis: Coupling Between Fault Development and 
Fluid Flow 

8 Robert Trice (Hurricane Energy) 
Reservoir Characteristics of Fault Zones within the Lewisian Basement Determined from 
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Saturated Sandbox Experiments 
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Can Fault Populations Save The World? 
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Settings 

14 Oriol Pla (Universitat de Barcelona) 
Role of Salt in the Geometry of Extensional Ramp Synclines: Aplication to the Mesozoic Columbrets 
Basin (Western Mediterranean) 

15 Oriol Ferrer (Royal Holloway University of London) 
Impact of Salt in the Hangingwall Kinematic of a Kinked-Planar Extensional Fault: Insights from 3d 
Analogue Experiments and Comparison with the Parentis Basin (Bay of Biscay) 
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Normal Fault Growth Related To Multi-Phase Salt Diapirism and Thin Skinned Extension, Egersund 
Basin, Norwegian North Sea 
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Length-Scale and Duration of Geometric and Kinematic Coherence in Salt-Influenced Normal Fault 
Arrays 

18 Stephen Watkins (Imperial College London) 
The Geometry and Evolution of Fault-Related Folds Adjacent to a Major Reactivated Rift Border 
Fault, Øygarden Fault Complex, Norwegian North Sea 

19 Fabrizio Storti (University of Parma) 
Interplay between Oblique Strike-Slip Faulting and Fold-Perpendicular Extension During the Growth 
of the Jebel Qusaybah Inversion Anticline, at Western Tip of the Salakh Arch, Oman.  

20 Luca Clemenzi (University of Parma) 
Extensional Pulses Developed during the Syn-Contractional History of Thrust Wedges. The Example 
of the Val Di Lima Low-Angle Normal Fault, Northern Apennines, Italy. 

21 Paolo Pace (University of Chieti-Pescara) 
Folded, Faulted and Reactivated Pre-Thrusting Normal Faults: Insights from the Central Apennines 
Thrust Belt (Italy) 

22 Josep Antoni Muñoz De La Fuente (Universitat de Barcelona) 
Fault-Propagation Folding In the Cotiella Extensional Fault System (Pyrenees) 

23 Fabrizio Balsamo (University of Parma) 
Abutting Architectures, Displacement Gradients, Damage Zone Vein Patterns and Geochemistry of 
Strike-Slip-Compartmentalized Normal Faults In the Jabal Qusaybah Anticline, Salakh Arc, Oman 

24 Eloi Carola Molas (Universitat de Barcelona) 
Petroleum System and CO2 Storage in Traps Associated With an Extensional Forced-Fold System 
with an Intermediate Décollement Level in the Basque-Cantabrian Basin (Spain) 

 
 

Wednesday 25 June 

1 Francesco Brozzetti (University of Chieti) 
Geometry and Kinematics of Newly Discovered Quaternary LANFS in the Calabro-Lucanian Region 
(Southern Apennines, Italy) 

2 Francesco Mirabella (Universita' di Perugia) 
Growth Pattern and Tectonic Evolution of a Regional Low Angle Normal Fault From Sequential 
Restoration Techniques 

3 Hamish Matheson (Cairn Energy Plc) 
Southwest Greenland Rifting, Thinning and Breakup: A Study of Fault Geometry and Subsidence 
History Created by Extreme Extension. 
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4 Javíer Escartin (Equipe de Géosciences Marines ) 
The 13°20’N and 13°30’N Oceanic Detachments Along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge: On the Nature of the 
Detachment Fault Zone, Its Formation and Evolution, and the Links to Hydrothermal Activity 

5 Alexandru Lapadat (Durham University) 
Control of Fault Geometry and Mechanical Stratigraphy on Normal Fault-Related Folding: A Case 
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6 Antje Lenhart (Imperial College London) 
The Role of Pre-Existing Structural Fabrics on Normal Fault Growth, Offshore Mid-Norway 
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8 Andrew Bladon (Keele University) 
The Influence of Structural Inheritance on Early-Stage Rifting: Insights from the Barmer Basin, 
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9 Oliver Duffy (Imperial College London) 
Styles of Interaction between Non-Colinear Faults in a Multiphase Rift: Horda Platform, Norwegian 
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10 Johan S. Clarinbould (Imperial College London) 
Structural and Stratigraphic Expression of Multiphase Extension in Rift Basins: Case Study from the 
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11 Oriol Ferrer (Royal Holloway University of London) 
The Role of Fault Geometry and Mechanical Anisotropies during the Inversion of Extensional Fault-
Propagation Folds in Sandbox Models and Natural Examples 

12 Elina Kamla (Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland) 
Subsidence and Inversion Dynamics along the Grenå-Helsingborg Fault Zone during the Mesozoic 
Tectonic Development of Southern Kattegat, Denmark 

 
 

The Abstract Volume can also be downloaded from http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/pgresources  

http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/pgresources
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Session One: Fault Systems   
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Keynote Speaker: Topology of Fault Networks 
 
David J Sanderson

1,3
, Casey W Nixon

2 

 

1 
Faculty of Engineering and the Environment, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ  

2 
Ocean and Earth Sciences, University of Southampton, Southampton SO14 3ZH  

3 
Reservoir Development, BP, Chertsey Road, Sunbury-on-Thames TW16 7BP 

 

A fault network can be regarded as a system of faults developed within the same rock volume.  

Individual faults can be described by a range of attributes such as orientation, size, age, 

morphology, slip-sense, etc.  The role that faults play in the deformation of the crust is not 

simply determined by these geometrical features, but also by the relationships and interactions 

within the network, i.e. the network topology. 

 

A simple node / branch model will be used to characterize the network topology in 2-

dimensions.  Branches are preferred to traces as they can be more uniquely defined, have less 

censoring and are more clustered around a mean value, with the topology defining the ratio of 

number of branches to traces.  A workflow is developed for the analysis of the nodes and 

branches. 

 
In fault networks, three types of nodes are widely recognised: I-nodes at fault tips; Y-nodes at 

abutting faults; and X-nodes at cross-cutting faults.  Where displacements are large, X-nodes 

are rare as displacement on a cross-cutting fault will generally produce a separation of the 

earlier fault surface and the generation of two Y-nodes (or branch lines in 3-D).  Following the 

work of Manzocchi (2002), the relative proportions of these node types is used to characterize 

the topology of the network.  Branches may be classified according to their node types, most 

easily by distinguishing isolated (I) nodes from connected (C = Y or X) nodes.  There are three 

fundamental types of fault branch: isolated (II) branches, where both nodes are isolated tips; 

fully connected (CC) branches, where both nodes are connected; and “dangling ends” or IC-

branches, with one connected node.  The number of nodes and branches, defining topological 

measures, differ fundamentally from geometrical measures in that they remain unchanged by 

any continuous transformation (strain) of the rock mass. Networks with the same topology can 

have different geometry, and vice versa. Many important properties of fault networks are more 

related to topology than geometry.  For example, the relative age of faults and fractures 

depends crucially on the abutting relationships at Y-nodes.   

 

One important use of topology is to aid fault characterization.  We will demonstrate how node 

counting can be used to estimate the frequency, intensity and characteristic length of fractures.  

From these geometrical measures (all have dimensions), we can derive dimensionless 
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parameters that characterize the topology, such as the dimensionless intensity = intensity x 

characteristic length. 

 

Another important network property is connectivity, which depends on a number of geometrical 

and topological parameters (orientation, length, intensity and topology).  We can think of 

connectivity in two ways: 1) as a scale reflecting the degree of connectivity; or 2) as a threshold 

value representing the development of a cluster of branches that spans the network 

(percolation threshold).  In both cases appropriate parameters must be scale-invariant and 

dimensionless.  The number of connections per branch is a useful parameter and will be 

compared to the more widely used number of connections per trace/line.  The dimensionless 

intensity is also a suitable parameter.  We will use the results from lattice and continuum 

percolation in 2-dimensions as a basis for recognising the percolation threshold.  This has been 

mapped across the topological space and critical values for percolation are shown to depend 

on topology.  For example, the number of connections per trace/line, a widely used measure of 

percolation, can be shown to be dependent on topology, with natural fracture networks having 

very different critical values to random simulations.  A workflow for recognising the percolation 

threshold is proposed and tested against various examples of fault networks. 

 

Finally, we will briefly discuss how the 2-dimensional branch/node model may be extended to: 

1) allow reconstruction fault traces from branches; 2) add attributes to branches; and 3) extend 

applications to 3-dimensions. 

 
Manzocchi T, 2002. The connectivity of two dimensional networks of spatially correlated fractures. Water 

Resources Research 38,10.1029/2000WR000180.  

 

http://www.fault-analysis-group.ucd.ie/Publications/67Fractures.html
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NOTES  
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3D Fault Systems in Rift Basins 

 

Ken McClay and Sukonmeth Jitmahantakal, Fault Dynamics Research Group, Earth Sciences 
Department, Royal Holloway University of London, Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX, United Kingdom          
 

3D extensional fault systems in rift basins are characterised by major, large linked rift border 

fault systems with significant footwall uplift and intra-rift fault systems of smaller faults that are 

typically segmented along strike commonly overlapping in relay ramp systems.  This study 

focuses on the evolution of 3D extensional fault patterns in analogue models of rift systems 

and comparisons with natural rifts as observed in outcrop as well as in 3D seismic surveys. 

New large sandbox models were run with different obliquities of the extension vector with 

respect to the rift axis as well as variable rift offsets controlled by steps in the detachment at 

the base of the models.  In contrast to previous experiments the progressive evolution of these 

new models was analysed using digital image correlation techniques (DIC) which enabled the 

incremental displacements, strains and rotations of the upper surface of the models to be 

analysed in great detail.  Serial sections of the completed models were reconstructed using 

seismic interpretation software and visualised in three dimensions. 

The experimental rift models show that the rift border fault systems typically initiate as slightly 

en-echelon arrays above the basement discontinuities and they overlap in small relay ramps.  

With increased extension these border fault systems link along strike to form long, large 

displacement faults.  In contrast, the intra-rift faults typically form short, small displacement 

segments that nucleate at approximately ninety degrees to the extension vector.  With 

increased extension the suitably oriented intra-rift faults link along-strike to form longer intra-rift 

fault systems.  In models where the baseplate was segmented and the locus of extension was 

offset along the rift axis panels of domino fault arrays were developed in the rift segments 

between the basement offsets.  Along axis segmentation of these model rifts was characterised 

by complex rotations between inter-locking conjugate fault arrays that formed accommodation 

zones segmenting the rift system.  Incremental and finite displacements and strain patterns in 

the model rifts reveal complex patterns where interlocking and overlapping faults are formed.  

Three dimensional visualization of these model rifts reveals the internal fault geometries. 

The rift architectures, fault geometries and evolution of the experimental rifts are compared 

with natural examples of rift fault systems from the Northwest Shelf of Australia, with the Suez 

rift and with the East African Rift system. 
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NOTES
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Fault Populations Revisited 

Paul Gillespie, Statoil ASA, Stavanger, Norway,  
 

Fault size and spatial distribution have been the subject of active research since the early 

1990s. Tectonic normal faults are most often characterised by power law size distribution and 

clustered, possibly fractal, spatial distribution and these characteristics are routinely applied in 

the modeling of faulted and fractured reservoirs. However, the factors controlling the 

parameters (i.e. exponents) of these statistical distributions remain a matter of debate. 

We review a large number of line-sampled datasets from natural exposures in order to 

investigate the effect of the lithology and faulting mechanism on population parameters. The 

exponent of the throw population, Dt is measured, together with the correlation dimension, Dc, 

which measures the clustering of the faults. 

In clean, well-sorted sandstone, faulting is typically expressed as shear bands, whereas in 

cemented and shale rich sequences, other faulting mechanisms occur including dilatational 

cataclasis and the development of phyllosilicate framework fault rocks. The measured Dt for 

shear bands is typically 0.6 - 1.0, whereas the measured Dt for faults in shale-rich sequences 

is in the range 0.3 - 0.6. The Dc for shear bands is 0.7 - 0.9, indicating distributed deformation, 

whereas the Dc for faults in shale-rich sequences is 0.4 - 0.8, indicating a more clustered 

spatial distribution. The results can be understood in terms of strain hardening in shear bands, 

as opposed to strain softening in other fault rocks. 

Some comparable line samples were taken from limestone exposures. Initial results indicate 

that porous grainstone (including chalk) that are characterised by shear bands have high 

values of Dt and Dc (0.9 - 1.0). Other faults in limestone give lower values of Dt (0.5 – 0.7) and 

Dc (0.7-0.9). 

The results have implications for the prediction of subseismic faults and their impact on 

reservoir properties. Although shear bands in clean sandstone and grainstone tend to have 

only moderately low permeability, their high frequency and lack of localisation adds to their 

impact on recovery. Faults in shale-rich sequences have much lower intrinsic permeability, but 

their greater degree of localisation makes them easier to avoid with the well. 
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Diverse Geometries and Temporal Relationships of Normal Faults and Fault Systems in 
Continental Extension: A Perspective from the Basin and Range Province and Mineral 
Deposits 

 
Eric Seedorff and Carson A. Richardson, Lowell Institute for Mineral Resources, Department of 
Geosciences, University of Arizona,1040 East Fourth Street, Tucson, Arizona 85721-0077, USA  

 
Continental extension is a common feature of many orogenic belts, and the Basin and Range 

province of western North America is one of its classic regions. Knowledge of the geometry of 

normal faults is still incomplete, as indicated by the areas of conflict between observations of 

active and ancient tectonic settings, mechanical models, and kinematic models of normal fault 

deformation. If as a community we fail at geometric analysis and in understanding crosscutting 

relationships between faults in the field, then everything that follows—strain analysis, kinematic 

analysis, and dynamic analysis—is jeopardized.  

The processes leading to continental extension and to the formation and extensional 

deformation of mineral deposits are intertwined. Preexisting mineral deposits may be 

dismembered and tilted by normal faults, and such deformation creates greater exposures of 

their vertical and lateral extent that can benefit the scientific understanding of the mineralized 

systems. Extension also creates structural permeability and drives fluid circulation in the brittle 

upper crust that can lead to formation of synextensional mineral deposits. An understanding of 

continental extension benefits mineral exploration and mining; conversely, the extensive 

exposure of mineral deposits by closely spaced drill holes and detailed mapping of the pre-

mining surface and man-made exposures in turn provides an uncommon level of control that 

aids in testing the applicability of various genetic models for crustal extension.  

We examine the geometry and kinematics of individual normal faults and normal fault systems 

formed during continental extension on Earth, as distinct from gravity-driven mega-landslides 

directed toward a free surface. We focus on the Basin and Range province of western North 

America and draw on specific examples from well studied areas of Tertiary extension, including 

well exposed mineral deposits, and on insights from active tectonics. The synthesis begins with 

an analysis of (1) characteristics and elements of diversity for single normal faults; (2) 

characteristics and elements of diversity for fault systems, and (3) evolution of extended 

domains over time. Our synthesis indicates that the geometry and growth of normal faults are 

inconsistent with their characterization in many review papers and textbooks. 

Certain characteristics of single normal faults are fairly uniform, whereas the rest exhibit 

considerable diversity. Normal faults associated with continental extension generally initiate at 

dips of ~60-70° and are curviplanar. Individual normal faults define irregular, curved traces at 

the surface that in three dimensions define troughs or ridges over stretches of kilometers. 

Faults tilt as they move, in some cases tilting until they reach angles as shallow as 20-30° 

degrees; if extension continues, new, high-angle faults form, cutting and preventing further 

movement on the older, tilted faults. The greatest amount of slip—and amount of tilting relative 

to the initial dip angle—is in the mid-fault region, and the amounts of slip and tilting decrease 

along strike in both directions towards tips where the faults may end in folds and horsetail 

splays. Normal faults in continental extension typically flatten only slightly with depth (i.e., are 

not notably listric), and they grade downward into ductile shear zones with similar dips. 

Although tilting in principle can be related to a strongly listric fault shape, tilting also can be 

associated with planar faults. Both the hanging wall and footwall blocks of faults deform during 

slip by flexural bending, with rollovers or reverse drag forming in the hanging walls concurrent 

with less pronounced isostatic upwarping of footwalls. Many characteristics of faults, including 
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their shapes and the presence of splays and horses, follow from how they nucleate and grow in 

length, by linkage of originally discontinuous fracture systems. Although meter-scale refractions 

at lithologic boundaries are observed, normal faults in the shallow, brittle crust only rarely show 

evidence for significant localization by earlier structures or by boundaries between rocks of 

contrasting lithology. Instead, the evidence from sites with extensive three-dimensional 

exposure, such as the Robinson mining district in Nevada, indicates that normal faults routinely 

cut across lithologic boundaries and older faults, even where faults are oriented at acute 

angles to these boundaries or older faults. As ductile conditions are approached, however, 

contrasts in the rheology of rock masses more commonly affect the positions and local 

geometries of faults. Misconceptions about shapes of normal faults in continental extension 

have multiple sources, but they include overreliance on seismic reflection sections 

denominated in two-way travel time (where faults that are planar in true depth section appear 

to be listric) and the questionable assumption that faults in gravity-driven mega-landslides (e.g., 

Gulf Coast) are good analogues for normal faults in continental extension. Moreover, where 

multiple generations of faults are present (but underappreciated), workers may link segments 

of steeper, commonly younger faults with shallower, commonly older faults (especially in 

seismic section), mistakenly interpreting two, crosscutting planar faults as one fault with a listric 

geometry.  

Fault systems also display diverse characteristics, albeit with systematic behavior. Many 

normal faults occur as sets of sub-parallel (i.e., synthetic) faults that display coordinated 

movement, which constitute systems of coeval faults. In contrast, coeval antithetic faults, 

though observed near the surface in active settings, are uncommon in ancient systems with 

good exposure at depth; therefore, antithetic faults may not play a fundamental role in the 

architecture of continental extensional systems. The widths of fault blocks vary from thin 

shingles to slabs to thick blocks with the width of modern mountain ranges. It is far less 

common for sub-parallel faults to be kinematically linked to transverse strike-slip faults than to 

feather out along strike into a series of discrete fault tips. Likewise, there is no compelling 

evidence that sets of sub-parallel faults are necessarily kinematically linked to a master fault at 

depth; they each appear to grade into similarly oriented ductile shear zones rather than merge 

into a regional zone of decoupling or detachment. The amount of tilting associated with a given 

amount of slip is variable; the controls on tilting are poorly understood but may correlate with 

strain rate. 

Many regions of continental extension show multiple generations of faults. The area over which 

a particular generation of faults develops may overlap with areas affected by earlier or later 

generations of faults. Indeed, partial superposition in map view of younger faults on older ones 

is common. Though superposition is the rule, reactivation of older structures by younger normal 

faults nonetheless is uncommon. Younger generations of faults may have similar or different 

strike directions compared to earlier generations. Moreover, even where strike directions are 

similar, the sense of displacement (e.g., down to the west or down to the east) may be the 

same or may be opposite. Where sub-parallel sets are involved, spatial overlap of multiple 

generations of faults produces numerous fault blocks with highly complex geometries, which 

commonly necessitates three-dimensional restoration techniques. Generations of faults that 

overlap in space commonly are separated in time by hiatuses of millions to tens of millions of 

years, indicating that different generations of faults may have different tectonic drives. 

Nonetheless, conventional interpretations commonly assume temporally continuous, 

kinematically linked processes. 
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These observations, which vary somewhat from conventional views, have implications for 

broader issues associated with understanding continental extension, including the applicability 

of detachment models and the origin of Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes. 
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Fault zones are characterized by high internal complexity and heterogeneous deformation of 

the surrounding rock volume. In the past few decades significant progress has been made in 

understanding fault zone structure, and several models of fault zone growth and evolution have 

been developed on the basis of qualitative and quantitative analysis of faulting from outcrop 

and seismic data and from laboratory experiments and numerical models. 

In this study, we present an exceptional dataset from an active opencast lignite mine in the 

Ptolemais basin, NW Greece, and discuss the similarities and differences observed in the 3D 

structure of five different fault zones. The Pliocene lignite/marl sequence is displaced by 

numerous well exposed sub-parallel normal faults with syn- and post-depositional throws up to 

50 meters. The active mining operations allow 3D mapping of individual faults and other 

structures to be undertaken as the lignite is excavated. We have visited the mines and mapped 

the faults on 14 occasions over the last four years. In the three month intervals between field 

seasons each of six active mine faces is excavated a further 20 to 50 meters, resulting in about 

80 samples through a fault strike-parallel sample area about 2km long and 100m high, for each 

of five fault zones studied in detail (Fig 1). Each newly-excavated fault zone outcrop is mapped 

in detail at the face, and these data are combined with semi-regional scale photographs in an 

oil-industry standard 3D structural interpretation package, allowing outcrop resolution 

characterisation of fault zones at the scale of seismic data. 

3D characterisation of fault zone structure requires mapping the displacement distribution and 

partitioning along, within and around individual segments or splays that comprise a zone (Fig 

2). Our analysis of mapped fault zones addresses the question of whether or not a specific 

form of fault zone structure, to which individual fault zones in a particular fault system conform, 

can be defined using a general and simple description. To this end, we compare and contrast 

the different styles of segmentation and of displacement partitioning observed in different co-

genetic fault zones within the mine. 

We find quantitative similarities in the style of displacement partitioning within these fault zones 

when they are compared to other fault systems. For example, fault segments have 

anomalously high fault displacement to fault rock thickness ratios compared to other segments 

in other fault systems. This factor fortuitously results in the preservation on large displacement 

faults of structures formed at low displacement, providing insight into the kinematic evolution of 

the zones. Another general observation is that displacement gradients on individual segments 

are larger here than in many other fault systems, an observation compatible with the overall 

sense that these faults are more highly segmented than usual. 

Individually, at the scale of the dataset, each fault zone is different. For example, in Zone R, 

most of the displacement is accommodated within a dominant slip surface, while in the other 

zones it is more evenly distributed between different segments. In zone P, two main segments 

separated by a large relay ramp with fault-perpendicular bed rotations. In contrast, Zone S 

comprises multiple en-echelon fault surfaces with alternating areas of soft- and hard-linkage 

between the fault surfaces (Fig 2). In zone Q, an array of soft-linked fault segments occupy the 
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core of a monocline, and hence the dominant feature of this fault zone is pervasive normal 

drag. In terms of the timing of fault movements, cross-fault growth indicates that Fault P had 

significant syn-sedimentary movements during deposition of the earlier part of the sequence, 

while displacement across the other faults was dominantly post-depositional with only subtle 

syn-sedimentary movements confined to restricted intervals within the succession. 

Our analysis of faults in this mine, as well as in three other similar mines in the same basin, 

provides unprecedented outcrop-scale access to the 3D geometry of oilfield-scale faults. 

Segmentation occurs in these faults at a range of scales and, like any complex hierarchical 

structure, different scales of structure require different sampling volumes for adequate 

characterisation. Our mapping shows that these faults, which have maximum throws of 

between 15 and 50m, are all significantly different within a 2km along-strike sample. It may be 

that given a larger sample area the faults might become statistically similar, or it may not. In 

other words, there may or may not exist a representative elementary volume for the structure of 

a fault zone that is smaller than the volume of the fault zone itself. Although this dataset cannot 

yet answer this important question, it does provide an unprecedented insight into the multiple 

scales of fault zone complexity that exist. 

 

 
Figure 1. Oblique view of the three-dimensional model showing: a) All the mining faces which were 
imported into 3D structural interpretation package. b) The interpretation of five fault zones which displace 
the lignite-marl sequence by up to 50 meters. The variation of the colours on the fault surfaces shows 
displacement distribution. The transparent surface is one of the interpreted horizons. The variation of the 
colours shows depth. 
 

 
Figure 2. a) and b) Views of the 3D model of fault zone S (see for location on Fig 1). c) Outcrop 
photograph of one section through the zone. 
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Fault scarps in the central Italian Apennines (Abbruzzo) exhibit striated fault planes, offset 

dated Holocene sediments and geomorphic surfaces, and are the surface expression of a 

network of active normal faults formed over the past 2-3 Myrs. As part of an ongoing program 

to determine the spatial and temporal distribution of strain accumulation in the region and 

reconcile long term (105 yr) slip rates to historical and geodetic records (103-101 yrs), we are 

conducting terrestrial (TLS) and airborne liDAR scanning (ALS) of the geomorphic expression 

of the bedrock scarps and the surfaces they displace at sub-metre scales. This understanding 

of the geomorphic modification of scarps is a key input for an accompanying programme of 

cosmogenic dating to establish slip-rate variability and elapsed times since last major slip 

event. 

To-date, we have assembled a database covering 22 active and suspected active faults in the 

Abruzzo region and have developed methods to accurately measure slip rates using multiple 

profiles taken parallel to measured kinematic indicators on the fault surfaces. We have found 

that Holocene slip rates on the scanned faults vary from fast (1.5 mm yr-1) to slow (0.25 mm 

yr-1). This method provides an understanding of the inherent and instrumental uncertainty in 

the measured slip-rates and allows better constraints on lesser known or more poorly exposed 

faults in the region. At most sites, we have also taken higher resolution TLS scans to map mm 

to cm scale topography on the fault scarps allowing a scarp roughness parameter to be 

calculated. Preliminary results have shown that roughness may be correlated with fault slip 

rate. 

Our database allows us to assess the impact of using different acquisition parameters 

(elevation, flight directions) for ALS and seasonal effects for TLS. We can investigate the 

effects of different resolutions (point densities) and look directions (ground shadowing) on how 

well the scarps are imaged. For example, the Fiamignano fault was targeted in two ALS 

campaigns, been captured on two occasions with different TLS instruments, and we have 

extensive field datasets and cosmogenic dating results that provide independent estimates of 

the slip rates. This fault therefore provides an ideal site to validate the use of ALSM and TLS to 

determine slip rates on active fault systems. The Mont Ocre Fault has also been captured 

using both ALS and TLS; slip rates and other attributes show good agreement between the 

methods.  

The ALS and TLS database assembled provides useful baseline information should any of the 

scanned faults rupture at surface in a future slip event. We have previously shown how TLS 

can be used to quantify subtle afterslip effects on the surface rupture following the 2009, Mw 

6.1 L’Aquila earthquake. Baseline TLS or ALS, had it been available, would have allowed us to 

capture the coseismic slip associated with this event.  More generally, this type of time-lapse 

scanning on active tectonic structures will provide important new datasets describing the 

deformation field during the seismic cycle. In Italy, the results from our strain mapping and 
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cosmogenic dating of fault scarps is likely to impact directly on earthquake hazard assessment 

and resilience in the Abbruzzo region and the general methodology has applicability to other 

active tectonic systems.  
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The Geometry of Branchlines 

Graham Yielding, Badley Geoscience Ltd 
 

A branchline is the line of intersection between two hard-linked fault planes, or between two 

parts of a single fault plane of more complex geometry.  Branchlines play an important part in 

the construction of models of subsurface structure, since they control the geometry of blocks 

that are potentially separate compartments for hydrocarbon accumulations.  Of additional 

interest is whether they provide any information about the kinematic development of the fault 

system to which they belong. 

Despite this importance, in practice it can be difficult to constrain branchline geometry.  In 

conventional interpretation of vertical seismic sections, branchlines may only be visible as 

branch-points where they penetrate a section, or may not be seen at all if they are steep and 

fall between interpreted sections.  In such cases, a geological modeller may construct a 

branchline by extrapolating one partly intepreted fault plane to intersect another, with little real 

control.  However, the technique of “seismic fault-slicing” in 3D seismic datasets allows direct 

observation of the branchline geometry.  Defining the fault which terminates at a branchline as 

the ‘splay’, and the fault containing the branchline as the ‘master’, the geometry of the master 

fault can be used to extract seismic data from the 3D volume, immediately adjacent to the fault 

and on the same side as the approaching splay.  Displaying this data on the surface of the 

master fault provides a seismic image of that wall of the fault.  Even in datsets of moderate 

quality this procedure usually allows branchlines to be observed directly, greatly improving the 

construction of the subsurface interpretation. 

The kinematic significance of branchlines is related to the relative orientation of the planes at 

the vicinity of their intersection.  When the two planes are subparallel (i.e. master and synthetic 

splay with similar dip and strike), they can have very similar slip vectors, and as a result their 

movement can be accommodated without geometric problems regardless of the detailed 

branchline geometry.  Hence the branchline can be subhorizontal, or down the dip of the fault, 

or anywhere in between; in the case of a fault-bound lens the branchline may be circular, or 

closed but irregular. 

By contrast, if there is a moderate angle between the two planes then this imposes a restriction 

on the orientation of the slip vector.  Contemporaneous movement on both planes is most 

easily achieved if the slip vector on the splay is subparallel to the branchline, rather than across 

it, since this minimises deformation in the adjacent rock volume.  In interlocking networks of 

normal faults with well-defined branchlines, it is seen that the branchlines are all subparallel in 

3D space: the horizontal projection of their vector mean indicates the extension direction. 

An exception to this rule occurs at antithetic normal faults.  Having the same strike but opposite 

dip, two such faults must have slip vectors at a high angle to one another and to their mutual 

branchline.  Such a system is not stable, and as a result the smaller fault (the ‘antithetic fault’) 

will have displacement that diminishes to zero near the branchline to avoid space problems.  

With a zero-length slip vector on the ‘splay’ this in turn relaxes the relationship between 

branchline geometry and slip directions. 
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It is well known in a qualitative sense that some faults are more segmented than others. This 

work uses results from fault zone mapping in outcrop, mine and seismic datasets to establish a 

quantitative understanding of the segmentation of normal faults.  At its simplest, we ask 

questions such as: "how many intact relays would I expect to find on a 1 km trace of this 30 m 

throw fault?" A slightly more complex question of practical relevance is: "what is the probability 

that this 15 m thick aquifer is self-juxtaposed at some point along this 1 km trace of this 30 m 

throw fault?" In both these cases, the question is posed as a function of localised fault throw, 

but an alternative means of characterising the faults is to do so as a function of local zone 

width, by asking: "what is the frequency of relay zones at least 10 m wide on faults in this 

system?" We describe results from both forms of characterisation using data from 153 fault 

zones from 15 different normal fault systems with maximum throws in the range of tens of 

centimetres to hundreds of meters. 

The most direct means of measuring fault zone segmentation from the practical perspective of 

risking possible across-fault juxtaposition, is by recording the number of distinct across-fault 

flow paths produced by self-juxtaposition of a flow unit of a given thickness on a fault of a given 

throw. We normalise the flow unit thickness by the fault throw to give a dimensionless 

parameter we term Threshold Fractional Throw (TFT), and find that the frequency (number/km) 

of across-fault flow paths at particular TFT values for faults in particular systems is inversely 

proportional to the fault throw, with different fault systems having different segment frequency 

characteristics. If TFT = 0.0 then the only segment boundaries considered are intact relay 

zones, which, for a 10 m fault, have frequencies ranging from 1 every 10 km of fault trace, to 3 

per kilometre (Fig 1a). If TFT = 0.5 (Fig 1b), some faults examined have regions where self-

juxtaposition of a flow unit of only half the thickness of the fault throw, occurs as often as once 

every 100 m on a 10 m throw fault.  

The second way of examining the frequencies of relay zones is as a function of their width. The 

advantage of this approach is that faults with different throws in the same system can be 

grouped together, since the width of a relay zone does not change as a fault accumulates 

throw. The resultant relay zone width populations (Fig 2) are characterised by approximately 

self-similar distributions (i.e. the frequency of zones in inversely proportional to their width). 

Normal faults typically have dimensionless frequency values for width populations of fault 

lenses and relays of between 15 and 120. These values imply that one of these features 

greater than 10 m wide typically occurs between 2 and 12 times per kilometre of fault trace.  

We find that segmentation frequency on faults from a given area can vary significantly, but this 

variability is smaller than the differences between different areas. Preliminary analyses indicate 

geomechanical controls on segmentation frequency. Additionally, we have compared our 

measurements with data for strike-slip faults published by de Joussineau and Aydin, and find 

that both fault modes have similar plan-view segmentation characteristics, with discrepancies 

accounted for by sampling differences.  
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Figure 1.  Frequencies of (a) intact relay zones, and (b) relay zones providing an across-fault flow 
path for an aquifer of thickness ≥ 50% of the fault throw, for normal faults in different fault systems at 
different throws.  The labelled lines are of constant dimensionless segmentation (B). 

 
                          

                                  
 
Figure 2.  Cumulative frequency of relays wider than the reported values, for each of the 16 datasets. 
The labelled lines show the enveloping limit to the data implying a broadly scale-invariant model 
bounded by lines at γ = 20 and γ = 100. 
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Keynote Speaker: Active Normal Faulting and Variations in the Thickness of the 

Seismogenic Layer 
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At the 1989 Geological Society conference on the ‘Geometry of Normal Faults’ various patterns 

were starting to emerge from the existing data on the source parameters of normal faults that 

moved in earthquakes larger than about magnitude (Mw) 5.5, though the time period over 

which high-quality seismological data were then available was only about 20 years.  Since 

then, with another 25 years’ earthquakes and completely new techniques for assessing them, 

including routine analysis of seismic waveforms, space-based geodesy (GPS and InSAR) and 

an improved ability to interpret geomorphological signals in landscape, those patterns have 

become clarified and more secure.  Some significant conclusions, concerning normal faulting in 

earthquakes larger than about Mw 5.5 (corresponding to fault dimensions larger than about 

5x5 km2) include: 

Dips.  The great majority of such normal faults dip in the range 30-65o and, as far as we can 

tell, are approximately planar in cross-section, though a curvature of perhaps up to 15o is 

difficult to rule out.  Occasional events have occurred on faults with dips as steep as 70-75o, 

but these are sufficiently rare to usually merit individual studies.  There is no evidence for 

earthquakes on faults with the strongly listric curvature common in deltas or other thick 

sedimentary sequences, where faulting may flatten onto decoupling layers of evaporites or 

overpressured shales: movement on those faults does not appear to generate substantial 

earthquakes.  Nor have substantial earthquakes been observed to occur on very-low-angle 

faults dipping significantly less than 20o, though such faults are found in the inactive geological 

record. 

Scaling.  The seismogenic thickness (Ts), defined as the depth of the layer containing 

earthquakes, is seen to vary substantially on continents: it usually involves only the top 10-20 

km of the crust, but can involve the whole thickness of the crust, and may even extend into the 

uppermost mantle where it is colder than 600oC.  Ts can reach values of 40 km in some 

shields, where earthquakes occur in the lower crust at temperatures exceeding 500oC in 

material likely to be anhydrous and granulitic in composition.  Though technically controversial, 

there is a body of opinion (which includes me) that the effective elastic thickness (Te) of the 

continental crust, estimated from the association of gravity and topography, also varies 

geographically in such a way that nowhere is Te required to be greater than Ts, and where it is 

well resolved, Te ≤ Ts.  A consequence of that view is that the long- term strength of the crust 

resides in the seismogenic layer, whose thickness determines the scaling of normal faults and 

their related structures.  In places where Ts has the typical value of <15 km (Greece, Turkey, 

Italy,  Nevada) continuous normal-fault segment lengths rarely exceed 25 km and block tilting 

occurs on a wavelength up to about 25 km.  Where Ts is substantially greater (Malawi, 

Tanzania, Uganda) normal-fault segment lengths and the widths of coherently-tilted blocks, can 

reach 50 km or more.  In all cases the faults appear to have roughly 1:1 aspect ratios (i.e. are 

approximately circular or square in area) within the seismogenic layer, and  do not require the 

shear stresses acting on them to maintain the topography to exceed 10 MPa, the typical upper  

limit of stress drops observed in earthquakes.  In other words, the principal control on geometry 

and scaling is the shear strength of seismogenic faults, which doesn’t vary much, modulated by 

the thickness of the elastic (or seismogenic) layer.  Regions of active extension where Ts is 

unusually thick (e.g. parts of East Africa, Lake Baikal, Siberia) are often on the edge of 
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substantial gradients in lithosphere thickness, which may exceed 200 km in some Precambrian 

shields. 

Metamorphic Core Complexes.  Convex-up domes resembling those in classic descriptions 

of  metamorphic core complexes have been observed associated with some slow-spreading 

mid-ocean ridges, and also some land-based structures in the East Indes, all of which are 

presumed to be active.  Some are also associated with moderate-sized normal-faulting 

earthquakes in their down-dip direction. In their relatively steep dips, their stress drops and 

other seismological characteristics these earthquakes differ in no way from those in the typical 

patterns observed elsewhere, and appear to occur on the seismically-active planar part of  fault 

systems whose footwalls are able to deform internally and rotate to produce the exposed up-

dip dome shapes (as in the ‘rolling hinge’ model).  The substantial internal deformation required 

for this association of domes and planar faulting is consistent with the realization that many 

older core complexes on land are associated with flow in the crust, made possible by a 

reduction in viscosity that is likely to be related to increased temperature or water content. 
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Fault weakening (sliding friction coefficients μ < 0.2) during earthquake propagation is now 

widely believed to occur due to a range of thermally activated, dynamic weakening 

mechanisms. Using seismically active normal fault systems in the Central Apennines of Italy, 

we show that a combination of field, experimental and microstructural studies can provide 

valuable constraints on the critical parameters and mechanisms of dynamic weakening. 

We studied three well-exposed NW-SE seismogenic extensional fault systems in the central-

northern Apennines of Italy (Mw 5-7; Umbria, L’Aquila, Fucino Basin systems). Fault 

displacements are typically accommodated in m- to dm-thickness fault cores comprising 

interlayered tabular domains of breccias, cataclasite and gouge. The majority of slip is, 

however, highly localized within narrow (<10 mm) zones containing thin (<100μm) principal slip 

zones (PSZ), bounded by polished, striated principal slip surfaces (PSS). Microstructurally, the 

PSZ's comprise juxtaposed layers of low porosity, coarse to ultra-fine grained cataclasite. 

Straight and sharp slip surfaces separate cataclasite and ultra-thin ultracataclasite layers (<50 

mm), characterized by the presence of abundant nanoscale particles. PSS asperity sizes range 

from a few dm (striated wavy surfaces) to sub-micron size (sharp, straight surfaces associated 

with ultracataclasite). Injected cataclasites indicative of seismogenic fluidization processes are 

locally present.  

Simple numerical modelling suggests that the PSZ are sufficiently thin to generate 

temperatures that will promote thermally-activated dynamic weakening mechanisms. We then 

tried to recreate these processes in the laboratory using displacement-controlled friction 

experiments performed in a rotary shear apparatus on calcite gouges at seismic slip rates and 

normal stresses up to 18MPa. Friction initially increases to peak values (μ = 0.82) before 

decaying to lower steady-state values (μ = 0.16), with a typical slip distance d of ~20cm. Up to 

80% of the peak friction is recovered during deceleration to arrest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 stage evolution in μ 
I: Attainment of initial friction  μi = 0.67 
II: Increase to peak values          μ = 0.82 
III: Sudden decrease in friction down to 
low steady state values μss = 0.16 
IV: Sudden increase in friction upon 
deceleration to arrest      μf = 0.44 
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Microstructural observations on samples deformed up to the attainment of peak friction (μ = 

0.82) show the development of a localised, porous slip zone, <150 μm thick, with multiple 

striated slip surfaces coated by sub-rounded nano-grains. Although seismic slip rates (v > 0.7 m/s) are 

attained, no dynamic weakening is observed. Once the steady-state stage is established (μ = 0.2), 

a 50 μm thick, low porosity cohesive slip zone develops composed of juxtaposed domains of 

nano-grains bounded by multiple, striated slip surfaces. The sub-micron domains comprise 

interlocking calcite grains with distributed sub-grains < 20nm in diameter, with straight, 

polygonal boundaries displaying 120° triple junctions. Textural evidence for dynamic 

recrystallization by dislocation creep is absent and slip zone internal architecture is not 

obliterated by the polygonal fabric development, i.e. no evidence of annealing.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We propose that cataclastic reduction down to nanoscale grainsizes and intense frictional 

heating due to shear localisation may have activated transient diffusion-dominated grain 

boundary sliding (GBS) mechanisms leading to superplastic flow and dynamic weakening in 

the slip zone. Similar nano-scale textures are observed in the natural fault zones in the 

Apennines.  Using constraints from the experimental conditions (strain rate, T) and 

microstructural observations (d), we calculated the predicted strengths using a range of 

constitutive flow laws for grainsize-sensitive and -insensitive mechanisms. At the very high 

strain rates achieved during the experiments, the flow law for superplastic flow is the only one 

SEM observations at μ = 0.2 
multiple slip surfaces 
sandwiching thin (~5 μm) 
cohesive layers of sub-
rounded nano-grains 

TEM Observations 
- Grain size 100 < f < 600 nm 
- Polygonal shapes with low dislocation densities & no CPO 
(SAED analyses), no evidence for annealing textures 
- Cavities (C) along grain boundaries & bubbles (B) + 
amorphous rims (am) for calcite nano-grains 
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that predicts the measured strengths. The re-strengthening observed during the decelerating 

shearing phase is explained by falling temperatures “switching off” the nano-scale GBS leading 

to a return to frictional sliding and cataclasis.  

We conclude that thermally activated, nano-scale superplasticity along frictionally heated PSZs 

represents a new mechanism to explain the self-lubrication & dynamic weakening of carbonate 

hosted normal faults during earthquake propagation in both nature & experiment 
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It has long been recognized that faults develop as a result of a series of successive slip events, 

but direct observations of growth are few and far between. Published fault growth models are 

therefore commonly based on statistical properties of cumulative fault displacement patterns. 

Here we use observations of fault slip during the 2005-2010 Dabbahu (Afar) rifting episode 

derived from InSAR and differential LiDAR data to test fault growth models directly.  

The recent Dabbahu rifting episode, which commenced in 2005 within the Afar Depression, has 

provided a unique opportunity to study progressive fault growth. The initial dike intrusion 

caused deformation along the entire length (60 km) of the segment comprising horizontal 

opening of up to 8 m, subsidence of up to 3 m in a 2-3 km wide graben and uplift on the flanks 

of up to 1 m. Displacements during the initial event and the subsequent 13 smaller dike 

intrusions have been observed with InSAR.  

The first high-resolution airborne LiDAR survey was carried out in October 2009 by the NERC 

Airborne Research and Survey Facility, covering the central section of the Dabbahu segment. 

The resulting DEM covers 800 km2 with, on average, one return every 4 m2, but including 

areas with 1 return per 0.25 m2. The height accuracy of the DEM is ~10 cm. Our second 

airborne LiDAR survey was acquired in November 2012. In the meantime only one dyke 

intrusion occurred, in May 2010. We apply the ICP method to both LiDAR data sets to derive 

vertical as well as horizontal displacement induced by this intrusion. 

We are able to identify the slipped structures on the InSAR as well as the differential LiDAR 

data. Once the structures have been identified and roughly picked we apply our new algorithm 

to pick hanging and footwall cutoffs along the surface faults and extract their displacement-

length profiles from the LiDAR DEM. At the same time we automatically extract the incremental 

fault offsets from the InSAR and differential LiDAR data. By comparing these two 

measurements we can directly measure how faults are growing, and test models of fault growth 

and linkage. During each event we observe reactivation of faults along the entire length of the 

dike with several 10s of fault segments involved in each case. We can further see that the 

deformation is not just located along the obvious surface faults but that a considerable amount 

is located on buried structures and splays. 
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In areas containing parallel sets of faults earthquakes can occur in locations other than on the 

faults defined as active using historical and geodetic data, confounding attempts to map 

seismic hazards with such datasets. This situation arises because active faults undergo 

fluctuating levels of activity through time with intervals of high, or low, fault slip rate 

corresponding to earthquake clusters or quiescence, respectively. Clear evidence for variable 

fault slip rates over geological timescales comes from high resolution mapping and dating of 

growth strata adjacent to active faults. However poor age constraints and sparse preservation 

of time-correlated horizons typify most actively deforming areas. This means that, in practice, it 

is difficult to recognise earthquake clustering in geological data in terms of which faults are 

ahead of their long-term slip rate, which faults are behind their long term rate but still active, 

and which faults are no longer active. Here we show that variations in the concentration of 

cosmogenic 36Cl measured systematically in trenches at the base of bedrock scarps, and 

using observations from cumulative scarps formed by extensional fault slip, can be used to 

estimate both the average Holocene slip rate on the fault and the elapsed time since the last 

earthquake. Furthermore, by comparing the increase in concentration with height immediately 

above and below the ground surface at the base of the scarp we can determine whether the 

elapsed time is anomalously long (or short) compared to values that typify longer time periods. 

For an area of active extension in the central Italian Apennines, we demonstrate that 

independent constraints on Holocene rates and elapsed times of historical earthquakes (since 

1349 A.D.) and those estimated using 36Cl show a one-to-one correspondence. Significantly, 

systematic variations in 36Cl above and below the ground surface in this area show that 

although some of the faults slipped at rates higher than their Holocene-averaged rate from 

~5000 years ago to the middle ages they have been quiescent since 1349 A.D. It is well 

established that most of the seismic moment release since 1349 A.D. has been concentrated in 

the 50km wide zone along the NE flank of the Apennines whereas our 36Cl data suggests that 

prior to 1349 A.D. the moment release was focused more on the SW flank. When averaged 

over the whole Holocene the strain accumulation shows an approximately symmetric 

distribution suggesting that the historically observed asymmetry in seismic moment release is a 

manifestation of spatial earthquake clustering. By quantitatively comparing the total fault strain 

over the Holocene with the geodetic measurements of contemporary strain accumulation and 

the earthquake shaking records since Roman times we can show that the locus of both strain 

accumulation and strain release has migrated from one crustal scale fault system to another 

over a distance of several 10’s of km over the last 2000 years 
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Faults typically form components of complex systems in which dynamic and kinematic 

interactions are an essential element of fault growth on earthquake and geological timescales 

(Walsh and Watterson, 1991). These interactions, which on geological timescales are typically 

manifest as displacement transfer associated with fault intersection (hard-linkage) or distributed 

deformation (soft-linkage), influence fault dimensions, displacement patterns and growth. Fault 

interaction and growth over timescales of up to millions of years have been constrained by 

analysis of faulting with displacements of millimetres to kilometres using outcrop and seismic-

reflection data. Many of the faults analysed experienced rapid fault propagation followed by 

prolonged displacement accumulation. The resulting near-constant lengths established from an 

early stage in the fault history are attributed to retardation of lateral propagation by interaction 

between fault tips. These interactions are interpreted to result in near-linear along strike 

displacement profiles and increasing displacement gradients with fault size (i.e. length and 

maximum displacement). The increase in displacement gradients is associated with a 

steepening of slope on fault displacement vs length (D-L) plots and with rising strain across 

fault systems. For immature low-strain fault systems in which individual faults have 

experienced few slip events the slope of D-L plots is typically <1, while in mature higher-strain 

systems this slope is generally >1. The increasing D-L slopes is interpreted to primarily reflect 

a combination of tip-line retardation arising from interactions and preferential death (or longer 

recurrence intervals between individual slip increments) of smaller faults. As a consequence, 

large faults accrue their cumulative displacement in many more slip events than small faults. 

The available data are consistent with fault growth models in which the hierarchy of fault size is 

established rapidly, perhaps in many cases due to fault reactivation, with the longest faults 

moving fastest, for the longest duration and being most likely to benefit from strain localisation. 

Our fault growth models draw heavily on the ideas and observations of Juan Watterson, many 

of which are just as relevant today as when they were first developed over 20 years ago.  

 
Walsh, J. J., Watterson, J., 1991. Geometric and kinematic coherence and scale effects in normal fault 
systems. In: The Geometry of Normal Faults ed A. M. Roberts, G. Yielding, B. Freeman, Geological 
Society Special Publication 56, 193-203. 
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Within zones of fault linkage it is common to see deficits in displacement or throw. Across a 

breached relay zone, where a fault has been linked, a displacement minimum is commonly 

observed with displacement maxima across the outer fault segments that have been newly 

linked. A theory presented by Faure Walker et al. (2009) addresses the question of whether 

such double displacement maxima across a linked fault are preserved through time. This 

“geometry-dependent throw-rate theory” suggests that whether a displacement minimum 

across a breach fault is preserved is determined by the relative 3D geometry (strike and dip), 

slip trend, slip plunge and the throw-rate of the breach fault relative to the outer fault segments.  

The theory has been tested by using a strain-rate investigation across the Parasano-Pescina 

active normal fault in the central Italian Apennines displaying a normal breach fault at its centre 

(Faure Walker et al., 2009). The outer faults dip approximately towards the southwest, parallel 

to the regional strain orientation. However, the approximately 0.8 km long breach fault that 

crosses the relay zone between the 2-3km long two outer faults has a fault strike that is oblique 

by about 30 degrees to the outer faults. The breach fault is assumed to be younger than the 

outer faults because the total offset displayed in the pre-rift limestones (360m±50m and 

370m±50m total throw) is greater across the outer faults than the breach fault (100m±50m), 

despite the breach fault having a higher post-glacial (15±3kyr) throw-rate (0.67±0.13 mm/yr) 

than the outer faults (0.38±0.07 mm/yr and 0.55±0.11 mm/yr).  (These post-glacial throw-rates 

were measured using offsets across bedrock scarps of Late Pleistocene–Holocene landforms). 

It is thus inferred that this fault has grown to provide linkage between the outer faults. The 

“geometry-dependent throw-rate theory” uses the breach fault’s and outer faults’ dip, strike and 

slip vector in order to determine whether the displacement minimum will be preserved through 

time.  In this example, the relatively steep dip and high-throw rate across the breach fault 

suggest that the double displacement maxima will diminish with time; if current deformation 

rates and kinematics persist, it is estimated the displacement minimum will be removed in 0.68-

1.0Myrs. It is not known whether this is typical for other breached relay zones. Also note for this 

fault the slip direction is maintained across the relay zone; again, it is not currently known 

whether this is typical for breach faults. 

The relationship between the local 3D orientation of the fault and the strain-rate has also been 

investigated across a single fault segment in the central Italian Apennines (Wilkinson et al., 

under review). In this example from the Campo Felice Fault, it is shown that, despite a variable 
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strike and throw, the strain-rate displays a linear decrease from the centre towards the tip of 

the fault, as would be expected for a planar fault without small-scale orientation changes.  

The two examples presented herein, together with the “geometry-dependent throw-rate theory” 

show the importance of understanding the local 3D geometry and throw rates for fault growth, 

specifically whether displacement minima are preserved following fault linkage via breach faults 

and along faults with variable 3D geometry.  This suggests that throw-rates may be higher or 

lower than expected given the position along the fault if there are sites of fault linkage or sites 

with altering 3D orientation; this has consequences for landscape evolution and important 

implications for local seismic hazard. The theory also highlights that caution should be taken 

when extrapolating data along a fault when the 3D geometry is variable.  

 

Reference 

Faure Walker, J.P., Roberts, G., Cowie, P., Papanikolaou, I., Sammonds, P., Michetti, A., Phillips, R. 

(2009). Horizontal strain-rates and throw-rates for breached relay-zones: an example from active normal 

faults in the Apennines, Italy. Journal of Structural Geology 31, 1145-1160, doi:10.1016/j.jsg.2009.06.01, 

2009 
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Normal faults grow via: (i) tip propagation and linkage of initially isolated faults (‘isolated fault 

model’ or ‘fault growth by segment linkage’); or (ii) growth of faults that appear isolated in map-

view but which are, in three dimensions, components of a single, geometrically and 

kinematically coherent structure (‘coherent fault model’). Most studies have either explicitly or 

implicitly supported the isolated fault model, although some have argued that the growth 

scheme outlined by the coherent fault model may be the dominant mode of normal fault 

growth. There are, however, very few studies that have examined the geometric and kinematic 

evolution of normal fault systems with these specific models in mind, thus the potential broader 

applicability of the coherent fault model in particular is uncertain. In this study we determine the 

structure and evolution of a normal fault system by applying qualitative and quantitative fault 

analysis techniques to a 3D seismic reflection dataset from the Suez Rift, Egypt. Our analysis 

indicates that the October Fault Zone is composed of two fault systems that are locally 

decoupled across a Late Miocene salt-bearing interval. The sub-salt system offsets pre-rift 

crystalline basement, and was active during the main Late Oligocene-early Middle Miocene 

syn-rift period. It is composed of four, planar, NW-SE-striking segments that are hard-linked by 

N-S-striking segments. Up to 2 km of displacement occurs at top basement, suggesting that 

this fault system nucleated at or, more likely, below this structural level. The supra-salt system 

was active during the Pliocene-Holocene, and is composed of four, NW-SE-striking, listric fault 

segments, which are soft-linked by unbreached relay zones. Segments in the supra-salt fault 

system nucleated within Pliocene strata and have maximum throws of c. 500 m. Locally, 

segments of the supra-salt fault system breach the salt and hard-link with the sub-salt fault 

system, thus forming the upper part of a fault zone composed of a single, hard-linked fault 

system below the salt, and multiple soft-linked segments above the salt. Analysis of throw-

distance (T-x) and throw-depth (T-z) plots for the supra-salt fault system, isopach maps of the 

associated growth strata, and backstripping of relay zones suggests these faults rapidly 

established their lengths during the early stages of their slip history. The fault tips were then 

‘pinned’ and the faults accumulated displacement via downward propagation. Based on these 

observations, we interpret that the October Fault Zone had the following evolutionary trend; (i) 

growth of the sub-salt fault system during the Oligocene-to-early Middle Miocene rift event; (ii) 

cessation of activity on the sub-salt fault system during the Middle Miocene-to-?Early Pliocene 

post-rift period; (iii) stretching of sub- and supra-salt strata during Pliocene regional extension, 

mild reactivation of the sub-salt fault system, and nucleation of the segmented supra-salt fault 

system, which at this time was geometrically decoupled from the sub-salt fault system; and (iv) 

Pliocene-to-Holocene growth of the supra-salt fault system by downwards vertical tip line 

propagation, which resulted in downward breaching of the salt and dip-linkage with the sub-salt 

fault system. The supra-salt segments display aspects of both the isolated (i.e. growth of 

physically isolated segments by tip-line propagation) and coherent (i.e. rapid attainment of 

length followed by accumulation of displacement) fault models. Furthermore, upward 

bifurcation of the fault surface into several apparently isolated segments is compatible with 

predictions of the coherent fault model, although this geometry is the result of dip linkage of two 

systems of markedly different age, rather than simple reactivation, upward propagation and 

splaying of an extant lower system. Our study thereby indicates that coherent and isolated fault 
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models are not mutually exclusive and that both may be applicable to the growth of kilometre-

scale, basin-bounding fault systems. 
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Viscous flow at depth contributes to elastic strain accumulation along seismogenic faults during 

both post-seismic and inter-seismic phases of the earthquake cycle. Evaluating the importance 

of this contribution is hampered by uncertainties regarding (i) the extent to which viscous 

deformation occurs in shear zones or by distributed flow within the crust and/or upper mantle, 

and (ii) the value of the exponent, n, in the flow law that relates strain rate to applied stress. 

Geodetic data, rock deformation experiments, and field observations of exhumed (inactive) 

faults provide strong evidence for non-linear viscous flow but may not fully capture the long 

term, in situ behaviour of active fault zones. Here we demonstrate that strain rates derived from 

Holocene offsets on seismogenic normal faults in the actively uplifting and extending central 

and southern Italian Apennines may be used to address this issue. The measured strain rates, 

averaged over a time scale of 104 years, exhibit a well-defined power-law dependence on 

topographic elevation with an exponent ~ 3.0-3.3 (99% CI: 2.3 - 4.0) (Fig. 1). Contemporary 

seismicity indicates that the upper crust in this area is at the threshold for frictional failure within 

an extensional stress field and therefore that differential stress is directly proportional to 

elevation. Our data thus imply a relationship between strain rate and stress that is consistent 

with non-linear viscous flow, with n ~ 3.0-3.3, but because the measurements are derived from 

slip along faults they do not represent deformation of a continuum. Deforming non-linear 

viscous materials (i.e. n > 1), in general, show a tendency to localise strain and the presence of 

a brittle fault up-dip provides a geometrical discontinuity that influences where in the viscous 

regime localisation preferentially develops. Moreover, seismogenic faulting typically involves 

cataclasis, hydrous alteration, and shear heating all of which contribute to grain size reduction 

and material weakening. These processes enhance localisation at the frictional-viscous 

transition and the development of mylonitic shear zones within the viscous regime. In 

quartzofeldspathic crust, mylonites form a fabric of mineral segregated layers parallel to shear 

with their strength controlled by the weakest phase: quartz. Using a flow law for wet quartz 

calibrated for mylonitic rocks to fit the strain rates across individual fault zones (~5 km wide), 

we estimate a lower bound on the temperature of the deforming material using our data. This 

temperature is reached at or just below the base of the seismogenic zone, as constrained by 

regional surface heat flow data and the depth distribution of crustal seismicity. We conclude 

that it is the rate of viscous flow in quartz-rich mylonitic shear zones, not distributed flow within 

the lower crust and/or upper mantle, which modulates the Holocene slip rates we measure over 

on the up-dip seismogenic part of the faults in this area. Our observations support the idea that 

the irregular, stick-slip movement of brittle faults, and hence earthquake recurrence, are 

ultimately regulated by down-dip viscous flow over multiple earthquake cycles. (Cowie et al., 

Nature Geoscience, doi:10.1038/ngeo1991) 
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Figure 1. Correlation between Holoceneaveraged regional extensional strain rates and mean 
elevation along the Italian Apennines. (a) Location map, (b) fault pattern overlying SRTM DEM, (c) 
strain rate (red) and elevation (black) versus distance measured every 10 km in 90 km transects across 
strike. Shading indicates 1s error. (d) Log-log plot of h, stress (MPa), effective viscosity (h = s/2ė), 
versus ė for two independent data sets (triangles, diamonds), offset by 15km along strike, using 30km 
wide transects. Grey lines: best fit power laws (1s error). Grey dashed lines: 99% CI for all transect 
widths and positions. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Rheology and loading of a coupled frictional-viscous fault system. (a) Schematic fault 
geometry and rheological structure. FVT = Frictional-Viscous Transition. Strain rate enhancement (red 
line) depends on shear zone width (5 km assumed here). (b) Brittle-frictional-viscous components 
loaded in parallel by a driving stress that depends on elevation, h. Both components may deform 
elastically on short time scales. Frictional element A represents (collectively) the seismogenic faults, 
viscous element B the corresponding viscous (mylonitic) shear zones. (c) Distribution of crustal stress 
(and strength) at yield and the increase in differential stress, due to regional uplift, which leads to 
deformation.  
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Keynote Speaker: Propagation and Growth of Polygonal Faults 
 
Joe Cartwright, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford OX2 9QN, UK 
 

Polygonal faults have been recognised as a fairly common occurrence on many continental 

margins for over 20 years, but they are surprisingly poorly understood. For example, there is a 

vigorous current debate, over their genesis, with quite wide-ranging mechanisms including the 

chemically driven shear failure of diagenetically susceptible sediments, or the more 

mechanically based overpressure-induced failure of low permeability clays. It is generally 

agreed, however, that polygonal faults are organised in layer-bound arrays or tiers. The 

sediments hosting polygonally faulted tiers vary greatly in bulk composition from almost pure 

chalks to smectitic claystones, and occasionally interbedded thin reservoir facies are faulted 

passively along with their finer grained partners. So it is not clear precisely what might be the 

nature of any lithological control on fault initiation and growth.  

Equally unclear are (1) the precise timing of fault growth, and (2) the sites of initial nucleation of 

the early stages of blind propagation. That polygonal faults initiate as blind structures is widely 

agreed, but very little direct constraint on subsequent kinematic evolution has been 

forthcoming. That the blind growth phase ultimately leads to synsedimentary growth in many 

polygonal fault systems is evidenced in numerous case study examples of upper tips showing 

signs of synsedimentary growth, although we lack biostratigraphic control on these ‘growth 

packages.’  

The displacement profiles of polygonal faults echo classical models for tectonic blind normal 

faults, with distinctive maxima located close to the mid-tier position, perhaps suggesting an 

axio-symmetric form in the subsequent growth, radially outward from a central nucleation site. 

A number of observations have been made over the past decade that have pointed to the 

possibility that polygonal faults nucleate at or close to the base of tiers. These observations are 

summarised in this presentation and their wider significance for the growth and propagation of 

individual polygonal faults and for tiers in general is then discussed. It is concluded that a 

strong case can be made for very early initiation, perhaps within tens of metres of the seabed, 

and subsequent growth is then by dominantly upwards-focused propagation as more 

sediments accumulate over the initially deforming layer.  
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Influence of Silica Diagenesis on the Growth of Normal Faults: A Case Study from the 
North Viking Graben, North Sea 
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3D seismic data reveal that networks of low-displacement normal faults with a polygonal 

planform geometry are common in very fine-grained successions in numerous sedimentary 

basins around the world. A range of mechanisms have been proposed for their formation of 

these so-called ‘polygonal fault systems’, including gravity collapse, density inversion, 

syneresis and compaction loading. However, recent studies suggest that silica diagenesis may 

play a key role in their formation (e.g. Cartwright, 2011; Davies and Ireland, 2011). Silica 

diagenesis describes the temperature-induced transformation of amorphous silica (opal-A) to 

cristobalite/tridymite (opal-CT), which itself transforms to quartz at higher temperatures. 

Cenozoic mudstones in the North Viking Graben are deformed by a polygonal fault system, in a 

stratigraphic interval in which silica diagenesis has occurred and, hence, this location provides 

an ideal opportunity to examine the hypothesis that silica diagenesis initiates polygonal 

faulting. 

We use borehole and high-quality 3D seismic reflection data covering more than 1500 km2 to 

interpret major seismic horizons that bound the upper (Middle Miocene Unconformity) and 

lower (Oligocene/Eocene boundary) limits of a polygonal fault system (Fig. 1b). Borehole data 

indicate that, within this interval, a silica transformation zone is present (Rundberg, 1991), 

which can also be mapped on seismic data. Seismic attributes extracted along key horizons 

indicate that the fault traces are curved, 200-1200 m long and create adjacent polygonal cells 

with average diameters of c.1000 m (Fig. 1c). In cross-section, the faults are typically planar to 

gently listric, range from 200-600 m height and dip at 30-75o. Construction of throw-depth (T-z) 

plots indicate that the majority of the faults (65 out of 100 faults analysed in detail), display 

classic c-shaped profiles, with throw minima at the upper and lower tips, and maximum throw 

occurring within 50 m of the present location of the opal-A/CT transformation zone (Fig. 1d).  

Davies and Ireland (2011) recognised a similar spatial correlation between the depth of 

polygonal fault formation and present day opal-A/CT transformation zone and suggested that 

polygonal faulting and opal-A/CT transformation are causally related by differential compaction. 

Because we see no evidence of opal-A/CT-related differential compaction in the Cenozoic 

succession of the North Viking Graben, we do not believe that this model is applicable here. 

Shin et al. (2008) and Cartwright (2011) propose an alternative hypothesis and suggest silica 

diagenesis may trigger shear failure by grain dissolution. Because the opal-A/CT 

transformation is a dissolution/precipitation phase change, we adapt their model and suggest 

that the rapid water release (relative to drainage) during silica diagenesis could have also 

caused shear failure by increasing pore fluid pressure (Fig. 1e-f). Whilst several polygonal 

faults do not spatially correlate to the diagenetic zone, our data suggest that silica diagenesis 

initiated polygonal faulting in most cases. Future work will further constrain this interpretation 

through three-dimensional analysis of the geometric relationships between and distribution of 

throw on faults bounding a single polygonal cell. 
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The E-W normal fault network of the Corinth rift developed over a period of 5 Myrs and 

currently represents one of the most active rifts in the world. Geodetic measurements record N-

S extension rates across the Gulf increasing from 1.1 cm/a in the east to 1.6 cm/a in the west.  

Our field data show that northward fault migration was associated with acceleration of 

extension rate, particularly in most recent (Holocene) times, but not with an increase in fault 

size. The youngest (<400 ka) part of the fault network controls the westernmost Gulf and 

opened the Rion Straits. Although total extension is low, this is the most seismically active area 

of the rift, with a zone of intense microseismicity (ZOM) lying at a depth of 5 to 10 km below the 

Gulf and describing a horizontal to gently north-dipping 3-4 km thick layer. We argue that this 

zone does not represent an extensional detachment as previously proposed by many authors 

but is probably related to the presence of a rheologically weak layer within the Hellenide crust.  

At the surface, extension in the westernmost rift is principally accommodated on major N-

dipping, E-W trending normal faults aligned in a right stepping en echelon pattern along the 

southern margin of the subsiding Gulf. Are these very young faults already connected at 

depth? How is the current intense deformation distributed on the fault network? How do these 

fault interact with the ZOM? Because of the uncertainty in fault geometry at depth, two models 

for 3D fault network geometry in the western rift down to 10 km were constructed using gOcad 

software using all available geophysical and geological data, one representing a partially linked 

fault network (Figure 1) and the other a fully linked fault network (Figure 2). The distribution of 

geodetically-defined extension on these faults is investigated along five NNE-SSW cross 

sections using a variety of data and timescales and the implications for growth of the fault 

network and controlling parameters during the last 400 ka are discussed.  
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Figure 1. View west of the partially linked 3D model of the active normal fault network in the westernmost 
Corinth rift. Small dots represent microseismicity hypocentres, while large coloured spheres are 
hypocentres of major earthquake. In this model these occur on blind north dipping faults. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. View west of the fully linked 3D model of the active normal fault network in the westernmost 
Corinth rift. Small dots represent microseismicity hypocentres, while large coloured spheres represent  
hypocentres of major earthquake, which are shown in this model to occur on emergent major north 
dipping faults. 
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We investigate a normal fault network from onshore Milne Point, Alaska, focussing on 

characterizing the geometry, displacement and strain within the network as well as different 

fault interactions.  The network was constrained from 3-D seismic reflection data and 

comprises two generations of faults: Jurassic WNW-trending faults and Tertiary NNE-trending 

faults.  The faults are analysed at two stratigraphic horizons.   

Analysis shows that the NNE-trending faults predominantly dip to the SE and produce a plane 

strain with a maximum extension orientation of ~N103°E.  These have similar fault densities, 

fault sizes and strains in both horizons.  In contrast, the WNW-trending faults generally dip to 

the SW and accommodate a plane strain with a maximum extension orientation of ~N030°E.  

They vary with depth increasing in number, density and size and therefore accommodate 

greater strains.  Overall the strain accommodated by the fault network as a whole is a 

superposition of the two plane strains. 

3-D reconstruction of fault plane geometries and mapping spatial variations in throw, along fault 

planes and around intersections, allowed us to characterize numerous interactions within the 

fault network.  The interacting faults are divided into isolated, abutting and splaying faults.  

Splay faults involve only one fault set but abutments and cross-cutting faults generally involve 

faults from different fault sets.  We characterize the different interactions by their displacement 

distributions: 

Isolated faults - have either symmetrical or asymmetrical fault profiles.  This is 

dependent on the degree of restriction at fault tips, which can be identified by high 

throw gradient at the restricted tip. 

Splay faults – often accommodate decreases in displacement along a larger main fault.  

They are characterized by a displacement maximum at the line of intersection which 

decreases towards their tip. (Fig. 1a) 

Abutting faults - throw profiles depend on the timing of abutment during fault 

development.  We identify two main groups: early stage abutting faults with throw 

minima at the abutting and isolated tips; late stage abutting faults with throw maxima at 

the abutting tip due to further growth and transfer of displacement. (Fig. 1b) 

Furthermore, as faults develop within the network they may also interact with pre-existing 

structures.  The developing faults can be orientated at either a high angle or a low angle to the 

pre-existing structures causing local reactivation or regional reactivation, respectively: 

Local reactivation - as abutting faults form at high angles, when they grow and 

accumulate displacement after initial abutment they locally reactivate the pre-existing 

fault through the transfer of displacement.  In some cases two abutting faults can 

become linked by a reactivated fault segment of the pre-existing fault producing a 

trailing fault.  The trailing fault can either have a synthetic or antithetic motion sense to 
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the reactivated pre-existing fault producing an increase or decrease in throw, 

respectively. (Fig. 1c) 

Regional reactivation - the WNW-trending faults formed at a similar orientation as an 

underlying NW-SE structural grain.  As a result these pre-existing structures have 

reactivated which has influenced the development of the WNW-trending faults.  This is 

identified by the change in the character of the WNW-trending faults with depth.   We 

observe an increase in dip and displacement on several faults, strain localization, 

clockwise rotation of faults and an increase in linkage maturity. 

The identification of areas of local reactivation along fault planes, caused by abutting faults 

or trailing faults, may produce local variations in fault damage and fault seal properties 

around intersection lines.  Hence, this will be particularly important for connectivity and/or 

communication between fault bound compartments. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. 3-D diagrams of fault planes that illustrate examples of different fault interactions including: a) 
Splaying faults; b) abutting faults; and c) local reactivation.  Throws are contoured onto each fault plane 
showing displacement transfer and displacement partitioning between faults as well as reactivation. 
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Keynote Speaker: How A Better Understanding of Normal Faults Benefits Hydrocarbon 

E&P 

 
Scott J. Wilkins, Anadarko Petroleum Corporation, 1201 Lake Robbins Rd., The Woodlands, Texas, 
USA 
 

Extensional tectonics and associated normal faults occur in many hydrocarbon rich 

sedimentary basins.  As such, the mapping and evaluation of normal fault properties is a 

fundamental part of technical evaluations during hydrocarbon exploration and production.  

Numerous concepts, many of which have been developed over the last 25 years, have 

contributed to successful extraction of hydrocarbons. Many of these concepts, such as 

mechanical stratigraphy, contributes on a variety of scales; from understanding the general 

basin architecture to trap definition, reservoir scale fault mapping, seal analysis, and fracture 

prediction. Although it is common to focus on the importance of normal faults in forming the 

trap or providing the seal, they also affect other basic aspects of the petroleum system, 

including the distribution of source rocks (i.e., lacustrine rift basins), reservoir (i.e., growth 

sequences), and migration pathways. As almost all characterization and analyses start with 

geophysical techniques, the resolution and scales of our analyses always have a lower limit, 

and these limits depend on data types and quality. A major challenge remains the extrapolation 

& prediction beyond these limits, and consideration of when extrapolation is no longer 

necessary or useful. Examples will be presented to demonstrate how traditional concepts in 

normal fault characteristics are heavily relied upon in many aspects of the petroleum 

geoscientists’ daily work, and point out significant questions that remain for industry. 
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At the previous Normal Faults conference in 1989 two of us (AMR & GY) presented papers 

which discussed how our developing knowledge of extensional-fault kinematics allowed us to 

improve our understanding of the petroleum basins in the North Sea and offshore Norway. In 

particular we discussed the topics of (i) footwall uplift and erosion at basin margins, (ii) the 

interaction of Triassic and Jurassic fault sets. This work drew heavily on our ongoing 

collaborations with Profs Watterson and Kusznir at Liverpool University. 

Here we set out to show that, 25 years later, these concepts, together with John Underhill’s 

early 1990s work on the “Mid North Sea Dome”, are still helping us to understand the structural 

history and hydrocarbon prospectivity of one of the world’s best-studied and best-explored rift 

basins. 

In this talk we focus on an area of the Norwegian North Sea known as the Utsira High. The 

Utsira High was neglected as an area for exploration for many years, until improved seismic 

data showed that it is not a rather monotonous uplifted basement block (as we thought back in 

1989), but is in fact an intergral part of the North Sea rift system, containing internal basins and 

complex normal fault systems. Suncor and Det norske have had part of this area under licence 

for exploration, while nearby to the south lies the recently-discovered giant Johan Sverdrup 

field, one of the largest fields found in Norwegian North Sea. 

Through a sequence of forward models, from the Triassic through to the present-day, we will 

show how the Utsira High has evolved as the product of two fault-controlled rift events, 

punctuated between the two episodes of extension by regional uplift and erosion related to the 

“North Sea Dome”.  This results in a tectonically-controlled Triassic – Early Cretaceous 

stratigraphy in which areas of the basin may be uplifted and eroded 2 or 3 times at composite 

unconformities, depending on their location relative to the major faults. This composite rift 

history, in which some faults reactivate but others are abandoned and cross-cut by younger 

structures, leads to a complex  juxtaposition of basement highs and stratigraphic fill, now 

imaged by modern 3D-seimic data. 
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Kinematic Analysis of Normal Faults in the Otway Basin, Australia 
 
David C. Tanner, Jennifer Ziesch, Thies Beilecke, Charlotte M. Krawczyk, Leibniz Institute for Applied 
Geophysics, Stilleweg 2, D-30655 Hannover, Germany  
 

Australia’s national CO2 sequestration demonstration project at the CO2CRC Otway project 

pilot site is located in the onshore part of the Otway Basin, Australia. In an attempt to better 

understand the geological evolution of the area, we analysed a portion (approx. 8 km x 7 km x 

4 km) of a large baseline 3-D reflection seismic dataset, and interpreted the faults and eight 

stratigraphic horizons within it (Fig. 1). 

The faults were interpreted in fault plane-normal and custom-line sections, at 40-60 m intervals. 

Some faults extend from the lowest recognizable stratigraphic horizons at 2.4 km depth up to 

the highest seismically-visible horizons at ca. 400 m depth (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: 3-D geological depth model of the CO2CRC Otway site interpreted from 3-D seismic (c.f., 
Ziesch et al., 2013). The lowest stratigraphic level (light yellow; late Cretaceous) is between 1.6 to 2.4 
km depth. The highest stratigraphic level (brown; Oligocene) has a depth of 400-450 m. The location of 
injection well CRC-1 used during stage 1 of the CO2CRC Otway project is marked. 
 

All analysed faults have normal displacements; they are partly listric in the south of the area, 

but planar in the northern part. The major faults dip by 60° southwest on average; some minor 

antithetic faults are apparent, particularly in the south (Fig. 1). Thickness maps of the 

stratigraphic horizons show that all the faults were active during the deposition of all the strata. 

Thickness differences over the faults are in the order of hundreds of metres for the lower beds.  

We performed two kinds of fault analysis: fault plane attributes, such as cylindricity and 

curvature, were calculated and juxtaposition throw maps were constructed to show the lateral 

change in throw along fault strike for each horizon. The former demonstrate that long axes of 

the fault plane curvature maxima are not always parallel to the dip direction, rather a number 

are oblique with a clockwise rotation of ca. 15° with regards to the dip direction. 

The juxtaposition maps from different faults have some similarities (Fig. 2); for instance vertical 

displacement and fault strike length always decreases stratigraphically upwards. However, 

there exist two different groups of faults with different tip-line migration: symmetrical and 

asymmetrical (Fig. 2).  
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Figure 2: Vertical juxtaposition maps of two major faults evidence symmetrical (left) and asymmetrical 

(right) convergence of the fault tip-lines towards higher stratigraphic levels. The cross-over of the 

footwall/hanging-wall cutoffs (left) is due to a relay ramp structure that was modified by later fault 

displacement. HW – hanging-wall, FW – footwall. 

The juxtaposition maps support the attribute analysis of the faults in that the symmetrical 

convergence is due to pure dip-slip movement on the faults, whereas the asymmetrical tip-line 

convergence is due to normal and right-lateral movement of the faults. There is no particular 

distribution pattern of the different faults; rather their mixture suggests strain partitioning 

occurred during the geological development of this area. 

Subsequent retro-deformation of selected structures that are of major importance for hazard 

assessment will make use of the detailed kinematic analyses presented here. Thereby, better 

sub-seismic understanding of fault characteristics and their implications for geological CO2 

storage is achieved. 
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Variations in mechanical stratigraphy exert a fundamental control on the vertical propagation 

and linkage of faults.  In the southern North Sea laterally extensive detachment layers in the 

Permian (Zechstein Group) and the Triassic (Haisborough Group) separate faults with distinct 

geometrical and kinematic properties.  The distinction between planar faults beneath the 

Zechstein salt and detached, more listric faults above the salt is well recognised, but the 

relationship between faults that detach on the Zechstein and those that detach in the 

Haisborough Group is more complex, partly because the latter detachment straddles two 

separate episodes of extension (Fig. 1). 

 
 

Figure. 1  NE-SW oriented line across the Dowsing fault zone in the vicinity of the Guinevere field.  Note 
planar extensional faults below the Zechstein salt, large listric extensional faults detaching on the 
Permian Zechstien Group and a secondary set of faults detaching in the Upper Triassic Haisborough 
Group.  Line location shown in Figs. 2 & 3. 
 

Initial extension took place during the Upper Triassic, during the formation of the younger 

detachment, resulting in the formation of a relatively small number of large displacement 

extensional faults which detach on the older Permian detachment (Fig. 2).  Extension 

continued into the Lower Jurassic, resulting in the rotation of the younger Upper Triassic 

detachment surface in the hanging wall of these listric faults.  Once the younger detachment 

had reached a favourable angle antithetic faults could more easily form, detaching on the 

rotated hangingwall surfaces and resulting in the formation of asymmetric graben from which 

Lower Triassic sediments are consequently missing. 

Following a period of quiescence in the Middle Jurassic, renewed extension in the Upper 

Jurassic resulted in the formation of a younger set of faults with a different orientation, implying 

a change in extension direction (Fig. 3).  The newly formed faults all detach on the upper 

(Triassic) detachment, and only some of the older Zechstein-detaching faults are reactivated, 
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with most displacement being concentrated on favourably oriented segments.  Inactive 

segments do however exert a control on the faults confined to stratigraphically younger layers, 

resulting in complex three-dimensional fault geometries. 

Detailed analysis of 3D seismic data from different parts of the Dowsing Fault Zone on the 

south-west margin of the southern North Sea has enabled the details of the fault history to be 

established.  However similar patterns of deformation can be recognised in other parts of the 

North Sea and in other basins with similar stratigraphy such as the East Irish Sea Basin and 

the overall model is applicable to detached faults systems such as those formed on passive 

continental margins. 

  
 
Figure 2.  Time structure map of the Base of 
the Haisborough Group illustrating the 
formation of large scale grabens by faults 
detaching on Permian Zrechstin Salt.  Note the 
absence of Lower Triassic sediments from the 
southern graben.  X-X’ – location of line shown 
in Figure 1 

 
Figure 3.  Time structure map of the Base of the 
Kimmeridge Clay formation illustrating the secondary 
fault set detaching in the Upper Triassic 
Haisborough Group, developed in Upper Jurassic 
extension.  X-X’ – location of line shown in Fgiure 1 
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Normal fault zones in sedimentary rocks are a complexly sheared and mixed version of the 

host rocks, consisting of lenses deformed to different degrees, between thinner zones of highly 

localized deformation. The transport properties of the fault depend strongly on the geometry 

and continuity of low permeability clay-rich gouge in the fault zone. Predicting the continuity 

and thickness distribution of this clay-rich gouge is difficult because the basic processes of their 

formation are incompletely understood, and direct access to 3D exposures is rare. The 

integration of detailed field studies, laboratory experiments and numerical simulations has 

shown that there are a number of mechanical and geometric factors. 

When the ratio of rock strength and in-situ mean effective stress is high enough to allow hybrid 

failure, dilatant fracture networks form and allow fault fluid flow. Reworking of hard claystones 

by progressive shearing can restore sealing by producing a softened clay gouge. Vein 

networks and reseal the fault zone. In systems where fracturing is non-dilatant and the 

mechanical contrast between the layers is small, the fault zones have a relatively simple 

layered structure, with complexity concentrated in relay zones at different scales. With 

increasing mechanical contrast between the layers, patterns of localization and fault zone 

structure become more complex. Mechanical mixing at different scales in the fault gouge is a 

major process.  

The complex geometries are increasingly revealed by models and outcrops which are 

excavated in 3D, showing how in the different structural domains multiple clay beds become 

amalgamated, lenses of variable size form in the fault zone, and holes develop in the gouge to 

allow fluid flow across these permeable windows in the clay gouge.  
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Excavated outcrop of a clay gouge between sand in both hangingwall and footwall, Hambach Lignite 
mine, Germany. Width of picture is about 1 m. 
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Faults, as seen in the field or in reflection seismic data, are frozen in time at an arbitrary stage 

of their development. This implies that they had contrasting architecture and properties (e.g. 

impact on fluid flow) at an earlier stage of development compared to that presently seen in field 

study, and develop different characteristics during growth linked to strain-focusing and strain-

dispersing processes. Such development is well expressed by distinct zones in tight, crystalline 

rocks as shown in Fig. 1 (Gabrielsen & Braathen, submitted); herein we discuss the observed 

zonation in extensional faults in tight/low-porous sedimentary successions.  

By the analysis of a database containing more than 500 faults in tight and porous rocks, we 

suggest the following mapable zonation of normal faults, with similarities to that found by 

previous workers (e.g. Caine et al. 1996): Zone A of the fault core renders penetrative to semi-

penetrative strain, with width from some centimetres to several tens of meters, but can, in 

major faults, reach widths of tens of metres. Its development requires that a stage of relatively 

intense shear has occurred. Zone A commonly offers two main components; (i) slip zones (slip-

surfaces with fault rocks in walls), where most of the displacement is accommodated, and (ii) 

horses, which are elongate bodies of host rock or fault rocks and subordinate pockets of hydro-

breccia. Zone B mantles the Zone A, in cases where the latter can be distinguished. Without 

Zone A, Zone B constitutes the core of the fault. Zone B is distinguished by fractures, which are 

parallel to the main fault and have typical fracture frequency up 100 fractures pr. m, 

approaching critical fracture saturation. Two end-member architectures of fault cores (zones A-

B) are suggested, based on the faults' ability to either focus or disperse slip. Focused fault 

cores are narrow, and dominated by slip zones. They occur preferentially in softer sedimentary 

rocks like mudrock and shale or massive, competent lithologies like limestone. This type of 

fault core has the highest across-fault sealing potential, but well-developed B-zones could 

cause along-fault preferential fluid flow. The other end-member is a wider and more 

heterogeneous fault core occurring preferentially in well-bedded heterolithic successions of 

interlayered weak and stiffer lithologies. Such cores are dominated by low-strain horses or 

primary horses (i.e. horses with preserved primary bedding/lamination), which have a higher 

average permeability compared to common fault rocks. Overall, permeability is higher than in 

the focused fault core, but slip zones delineating lenses could compartmentalize the fault core. 

Rotation of bedding in the horses with respect to the wall rock can be related to three different 

modes: Pre-, syn-, or post- formation of the horse. These mechanisms include rotation by 

folding of adjacent layers prior to horse formation, rotation by segment linkage, or rotation by 

slip. The two former seem to dominate in the analyzed faults.  

The damage zone of discrete strain can be divided into the zones C and D, which are generally 

dominated by several sets of longer fractures, of which one set is oriented sub-parallel to the 

main fault. The total effect of the fractures of zones C and D is commonly to define large, thin 

slightly lozenge-shaped blocks of un-fractured country rock. Zone E of varied fracture 

orientations defines the transitional zone of the fault and typically occurs tens (or more) metres 

distal to the core.   
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The configuration of the fracture systems are frequently different between the hanging wall as 

compared to that of the footwall, probably reflecting an asymmetrical stress distribution 

between the two during fault growth. The incipient faults commonly consist of fracture corridors 

that have good transmissibility at an early stage of development, especially when a B Zone 

exists. At more advanced stages of faulting, signified by the development of Zone A, a main 

obstacle to fluid communication is established by the formation of fault rocks and clay smear. 

During progressively accommodated slip (advanced stage), the fault core further develop 

fracture system haloes (zones B-D) of higher transmissibility. This suggests that extensional 

fault cores overall are subject to strain-focusing, in cases counteracted by strain-widening 

(hardening) patterns of the damage zone. 

 

       

Fig. 1.  Schematic representation of a fault with accompanying fracture frequency profiles from initiation 
as a fracture corridor to a well-developed fault with detectable throw.   
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Porosity forms the building blocks for permeability, exerts a significant influence on the acoustic 

response of rocks to elastic waves, and fundamentally influences rock strength. And yet, 

published studies of porosity around fault zones or in faulted rock are relatively rare, and are 

hugely dominated by those of fault zone permeability. In this contribution, we present new data 

from detailed studies of the porosity variations around normal faults in sandstone and 

limestone. We have developed an integrated approach to porosity characterisation in faulted 

rock exploiting a range of techniques to understand variations in the data. From systematic 

samples taken across well exposed normal faults in limestone (Malta) and sandstone 

(Scotland), we combine digital image analysis on thin sections (optical and electron 

microscopy), core plug analysis (He porosimetry) and mercury injection capillary pressures 

(MICP). Our sampling process includes representative material from the undeformed protoliths 

and the full suite of fault rocks from the footwall and hanging wall.  

Fault-related porosity can produce anisotropic permeability with a ‘fast’ direction parallel to the 

slip vector in a sandstone-hosted normal fault (Clashach Fault, Scotland; Figure 1). 

Undeformed sandstones in the same unit exhibit maximum permeability in a sub-horizontal 

direction parallel to lamination in dune-bedded sandstones of the Hopeman Formation (this has 

been used as an analogue for Southern North Sea reservoirs). Fault-related deformation 

produces anisotropic pores and pore networks with long axes aligned sub-vertically and this 

controls the permeability anisotropy, even under confining pressures up to 100 MPa.  

 

 

Figure 1. Anisotropy of permeability in fault zones is controlled by the pores and the pore network. In 

sandstone-hosted normal faults, our work has shown that anisotropic pores produce significantly higher 

permeability in the direction parallel to fault slip, rather than along strike (Farrell et al., in review).  

Fault-related porosity also has interesting consequences for the elastic properties and velocity 

structure of normal fault zones. Relationships between texture, pore type and acoustic velocity 

have been well documented in undeformed limestone. We have extended this work to include 

the effects of faulting on carbonate textures, pore types and P- and S-wave velocities (Vp, Vs) 

using a suite of normal fault zones in Malta, with displacements ranging from 0.5 to 90 m. Our 
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results show a clear lithofacies control on the Vp-porosity and the Vs-Vp relationships for 

faulted limestones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Porosity, P-wave (Vp) and S-wave velocity (Vs) from limestone-hosted normal faults in Malta. 

WDDZ = ‘weakly deformed damaged zone’, FSZ = ‘fracture splay zone’; these are subdivisions of the 

damage zones specific to these faults. Micrite-dominated and grain dominated facies exhibit different 

trends in Vp-porosity and Vs-Vp space as strain increases into the fault zones (PhD research of Michie 

and Haines, University of Aberdeen).  

Using porosity patterns quantified in naturally deformed rocks we have modelled their effect on 

the mechanical stability of fluid-saturated fault zones in the subsurface. Poroelasticity theory 

predicts that variations in fluid pressure could influence fault stability. Anisotropic patterns of 

porosity in and around fault zones can – depending on their orientation and intensity – lead to 

an increase in fault stability in response to a rise in fluid pressure, and a decrease in fault 

stability for a drop in fluid pressure. These predictions are the exact opposite of the accepted 

role of effective stress in fault stability.  

 

 
Figure 3. Modelled variations in effective stress for measured patterns of porosity (PhD research of 
Farrell).  
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Our work has provided fascinating new data on the spatial and statistical variation of porosity in 

fault zones. Traditionally considered as an isotropic and scalar value, porosity and pore 

networks may be better considered as anisotropic and as scale-dependent statistical 

distributions. The geological processes controlling the evolution of porosity are complex. 

Quantifying patterns of porosity variation is an essential first step in a wider quest to better 

understand deformation in and around normal fault zones. Understanding porosity patterns will 

help us to make more useful predictive tools for all agencies involved in the study and 

management of fluids in the subsurface 
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Gravitational instability of footwall scarps is a relatively common process in extensional basins 

due to the exposure of large normal fault segments. As a consequence, complex sliding and 

slumping of blocks occurs at different scales (from meters to several kilometres). Proper 

understanding of the interaction between tectonic and gravitational structures is needed as it 

offers crucial insights into the temporal and spatial evolution of a fault zone. The internal 

structure of a fault degradation complex is analysed from spectacular Miocene exposures 

along the Coastal Fault Belt (CFB) that bounds the western flank of the El Qaa Fault Block, 

Suez Rift, Sinai, Egypt. 

The study area comprises blocks ranging from hundreds of metres up to two kilometres in 

length, preserved on the degraded footwall of the CFB. In the pre-rift succession, stratigraphic 

units consisting of less-competent lithologies (e.g. mudstone), separate sandstones below from 

competent carbonate rocks above and act as the major basal detachment for the gravitational 

structures. This basal detachment forms a deformation zone that can reach more than 100 m in 

thickness. It is formed by a series of internal detachment surfaces that bound discrete domains 

of tightly overturned- and sheath folded strata. In some cases, where glided blocks lie on top of 

previous faults, subsequent displacement of these faults is observed to be transferred along 

the basal displacement; often deforming the block above and triggering subsequent events of 

slumping and gliding. 

Analysis of the syn-rift deposits preserved both as part of the glided blocks and in between 

them allows for the identification of different stages of gliding for the major gravitational blocks, 

from the early rift phases until they reached their modern configuration and location. 

Furthermore, there is clear evidence indicating a definite deepening trend of the depositional 

environments from shallow marine to hemipelagic conditions. This is interpreted as an increase 

in the subsidence of the fault blocks. 

The overall process of gravitational instability in the studied area is interpreted to reflect the 

evolution from an initial phase with numerous tectonic faults distributed in a relatively broad 

area of deformation, to a more advanced stage where the displacement was already nucleated 

along the present day CFB. 
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Normal faults may show a various degree of folding during their movement. Generally, such 

folds are well developed in layered sequences with compliant units like clay or salt whereas 

fault-related folding is less frequently observed in dominantly stiff sequences. The faults shown 

in this study developed in fine grained carbonate sequences dominated by limestones and 

interestingly a large part of the movement was achieved by folding. These faults are studied in 

order to establish the links between folding and faulting and to discuss the relations between 

the fault growth and the lithology. 

The studied normal faults are located in the Mesozoic south-eastern French basin and affect 

the Kimmeridgian, the Tithonian, and the Valanginian carbonatic, pelagic sequences in five 

sites. In all but one site, the layered sequences consist of a succession of micritic, 

homogeneous, and today stiff limestone beds and scarce micro-conglomeratic beds with infra-

millimetric to centimetric lithoclasts. The marl intervals between the limestones are very thin, 

generally bellow a few millimetres, and reach a few centimetres in one site. In the fifth site, the 

sequence is composed of alternating decimetric clay-rich and limestone layers (Fig. 1). In all 

outcrops, the sedimentary sequence has a moderate inclination varying from 5° to 20°. 

 
 

Fig. 1. The ductile and brittle components of the throw along a normal fault. The upper right plot shows 
the near-field (NF) and far-field (FF) displacement profiles. The lower right plot illustrates how the folding 
component (FC) varies along the fault.  
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The normal faults were observed in vertical cross-sections and their exposed lengths vary from 

1 m to more than 3 m. They have a maximal displacement ranging from 3 cm to 50 cm. The 

faults consist of one or more close spaced slip surfaces. We mapped them and we measured 

their orientation (strike, dip, and slip vector when visible) at many points because of their high 

variability. At several locations along the faults, the deformation includes offset by fault slip as 

well as folding. We measured the throw of the beds both very close to and at a distance 

(generally several decimetres and up to several metres) from the fault plane (Fig. 1). These 

entities are referred below as to the near-field (NF) and far-field (FF) displacements and 

correspond to the strain achieved by faulting and by both faulting and folding, respectively. The 

contribution of folding to the FF displacements is the folding component (FC).  

The NF and FF profiles show both triangular and flat-topped shapes. The FC is variable along 

each fault. Generally above 20%, it is greater than 40% along one half of the fault length or 

more and reaches in some case 100% ahead the fault tip (Fig. 1). Comparison of the NF and 

FF displacement profiles lead us to propose different links between folding and faulting which 

reflects that folds resulted from three different mechanisms. Along most faults, small scale 

fluctuations are observed on the NF profile whereas the FF profile is almost constant. Folding 

and faulting thus express here a composite mode of deformation where the total strain is 

achieved by brittle (through a displacement discontinuity) and ductile (through continuous 

displacement) deformation and the variations of the two components balance each other. 

Then, we observed that for some faults, the FC corresponds to the development of a 

monocline ahead of the fault tip (and sometimes later cut by the fault). Notably, the fold is 

observed along an unexpected long distance and may represent a very large part, up to 65%, 

of the maximum displacement observed on the fault. In the third case, the FC rather traduces 

rather ductile deformation in a thin stripe which we call informally a ductile shear zone. Several 

attributes of the studied faults like their sinuosity, the high displacement gradients on the 

triangular profiles, the thickness of the layer implied in the fault-related monocline suggest that 

the faults formed in a rather compliant lithology and thus before complete lithification of the 

limestones.  
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Vertical, or ‘dip’, linkage of normal faults is known to produce a variety of fold styles as a 

function of fault morphology, layer rotation during pre-linkage overlap, as well as the type and 

style of overlap and linkage. However, previous work on dip linkage-related folds has largely 

been restricted to a two-dimensional plane of observation and the controls exerted by three-

dimensional fault shape and along-strike throw variations on fold development and morphology 

have not been explicitly considered. This motivates the present study, where seismic reflection 

data are used to determine the three-dimensional variability of fault-parallel fold styles during 

dip linkage of a vertically segmented extensional fault array (Gulf of Suez, offshore Egypt) 

which is locally decoupled across a salt-bearing interval. The fault array exhibits a variety of 

hangingwall fold and fault shapes; rollover structures occur over listric fault geometries, 

whereas fault-bend folds occur over ramp-flat fault geometries. Quantitative analysis of fault-

fold attributes and the growth history of the fault array, indicate that fault shape is controlled by 

style of dip-linkage, which in turn is controlled by the lateral separation of fault dip-segments 

prior to linkage. Small lateral fault dip-segment separation yields a relatively subtle dip change 

of the overall listric fault, producing hangingwall rollover folding. Larger lateral dip-segment 

separation, on the other hand, yields flat-lying detachments and ramp-flat fault geometries, 

where fault-bend anticline-syncline pairs are developed. This study therefore provides a link 

between i) fault dip-segment spacing, ii) the style of dip-linkage, iii) final fault shape, and, 

ultimately, iv) the style of hanging-wall folding in mechanically layered stratigraphy. This 

represents new fundamental and three-dimensional insight to the variability and controls on the 

geometry and evolution of fault-related folds, and provides a dynamic link between processes 

of fault growth and hangingwall folding. This also has implications for hydrocarbon exploration 

in that it contributes to an improved understanding of fault-related petroleum trap formation as 

well as the evolution of hangingwall depocentres and intrabasinal highs. 
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Relay ramps between segments of normal fault arrays have a wide range of aspect ratios 

(ramp length : width). A recently compiled dataset of relay ramps and breached relay ramps (N 

= 600) from outcrop and 3D seismic datasets has an average ramp aspect ratio of ~3.8. The 

collected data demonstrate a broad relationship between aspect ratio and strength of the offset 

lithologies with lower aspect ratios more often associated with weaker rocks. Relay ramps in 

weaker rocks occasionally have negative aspect ratios i.e. the segments are underlapping. 

Relay ramps with typical aspect ratios (1 - 5) are characterised by bed dip directions at a low 

angle to fault strike. Where fault segments underlap bed dip directions approach those of the 

fault dip direction. In this case the relay ramp is a monocline that links the tips of the 

underlapping faults.  

When overlapping fault segments become linked, the tip region of one or both segments is 

preserved as a by-passed splay(s) that can often be used to infer the location of the earlier 

segment boundary. When two underlapping fault segments separated by a monocline become 

linked, the monocline will be preserved as a zone of drag associated with the through-going 

fault. In this case the tip regions of the initial segments may not be preserved and the previous 

existence of a segment boundary will be recorded as an irregularity in the fault surface with no 

associated splays. Where multiple underlapping fault segments become linked together the 

fault trace will have a corrugated geometry with associated localised normal drag. Depending 

on how the through going fault propagates the drag may be confined to the footwall or hanging 

wall or may occur on both sides of the fault. According to this model we expect a continuous 

spectrum of fault zone structure to form as a result of segment linkage in rocks of different 

strengths, from fault zones characterised by high aspect ratio breached relay zones in strong 

rocks, through to corrugated fault surfaces with associated normal drag in weak rocks.  

Within the proposed spectrum of fault zone structure, in our experience, fault zones with high 

aspect ratio relay ramps without extensive normal drag are common but areas that 

demonstrate the other end member i.e. with pronounced drag, are relatively rare. Lignite mines 

in the north of Greece provide an example of extensive drag associated with normal faults; 

here there is a clear association between the occurrence of drag and the boundaries between 

segments of fault arrays. An example of a case in which normal drag is widely developed is 

provided by normal faults offsetting unlithified or weakly lithified clastic sequences in the Rio 

Grande Rift. Here fault zone structure is relatively simple with typically one, often corrugated, 

fault surface flanked by pronounced drag on the footwall, hanging wall or both sides of the fault 

. Mapping of 3D seismic reflection datasets in areas with pronounced drag indicates that 

discontinuous (fault) and continuous (drag) deformations can be combined to provide the 

smoothly varying total displacement associated with individual faults. This complementary 

relationship between fault offset and drag reflects the fact that that they are components of a 

single displacement field with drag occurring where fault offsets on their own may suggest a 

displacement low i.e. at some segment boundaries.  

Several elements of the model presented here have been described previously. Monoclines at 

the tips of dip-slip faults, particularly in weaker units, are well known, and drag between normal 

fault segments in cross-section has often been described. However, as far as we are aware, 
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the suggestion that normal drag and relay ramps can be equivalent structures but with different 

expressions depending on the offset sequence (or depth of burial) has not previously been 

made. 
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Monoclines are commonly observed above the tips of blind normal faults that cut sub-horizontal 

sedimentary rocks. Such monoclines likely result from fault-tip folding due to arrest of the 

propagating fault tip, typically beneath a thick incompetent layer. Previous studies have 

hypothesised that: (a) monocline geometry is established early in the fault development; (b) 

monocline dip is related to the displacement on the underlying normal fault; and (c) monocline 

wavelength is controlled by the thickness of the incompetent layer. The potential to develop 

fault propagation folds at low fault displacements suggests that simple elastic dislocation (ED) 

models can be used to provide insights into the kinematic controls on monocline geometry. 

This presentation describes the monocline geometries produced in series of ED models in 

which an isolated, planar, elliptical fault is embedded within a homogeneous, isotropic elastic 

half space. The use of idealised fault geometries is a useful starting point, avoiding the 

additional complexities associated with fault interaction and linkage. Our models contain faults 

with dips between 30° and 90°, aspect ratios between 1 and 3, and shallowest depths of the 

upper tip line below the free surface of between 0 and 2.5 times the fault length. The ranges of 

modelled fault dips, aspect ratios and average displacement gradients were chosen to be 

consistent with those previously reported from normal faults in the British coal measures strata. 

We vary each of these geometric parameters systematically while maintaining a constant 

maximum displacement or geometric moment. Our models emphasise the role of fault dip, but 

also highlight the importance of tip line depth below the free surface in controlling monocline 

geometry. This latter information is commonly lacking or imprecisely constrained for natural 

faults. Nevertheless, for isolated natural faults where the geometry, slip distribution and tip line 

depth at the time of faulting are known any departures from idealised geometries, predicted by 

ED models, may provide information on the role played by mechanical stratigraphy in 

controlling monocline geometry. 
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Analyses of normal faults at displacements spanning 7 orders of magnitude (mm to km) in 

mechanically layered strata reveal that mechanical properties of rock layers strongly influence 

nucleation points, failure mode (shear versus hybrid), geometry (e.g., refraction through 

mechanical layers), rate of propagation with respect to displacement (and potential for fault tip 

folding), displacement partitioning (e.g., synthetic dip, synthetic faulting, fault core 

displacement), fault core and damage zone width, and fault zone deformation processes.   

In layered carbonate and shale strata, faults nucleate first in more competent limestone or 

dolostone beds and with steeper dips than fault segments in more argillaceous carbonate or 

shale layers.  Consequently, faults commonly refract through mechanically layered strata, 

defined by steep hybrid or shear failure segments in competent layers, and more gently dipping 

shear failure segments in less competent strata.  Slip along more gently dipping segments 

results in dilation of steep fault segments, even at depths of several kilometers.  Systems of 

steeply dipping normal faults in brittle competent units may drive displacement into less 

competent strata where displacement is accommodated by distributed shear or slip on a 

system of low angle faults.  With increasing extension and displacement, this may develop into 

an imbricate normal fault system, and a series of low angle faults may link to form a through-

going detachment.  Whereas slip initiation on a low angle normal fault is mechanically unlikely, 

driving of slip from high-angle faults in competent mechanical layers into an incompetent layer 

is mechanically viable, and can explain geometries of small scale systems observed in the field 

and seismic reflection data, as well as enigmatic earthquake patterns. 

Fault propagation may slow or cease in incompetent units such as clay or evaporite-rich layers.  

Continued displacement on a fault with an arrested tip leads to folding beyond the fault tip, 

producing a fault tip monocline or fault propagation fold.  Such folds are therefore the result of 

arrested or delayed fault propagation.  With continued displacement, the fault may break 

through the monocline and leave tilted layers with dip in the same direction as the fault (i.e., 

synthetic dip) in the hanging wall, footwall, or both fault blocks.  While this synthetic dip is often 

described as fault drag, we conclude that it is the product of folding prior to fault break-through 

and not the result of frictional drag on the fault.   

The width of the faulted monocline is a primary control on fault zone (or damage zone) width, 

and is determined at the onset of folding related to the mechanical stratigraphy rather than a 

simple function of fault displacement.  The other primary determinant of fault zone width is the 

spacing between overlapping fault segments (or width of relay ramps) that cooperate to define 

a fault zone.  This spacing develops early and the displacement tends to localize into a 

narrower zone with increasing displacement, straightening and smoothing the fault surface by 

severing asperities that are poorly oriented for slip in the ambient stress field.  The width of the 

segmented fault array is established early, and therefore this control on damage zone width is 

also not directly related to fault displacement.  Analog modeling shows that fault systems 

develop in displacement versus length space along a stair-step path rather than a linear self-

similar path, due to periodic jumps in fault length when fault segments link.  With increasing 

displacement, fault zones with increasingly wide separation begin to cooperate and link. Thus 

fault zone width also grows along a stair-step trajectory with respect to displacement, the 

widening steps again associated with cooperation and linkage. 
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Similar to fault refraction described in carbonate rich strata, fault refraction is also seen in 

faulted volcanic strata of different competence.  Where unconsolidated or poorly consolidated 

material overlies dilational fault segments in competent layers near the ground surface, 

drainage of material downward into the resulting voids along dilational fault segments leads to 

formation of pit craters and troughs, and incorporates externally sourced material into the fault 

zone.  Faulting in volcanic rocks at the ground surface in some cases also shows evidence of 

fault tip folding, fissuring due to outer-arc extension (bending strain), and reactivation of cooling 

joints to define irregular largely dilational fault zones that experience toppling failure at the 

ground surface.  Young and active fault zones developing at the surface in jointed volcanic 

rocks may appear to be degraded fault scarps, when in fact this is the character of the faulting 

process associated with upward fault propagation, fault tip folding, dilation of cooling joints to 

accommodate bending strain in the outer arc(s) of the monoclinal fold, and block toppling and 

sliding. 

These detailed investigations are progressively dispelling some myths about normal faulting, 

for example: (i) planar fault shape in dip profile, (ii) imbricate normal fault initiation due to 

sliding on low angle detachments, (iii) the concept of frictional fault drag, (iv) self-similar 

development of displacement to length ratios, (v) self-similar fault zone widening as a direct 

function of fault displacement, and (vi) that faults are not dilational features or important 

sources of permeability (e.g., in unconventional reservoirs). 
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In layered sequences, fracturing interacts with the layering of the rock. This occurs for natural 

faults and joints as well as for induced fractures since both the strength properties as well as 

the stresses that control fractures development change due to the lithological layering. The 

stress change is induced notably by the variation of the stiffness in the case of coupled layers. 

In order to understand how the layering controls fracture development, we develop a numerical 

modeling approach that takes into account the variation of the stiffness and strength properties 

assuming coupled rocks. This study is an overview of results from modeling, field and 

microseismicity analyses. We present first the mechanical model and its impact on fracture 

development. Then we present results that are in line with the model: (i) field observations on 

natural normal faults, (ii) mechanical modeling analyses applied to fluid injection induced 

fractures. 

Modeling of fracturing in a coupled elastic layered model 
The horizontal strain has to be continuous throughout a medium composed of coupled layers. 

An abrupt change in the Young’s modulus induces locally additional horizontal stresses, and 

consequently the in situ state of stress varies in each layer (Teufel and Clark, 1984; Bourne, 

2003). In our modeling approach, we calculate failure criteria that take into account the stress 

variation and the strength properties. We conducted a parametrical analysis on faulted and 

non-faulted layered sequences (Figure 1). We show that the nucleation, the propagation and 

the aspect ratio of faults depend on the strength properties, the stiffness ratio between 

adjacent layers, the pattern of the layering and the depth (Roche et al., 2013). For example: 

 A high stiffness ratio promotes failure in the stronger layer and increases the restriction 

capacity of the weaker layer. 

 A thick strong layer promotes the failure in the surrounding weaker layer whereas a 

thick weak layer promotes the failure in the stronger layer. The restriction capacities of 

weak and strong layers increase with the thickness of the layer. 

 The horizontal propagation of a restricted fault induces an increase of the aspect ratio 

and promotes vertical propagation. Our model predicts maximum aspect ratio of 13. 

Implications for normal faulting 
We studied mesoscale normal faults cutting alternating limestone and clay-rich layers in 

several localities (Roche et al., 2012, 2014). We compare fault dips and displacement 

gradients obtained from field analyses with the stiffness properties calculated from the 

compressional and shear wave velocities measured in rock samples. The locations of the fault 

nucleation, the fault dips and the variation in displacement gradients are consistent with the 

non-stationary stress variation through the layering controlled by the changes in the stiffness: 

 Faults initiate in limestone rather than in shale despite that limestone is stronger than 

shale since a more favorable state of stress is induced in the limestone stiff layer. 
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 Fault refractions patterns are consistent either with shear, hybrid, or tensile failure in 

limestone units, and with shear failure in the clay-rich units indicating a higher 

magnitude of the minimum main effective stress within the clay-rich layer. In limestone 

layers the failure mode is related to stiffness ratio confirming that a stiffness ratio 

induces low minimum effective stress. 

 The displacement gradient ranges from 0.06 to 0.2 in the clay-rich units and it increases 

with Young’s modulus, which is the reverse of that expected by a “crack model”. It is 

likely due to the variation of the shear stress induced by the changes in stiffness ratio. 

Implications for fluid induced fracturing 
The same modeling methodology applied to study initiation and nucleation of normal faulting 

can also be applied to study the distribution of the microseismic events, induced by fluid 

injection into a hydrocarbon reservoir, and the effect of lithological layering. We present two 

case studies in different tectonic regimes. We conclude that the depth distribution of the events 

induced by the fluid injection is in agreement with the variation of the failure criteria calculated 

from the simulated state of stress and the strength properties. In particular, 

 High density of events is observed in layers that fail in tension during the fluid injection. 

 The layers that do not fail in tension are associated with a decrease in the number of 

events. In these layers, events are related to the propagation or reactivation rather than 

initiation of fractures. 

 We observe an increase in the number of events in intervals where the model predicts 

that the shear failure criterion is reached. 

Conclusions 
Numerical simulations can lead to valuable insights on the effect of lithological layering on 

initiation, nucleation and propagation of normal faults. Likewise, it can also be used to enhance 

our understanding of the role of fluids in in situ local failure, even in the absence of outcrops or 

other geological analogues, by comparing simulation results to observed microseismicity. 

 

 

B 

 

Figure 1: Example of modeling variations of the state of stress within non-fractured (A) and fractured (B) 
layered sections. In A, the ratio of the stiff and compliant Young’s modulii (Es/Ec) was set to 2. The 
squares and the triangles indicate local maximum ( 1

loc
) and minimum ( 3

 loc
) principal stresses, 

respectively along the vertical axis (Z). The dotted lines represent the maximum ( 1
∞
) and minimum 

remote principal stresses ( 3
∞
) applied on the blocks. B shows the variation of the differential stress in a 

fractured layered section observed in cross section. 
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Models of normal faults are frequently described with a displacement of sedimentary layers 

across a fault surface surrounded by a zone of damage of small offset faults or open mode 

joints.  The damage zone is often modelled as a process zone at the tip of a propagating fault 

or associated with local areas of stress concentrated at bends in the fault.  Our observations of 

mapped normal faults in rock volumes exposed in outcrop cutting a range of facies and 

sedimentary stacking sequences demonstrate that the style and width of the deformation in a 

fault damage zone is a function of the mechanical differences between the layers that we refer 

to as the vertical mechanical heterogeneity (VMH).  The width of the damage zone is a function 

of the VMH with a wider zone observed in faults cutting layers with a higher VMH.   In our 

analysis of the development of these fault zones, we adopt the concepts described by Johnson 

(1996) in which he describes the deformation from a homogeneous to a localized state across 

a band or zone of shear, which he called a premonitory shear zone.  The idea is that faulting is 

a hereditary process with deformational steps that are irreversible and together contribute to a 

process that may ultimately fail with the development of a fault or a discontinuity in the rock 

volume.  We suggest that the width and style of the PSZ is controlled in the earliest 

deformation by the boundary conditions and stress state in the rock volume, and by the 

mechanical properties of the sediments at the time of deformation.  Johnson (1996) calculated 

the orientation of the PSZ under a range of stress conditions but did not discuss in detail the 

evolution of the structures that together link to form an irreversible deformational style that in its 

final stages develops a through-going slip surface.  We present the results from detailed 

mapping to describe the evolution of these zones. 

 

The width of the PSZ is defined by the limits of shearing of beds into the deformation zone.  In 

more brittle beds the shearing occurs by small offset across discrete faults (Figure 1) that 

displaces beds into the PSZ.  Ductile lithologies such as normally consolidated mudstones 

initially form more continuous folds or smears.   

 
Figure 1: A m-scale normal fault cutting sandstones at 
Ekma, Sinai. Note that the sandstone beds are sheared 
into the fault zone by small displacement faults. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The styles of deformation across a PSZ are controlled by the mechanical contrast between the 

layers but this does not necessarily match the vertical stratigraphic heterogeneity.  A 
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stratigraphic section with high vertical mechanical heterogeneity, for example, will naturally 

have a high stratigraphic heterogeneity, however a low mechanical heterogeneity may also 

occur in beds with a high stratigraphic heterogeneity where the mechanical contrasts between 

the different lithologies is low.  The VMH of a sediment sequence may change during burial 

and lithification, or as a result of subsurface processes such as cementation, chemical 

diagenesis and fluid overpressure.  

These mechanical controls on the deformation are inferred from detailed mapping of normal 

faults across a range of rock facies.  We envisage an evolutionary process in which a PSZ is 

determined early in the deformation across a rock volume.  In the case of faults cutting a thick 

section with low vertical mechanical heterogeneity, there may be a zone of distributed shear 

prior to the development of a through-going slip surface or a single narrow fault with limited 

width.  Faults developed through a section with a higher VMH will have a wider PSZ with small 

offset faults cutting the brittle layers and smear of ductile layers that rotate into the PSZ.  In 

normal faults continued extension localizes the deformation into a fault core with one or several 

through-going slip surfaces.  Ductile layers attenuate and smear in towards the fault core and 

more brittle layers form lenses that disaggregate and mix with the smears creating fault rocks. 

Faults cutting layers with a variable mechanical heterogeneity will have narrow zones of shear 

or discrete fault offsets where crossing a section with low VMH and a wider zone of faulted and 

sheared sections with a higher VMH.  In Figure 2, the upper section of the fault zone shows a 

complex array of small offset faults where the section has layers of shale and micrite.  In the 

lower part of the zone the fault is narrow cutting a section of thick shale with a low VMH.  This 

section has a zone of fractures but with little or no measureable offset. 

 
Figure 2: Faults cutting a section of ductile shale 
(grey) interbedded with brittle micrite layers (coloured 
layers) in the Green River Formation near Price, 
Utah. The fault zone is much wider at the top of the 
section, where the micrite beds provide mechanical 
heterogeneity and are sheared into the fault zone by 
small displacement faults in the damage zone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This conceptual model for the evolution of a normal fault zone is well documented by field 

examples, but in most cases the mechanical layering is inferred.  We developed the software, 

FaultModeller, to test these concepts and predict the early complexity and evolution to the later 

through-going fault.  The FaultModeller software is an energy balance model for fracture 

propagation that models the early propagation of faults and fractures confined to mechanical 

layers and the later propagation of these faults to form a longer through-going fault that 

accommodates the later slip.   The field observations and model provide new concepts in the 

development of normal faults as a function of the mechanical contrasts between the layers. 
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Dynamic Growth and Linkage of Extensional Faults in Pre-Kinematic and Syn-Kinematic 
Strata in Thin-Skinned Half Grabens 
 
Lucía Pérez Díaz and Jürgen Adam, Earth Sciences Department, Royal Holloway University of London 
 

Scaled analogue experiments in combination with full-field 2D/3D digital image correlation 

techniques (DIC) provide unique insights into the formation, evolution and dynamics of 

extensional fault systems in thin-skinned half graben structures. The high-resolution spatial and 

temporal displacement field data obtained from time-series experiment data provide unique 

insights into the localisation, growth and linkage of complex extensional fault systems. In 

addition, the experiment strain data shed light on the dynamic strain distribution and secondary 

fault patterns in the pre-kinematic units and syn-kinematic graben fill. 

Two half graben experiment setups have been designed and conducted. They differ in the 

kinematic and mechanical constraints of the basal detachment layer, which strongly control the 

geometry of the half grabens and kinematics of their extensional fault systems. For both 

setups, experiments with variable pre-kinematic sediment thickness and variable syn-kinematic 

deposition were conducted to better understand their effects on the progressive strain 

distribution and fault nucleation and growth. 

In the first set of experiments, fault formation is triggered by the existence of a basal velocity 

discontinuity and a pre-defined basal frictional detachment. Extension is controlled 

kinematically by the subsequent horizontal translation of the hanging-wall material overlying the 

detachment. This second setup with a ductile basal detachment layer replicates thin-skinned 

gravity failure in passive margin sedimentary wedges overlying salt sediments. Here, fault 

localisation and graben formation is controlled by down-slope material transport due to gravity-

gliding and gravity spreading of the overlying sand pack.   

The experiment results demonstrate the impact of the mechanical properties of the detachment 

layer and syn-kinematic sedimentation on the geometry and kinematics of half graben systems 

and the accommodation and distribution of strain. The high-resolution DIC displacement data 

fully quantify displacement (subsidence, uplift, rotation, translation) and instantaneous and 

accumulated strain (fault activity, geological deformation) in experiment. The time-series 2D/3D 

strain data provide detailed insights into fault localization, segmentation and linkage, the impact 

of syn-kinematic sedimentation and the strain distribution across half-graben structures through 

time with increased extension.  

The experiment results demonstrate that pre-kinematic overburden thickness, syn-kinematic 

sedimentation and the mechanical properties of the detachment layer have a critical effect on 

strain distribution and kinematics of half-graben structures. Some major results are:  

- A ductile detachment enables hanging-wall block rotation as a mechanism to 

accommodate extension, minimizing the need for hanging-wall deformation. As rotation 

occurs, the pre-kinematic sequence subsides into the mobile ductile layer, causing it to 

weld out in some areas. This process results in the formation of new half graben 

bounding faults.  

- The mechanical contrast between the pre-kinematic sequence and the detachment 

layer controls the initial curvature of the main graben bounding fault. This mechanical 

contrast is determined by the gravity loading generated by the pre-kinematic sequence 

resting on top of the detachment layer.  
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- The thickness of the pre-kinematic sequence controls the pattern of fault nucleation and 

growth. In a thin pre-kinematic sediment package, faults form instantaneously. In 

contrast, in a thick pre-kinematic layer, discrete fault segments form in high-strain zones 

and grow vertically and laterally by segment linkage.  

- The effect of syn-kinematic sedimentation is more pronounced in experiments with a 

thick sediment package, as former and inactive shear zones reactivate as a response to 

the loading generated by the deposition of new sediments. This can lead to changes in 

fault geometries which in turn lead to modifications of the half-graben structure through 

time. 

The combination of scaled analogue experiment and full-field 2D/3D strain data provide 

invaluable information about the first order controls of thin-skinned extensional fault systems, 

and particularly, an improved understanding of the dynamics of fault nucleation, vertical and 

lateral growth and linkage of fault segments through time. These experiment results and their 

implications for related fracture systems or hydraulic properties of fault zones are of relevance 

for strain analysis in segmented extensional fault systems. 
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Outcrop studies of normal faults indicate that their internal structure often depends on the 

nature of the sequence. Fault traces, for example, often exhibit steps and/or orientation 

changes at lithological contacts, resulting in fault plane irregularities that frequently control the 

formation of splays and lenses. The mechanical properties of faulted sequences and the 

effective pressure during the time of faulting are however typically poorly constrained from the 

study of natural faults. In the present study a numerical modelling approach is used in which 

both the nature of the sequence and the confining pressure during faulting can be controlled to 

elucidate how these intrinsic and extrinsic properties affect the internal structure of normal 

faults. 

The commercially available Particle Flow Code in three dimensions (PFC-3D), which 

implements the Distinct Element Method (DEM), is used. Brittle rock is represented by 

randomly packed spheres that are bonded at their contacts. The breakage of bonds 

corresponds to fracture. This method allows modelling the large and discontinuous strains 

typically associated with fault zones. Modelling of normal fault growth is achieved by movement 

of a pre-defined fault at the base of the bonded particle model while a constant confining 

pressure is applied to the top of the model (Figure 1). The model comprises layers of particles 

with different properties that mimic mechanically layered rock sequences (e.g., sandstone-

shale). The systematically varied parameters in the present study include sequence strength, 

confining pressure, net-to-gross and fault obliquity. The latter is achieved by changing the 

orientation of the pre-defined fault at the base of the sequence. 

Analysis of the model faults is conducted on horizon maps extracted from the layer centres 

(Figure 1). The newly developed DEM model fault analysis tool allows automatic generation of 

fault polygons, the generation of displacement profiles and the determination of both external 

and internal displacement accommodating rotations, i.e. due to drag and fault-bound lenses. 

The analysis therefore permits quantification of displacement partitioning and associated layer 

juxtapositions as a function of the nature of the sequence and confining pressure. 

The DEM models reveal that faults become better localised with increasing confining pressure 

and that the average fault strand orientation depends on fault slip obliquity. The average fault 

strand orientations are consistent with infinitesimal strain theory for transtensional shear zones, 

i.e. fault segments localise normal to the greatest incremental extension direction. Examination 

of displacement partitioning at branch points however reveals that there is no tendency towards 

hanging wall or footwall preferred displacement. 

The DEM models also reveal that the degree fault localisation depends on the net-to-gross 

(N:G) of the sequence. For the range of N:G  and for the mechanical properties considered in 

the present study the modelling suggests that the best localised faults develop in N:G = 2/3 

sequences. At lower N:G a significant amount of the total displacement is accommodated by 

rotations, i.e. drag and lenses. In contrast, at high N:G bedding parallel slip is suppressed and 
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the more brittle layers impinge on each other early during fault zone growth, which suppresses 

localisation. 

The DEM modelling results illustrate that in the future this numerical tool may be used to 

predict the likelihood of certain fault zone structure (e.g. drag, paired slip surfaces, relays etc.) 

within certain sequences deformed at a given depth. DEM modelling may hence be 

incorporated into existing workflows to complement other data (seismic, flow, well) for better 

assessing the sealing potential of faults. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. DEM model comprised of a sequence of strong sandstones interbedded with very weak shales 
deformed at a confining pressure of 20 MPa. Under these conditions the sequence is prone to form fault 
zone complexities, such as fault bound lenses, which can have a significant impact on sequence 
juxtaposition. A juxtaposition diagram, generated for each horizon through the centre of each sandstone 
layer, illustrates frequent sand-sand juxtapositions due to the existence of a fault bound lens (highlighted 
by arrow in horizon diagram). 
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The Widespread Occurrence of Low-Angle Normal Faults in a Rift Setting: Examples 

from Thailand, And Implications for Their Origin and Evolution 

C. K. Morley, Department of Geological Science, Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand. 
 

At least 31 low-angle (< 35° dip at the time of initiation), high-displacement (>1 km) Cenozoic 

normal faults are identified on seismic reflection data onshore and offshore Thailand. Although 

some faults have been moderately rotated to lower angles, pre-rotation dips still indicate 

formation at low angle (about 25° and 35°). The dominant east-dip (>90%) and low initial fault 

dips suggest that pre-existing fabrics controlled the fault dip direction. In the Mergui Basin 

patches of gently dipping basement reflections on seismic reflection data support this 

observation. Well data points to a pre-rift basement (observed dips between 25°-45°) with a 

widespread component of slaty, phyllitic, and chlorite-schist lithologies that are associated with 

significant strength anisotropy. The subduction zone setting of SE Asia, with a high fluid flux 

into the crust, associated with high levels of CO2, has parallels with the setting for LANFs in 

Italy, where it is suggested high pore fluid pressures played an important role in LANF 

reactivation. In cross-section most LANFs curve from a high-angle in sedimentary section to a 

planar or stepped in basement until they reach the brittle-ductile transition zone. In a few cases 

LANFs have a convex-up geometry. The local mix of high and low-angle faults indicates that 

the principal stresses probably were vertical and horizontal during fault formation.  Any rotation 

of stresses would have to be local not regional. LANFs in the Mergui Basin have very high 

displacement gradients (as low as 2:1) indicating the same fault segments (some 20-30 km 

long) have repeatedly slipped, while displacements decline dramatically at key discontinuities. 

The LANF segments are inferred to be very weak, and probably slipped mostly aseismically, 

while adjacent, lower displacement high-angle segments were probably seismically active. 

Hence, in areas of mixed high- and low- angle fault segments seismicity may erroneously 

suggest that high-angle normal faults are the dominant fault type.  
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Late Miocene low-angle and Plio-Pleistocene high-angle extensional fault zones occur in the 

internal portion of the Northern Apennines thrust wedge. Among the former, the Tellaro 

Detachment is very well exposed and mainly affects the Late Triassic to early Early Miocene 

non metamorphic Tuscan succession. The three-dimensional geometry of the Tellaro 

Detachment has been investigated through detailed structural mapping and restoration of the 

superimposed deformations, while appropriate exposure allowed for accurate damage zone 

characterization. Pressure-depth conditions and palaeofluid evolution of the fault system have 

been studied through microstructural, mineralogical, petrographic, fluid inclusion and stable 

isotope analysis of fault rocks and fault-related dolomite and calcite veins. 

Our results show that the Tellaro Detachment fault system is responsible for remarkable 

thinning of the Tuscan succession, in excess of 700m of stratigraphic separation, which is 

caused by the combined action of low- and high-angle faulting. The former accommodates 

most of the stratigraphic offset, have hectometric trace lengths, anastomosed geometries and 

are nearly horizontal (10° average dip). The latter accommodate smaller offsets, are 

moderately dipping (40° average dip) and sole down on the low-angle major shear zones. The 

present-day orientation of the fault system may have been affected by passive rotation during 

its late evolution and Plio-Pleistocene deformations. By restoration of the hangingwall high-

angle fault zones to an “Andersonian dip”, we estimate that the amount of such rotation did not 

exceed 20°. 

Abundant fluid circulation characterized the fault system, with development of metric- to 

decametric-scale dolomitic bodies, abundant pressure solution and veining. Dolomitic bodies 

are discordant to bedding and typically overly the main low-angle fault segments; they are 

brecciated and cross-cut by the subsidiary high-angle faults. Dolomite veins are only observed 

in dolomitic host rocks. They are generally oriented perpendicular to the tectonic transport 

direction and formed at about 175°C and 4.7 km depth. Elevated salinity values and enriched 

parent fluid isotopic signature suggest precipitation from a rock-buffered fluid. Syntectonic 

calcite veins with variable orientations are well developed in the fault damage zones, and 

characterized by multiple generations of infillings. Cross-cutting relationships between 

differently oriented veins are not systematic in damage zones and the different calcite 

generations do not have any preferred orientations. Furthermore, short and irregularly shaped 

veins characterize the footwall damage zone in the proximity of the major low-angle fault 

segments. Fluid inclusion microthermometry indicates that different veins formed at different 

temperature-depth conditions, with individual values ranging from 90 to 160°C and from 2 to 

4.5 km. Both low-salinity and high-salinity fluids are present, suggesting fluid mixing processes. 

Stable isotope analyses present a broad variability of oxygen isotope values (-15 < δ18O < -5 

V-PDB) that can be compatible with a cooling trend or fluid mixing. Finally, late tectonic calcite 
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veins with variable orientations reopen/crosscut all the previous structures. They formed at low 

temperature (<70°C) from a low-salinity fluid of meteoric origin. 

These results indicate that the long-lasting activity of the Tellaro Detachment allowed abundant 

fluid circulation in the associated damage zones and precipitation of dolomite and calcite 

infillings at gradually decreasing depths and temperatures. A deep circulation system during 

incipient faulting was hydraulically closed and dominated by local fluids. Dolomitized bodies 

formed at these conditions along major fault segments. Subsequently, the dolomitic bodies 

were brecciated and faulted while the fault system increased in size during progressive 

deformation. Eventually, the extensional fault system connected to the surface, and the 

associated permeability allowed the infiltration of low-salinity surface-derived fluids, which 

reached great depths and mixed with fluids of deeper origin in an open hydraulic system. 

Finally, when the fault system was almost completely exhumed and became inactive, the 

shallow circulation system was dominated by surface-derived low-salinity fluids. 

In conclusion, the Tellaro Detachment developed during the progressive exhumation of the 

western sector of the Northern Apennines thrust wedge from ~ 4.5 to ~ 2 km, and was 

characterized by: i) contemporaneous activity of low-angle master fault segments and high-

angle subsidiary faults; ii) abundant fluid circulation; iii) elevated fluid pressures and low 

differential stress conditions. Our contribution testifies the coexistence of low-angle master 

shear zones and high-angle subsidiary fault zones in an extensional fault system cutting 

through carbonate rocks, within the brittle crust. Elevated fluid pressures and low differential 

stress conditions likely characterized the fault zone and favored slip along the misoriented 

faults. The implications of such observations are a valuable contribution to the long-lasting 

discussion whether extensional detachment fault systems can be activated at very shallow dip, 

or result from the passive rotation of former high-angle fault zones. Indeed, despite the 

impressive amount of work that has been done by many researchers in recent years, this 

question is still a matter of debate among the scientific community.  
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Formation of Seaward-Dipping Reflectors during Transition from Continental Rifting To 

Seafloor Spreading 

 

Dave Quirk, Alaister Shakerley, Matt Howe & John Karlo, Maersk Oil, Copenhagen 
 

It is well established that low angle normal detachment faults are involved in the formation of 

new crust in plates that are slowly separating, with exhumation of upper mantle and gabbro 

intrusions in the footwalls of the detachments.  Here we present high quality seismic data from 

East Greenland showing that where plate separation is significantly faster, volcanism and 

magmatic accretion of new crust is often also closely related to low angle normal detachment 

faults.  Thus, during the transition from continental rifting to seafloor spreading, landward-

dipping normal faults allow mafic magma to rise from depth, accommodate extension and 

facilitate the accretion of gabbro. 

 

We develop a generic model for the formation of volcanic rifted margins where buoyant 

transitional crust is rolled out on either side of an axial up-faulted horst block cored by a domed 

magma chamber fed from upwelling asthenosphere (Fig. 1).  As the plates separate, the horst 

block maintains its axial position and transitional crust is rolled out on either side above 

increasingly thin mantle lithosphere.  Sub-aerial lava flows accumulate in the hanging-walls of 

the two normal faults that define the horst and are rotated to become seaward-dipping 

reflectors (SDRs) as the faults grow.   On the footwall side, mafic magma migrates to low 

pressure zones beneath the faults where a melt lens forms at the top of the magma chamber.  

Each normal fault intersects the upper edge of the melt lens and continues down the side of 

the chamber as a dilational ductile shear zone where magma is accreted, sheared and 

solidifies, transferring gabbro from the footwall to the hangingwall as extension continues.  

Ultimately, the mantle lithosphere thins to zero so that asthenosphere reaches the base of the 

magma chamber causing the central block to split, sheeted dykes to form and seafloor 

spreading to start. 

 

Fundamental to the process is a newly recognised style of deformation called magma-assisted 

extensional growth which involves: 1) a normal fault in the brittle upper crust which migrates, 

flattens and welds to the top of the gabbro, whilst magma fills accommodation space created in 

the footwall; 2) a shear zone which continues at mid crust level beneath the normal fault along 

the melt-solid interface of the magma chamber to detach in the lower crust. 

 

Using structural restorations, isostatic considerations, well data, field observations and salt 

analogues, we show that our model helps explain a number of unresolved questions common 

to many rifted margins, including the formation of seaward-dipping reflections, the maintenance 

of sub-aerial conditions during break-up, the mechanism for ascent and emplacement of large 

plutons, the presence of an outer high at the inner edge of ocean crust, the similarities and 

differences between volcanic and non-volcanic continental margins and the most accurate way 

to reconstruct plates. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic cross-section illustrating the process involved in the formation of SDR-bearing crust 
during the transition from continental rifting to seafloor spreading. 
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4-D Structure and Evolution of Oceanic Detachment Faults At Slow-Spreading Mid-

Ocean Ridges 
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The discovery in the late 1990s of oceanic core complexes and associated detachment faults 

at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges is leading to a fundamental, on-going reassessment of the 

mechanisms of seafloor spreading and of the architecture of oceanic lithosphere. Geophysical 

and geological studies of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge have now established that those faults that 

develop into large-offset detachments nucleate at steep angles (~60°) beneath the ridge axial 

valley, in the same way as ‘ordinary’ valley-wall faults. Under certain conditions, however, slip 

continues (typically for ~1-3Myr) on an individual fault, which then flattens in response to 

flexure at a ‘rolling hinge’ as it is drawn up onto the seafloor, exhuming serpentinised mantle 

peridotites in its footwall in the process. Exposed detachment fault planes (Figure 1) form the 

flat-topped or gently domal-shaped upper surfaces to elevated ‘oceanic core complex’ massifs 

and are characterised by prominent spreading-direction-parallel corrugations and striations 

over a wide range of scales (a thorough understanding of which remains elusive). Sampling of 

the fault surfaces shows the large-offset detachment faults to be characterised by the presence 

of high-strain talc-bearing schists. Deformation appears to have been localised as a 

consequence of the formation of talc and other weak phyllosilicates in response to seawater 

influx down the fault to deep levels near the base of the lithosphere (7-8 km below seafloor). 2-

D numerical modelling can reproduce the characteristic geometry of oceanic core complexes if 

the proportion of plate separation accommodated by magmatic accretion and by slip on a 

single, long-lived, weak detachment are comparable. Detachment faulting may therefore be 

triggered locally by the waning of magma supply below a critical threshold, probably aided by 

catastrophic strain weakening on the fault when seawater is able to access peridotite (e.g. 

MacLeod et al., 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Perspective view looking NW of 
9km-long striated detachment surface 
emerging from axial valley floor (13°20’N, Mid-
Atlantic Ridge). Acoustic backscatter draped 
on bathymetry; no vertical exaggeration 
(MacLeod et al., 2009).  
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Whereas these previous studies have led to broad agreement as to the 2-D (across-axis) 

geometry of active oceanic detachment faults, neither their spatial continuity and linkage along-

axis nor their temporal evolution are well understood (e.g. Figure 2). In marked contrast to the 

above view (that detachments are relatively restricted structures turned on and off in response 

to variations in supply and locus of magma intrusion, e.g. MacLeod et al., 2009), Escartín et al. 

(2008) use arguments based upon regional seafloor morphology and seismicity patterns that 

oceanic detachment faults are laterally extensive, long-lived features that occur along almost 

half of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Active detachments may potentially be widespread beneath rider 

blocks of volcanic seafloor (Smith et al., 2008; Reston & Ranero, 2011).  

These contrasting views have profound implications in a number of ways, and not only for the 

generic understanding of high-strain normal fault systems. How similar are the tectonic (± 

magmatic) processes at mid-ocean ridge detachments and hyper-extended ocean-continent 

transitions? If detachments are regionally extensive, and serpentinised mantle rocks form a 

much more substantial part of the ocean lithosphere than previously assumed, the 

consequences for global heat and mass flux estimates, and the nature and extent of magma-

fault-seawater interaction, are profound. 

In this presentation we present a review of current constraints and key issues to discuss how 

we are testing the regional vs local detachment models . 

 
Escartín, J. & Canales, J.P, 2011. Detachments in oceanic lithosphere: deformation, magmatism, fluid 

flow, and ecosystems. EOS, 92, 31, doi:10.1029/2011EO040003. 
Escartín, J., Smith D.K., Cann, J.R. et al. (2008) Central role of detachment faults in accretion of slow-

spreading oceanic lithosphere. Nature, 455, 790-794, doi: 10.1038/nature07333. 
MacLeod, C.J., Searle, R.C. Murton, B.J. et al. (2009) Life cycle of oceanic core complexes. Earth 

Planet. Sci. Lett., 287, 333-344, doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2009.08.016. 
Reston, T.J. & Ranero, C.R., 2011. The 3-D geometry of detachment faulting at mid-ocean ridges. 

Geophys. Geochem., Geosystems, 12, Q0AG05, doi:10.1029/2011GC003666. 
Smith, D.K., Escartín, J., Schouten, H. & Cann, J.R., 2008. Fault rotation and core complex formation: 

significant processes in seafloor formation at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges (Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 
13–15°N). Geophys. Geochem., Geosystems, 9, Q03003, doi:10.1029/2007GC001699. 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: 'Chapman model' of lithospheric accretion associated with oceanic detachment faulting. This 
model includes structural elements, architecture and composition of the lithosphere and active processes 
at the ridge axis. Many elements and details of the model are currently poorly constrained: e.g., size, 
abundance and distribution of gabbro bodies, hydrothermal flow paths, fault geometry at depth, 
distribution of alteration (Escartín & Canales, 2011).  
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The crust is inherently heterogeneous, and preexisting structures and fabrics influence faulting 

with respect to fault location, distribution, geometry, and offset. The role of preexisting 

structures depends on both fault strength, temperature/deformation mechanisms and their 

orientation with respect to the regional stress field at the time of deformation. These factors are 

likely to change over time, and examples chosen here relate to the prolonged post-Caledonian 

extension history in the northern North Sea region.  

 

In the northern North Sea region, the strongly overthickened Caledonian crust that resulted 

from the ca. 425-405 Ma continent-continent collision between Laurentia and Baltica 

experienced thinning by erosion and extension from the moment the convergent Caledonian 

regime was replaced by one of divergence and regional extension. The first response to this 

change was reactivation of thrusts as normal shear zones and faults, particularly the basal 

thrust or décollement zone that separates the Caledonian orogenic wedge from the underlying 

Proterozoic Baltican basement in South Norway. At the end of the Caledonian orogeny this 

zone was gently (3-5°) hinterland dipping, although steepening to the northwest. Reactivation 

at such low angles was possible due to the very high rheological contrast between the weak 

phyllitic/phyllonitic nature of the décollement zone itself and the much stronger underlying 

basement and overlying orogenic wedge material. High fluid pressures in the décollement zone 

may also have been important.  

 

Normal shearing on the basal Caledonian thrust terminated around 400 Ma as the dip of the 

zone became too low. At this point, oblique normal shear zones and faults formed, some of 

which extended from the surface to the middle or lower crust. The Nordfjord-Sogn detachment 

zone, the Bergen Arc Shear Zone and the Hardangerfjord Shear Zone belong to this group of 

structures. To some extent these shear zones utilized preexisting structures, which together 

with rotation during extension may explain why several of them appear as low-angle structures.  

 

The next important stage of extension and normal faulting was related to rift initiation in the 

Permian. We see evidence for brittle reactivation of Devonian faults and shear zones, some of 

them low-angle structures. Brittle reactivation of low-angle (< 30° dip) extensional shear zones 

may seem surprising from a mechanical point of view, suggesting that only the mechanically 

weakest faults or portions of faults slipped at this stage. More importantly, new and steeper 

faults formed, some of which grew into major normal N-S striking faults. An important reason 

for the formation of new rift-related N-S striking normal faults during the Permo-Triassic rift 

phase was a change in extension direction from NW-SE to W-E. However, the geometry and 

lengths of the larger Permo-Triassic normal faults are influenced by fundamental lineaments 

that line up with Devonian extensional structures on the mainland. These lineaments define 

tectonic domain boundaries and changes in fault geometry and sometimes even changes in 

fault polarity. Hence, Devonian extensional structures exerted a first-order control on rift 

architecture, but perhaps less so on a smaller scale.  
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At the onset of the second (late Jurassic) phase of rifting, many but not all Permo-Triassic 

faults were reactivated. Reactivation was probably restricted for some faults by rotation during 

the Permo-Triassic rifting or for geometric/frictional reasons that are difficult to test in many 

cases. Throughout this whole post-Caledonian evolution of extensional faults and structures it 

seems that the area affected by extension decreases until the strain largely localize along the Viking 

Graben in the late Jurassic.  

 
Figure: Overview of the northern North Sea region. The décollement (basal thrust) discussed in the text 
is located between the Caledonian nappes and the Proterozoic basement. Fundamental offshore 
lineaments are marked in green. Red lines are onshore Devonian normal detachments. HFZ: 
Hardangerfjord Shear Zone. 
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Extensional provinces are known to have experienced multiple phases of rifting, where the 

orientation and rate of the extension is variable through time. The relative maturity of the initial 

phase of rifting relative to subsequent phases has been shown through physical analogues to 

influence the later reactivation of early-forming faults, the orientation and location of evolving 

faults and the localisation of strain within the region. Advances in analysis methods means that 

the surface geometry and interaction of the structures can be analysed using analogue 

experiments but the three-dimensional interaction of the faults at depth through time cannot be 

readily determined. Understanding the nature of these interactions, may hold the key to 

determine the underlying controls on fault interaction and activity in multi-phase rifts. 

A discrete element model has been developed in three-dimensions to quantify and identify the 

evolution of faults in multi-phase rift environments. It includes brittle and ductile interactions 

between spherical elements with gravity and isostatic compensation forces. Faults are defined 

as an accumulation of broken bonds in the brittle layer and their location, throw and interaction 

is recorded through time to examine how the nature of the fault population and individual fault 

displacement profiles evolve as rifting progresses. 

A two-phase experiment is presented where the relative maturity of Phase I to Phase II is 

under investigation. Increasing durations of Phase I extension (3.5%, 7.0%, 10.5% and 14%) at 

45 degrees to the main extension direction are input relative to a constant duration of Phase II 

extension (13.5%). The fault population is observed with regards to its’ spatial and temporal 

evolution and the inheritance from Phase I to Phase II structures.  

Observations demonstrate that even a small amount of Phase I extension is inherited in the 

subsequent rift with dominant-fault orientation in Phase II reflecting the orientation of Phase I 

structures (figure 1). As the length of Phase I increases, a number of features are observed; (1) 

localisation and focus of faulting onto early faults which become dominant basin faults, (2) an 

increased number of faults accommodating the strain and partitioning the brittle crust, and (3) 

decreased development of later phase faults parallel to the Phase II extension direction. 
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Figure 1. Upper brittle crust at the end of the experiments for increasing duration of Phase I relative to 
Phase II (a) 3.5%, (b) 7.0%, (c) 10.5% and (d) 14.0%. The green arrows indicate the extension direction 
in Phase II, Black/grey elements highlight faults and blue regions represent intact crust. Dimensions are 
~90km by 100km (extension direction) at this time.  
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The Vesterdjupet Fault Zone is a 100 km long, segmented normal fault array that developed 

relatively late in the multi-phase rift system of the North Atlantic. Using an extensive database 

of 2D and 3D seismic reflection data tied to nearby shallow cores we have subdivided the lower 

Cretaceous of the North Træna basin, which forms the hanging wall depocentre, into three 

distinct intervals; the underlying Triassic – Jurassic rift architecture  as also been mapped.  

Renewed extension in the Cretaceous 

began with an inception phase in 

Valanginian to early Aptian times 

during which numerous arrays of <5 

km long faults formed in various 

orientations, some of which nucleated 

over Triassic/Jurassic structures. 

Towards the late Aptian certain fault 

arrays propagated further, coalesced 

and linked up with other arrays, 

thereby forming a series of adjacent 

>15 km long crescent-shaped faults. 

After a period of tectonic quiescence, 

faults evolved further during the late 

Albian, the second stage of linkage 

that lead to the final assembly of the 

now through-going master fault. Two 

NNE trending segments directly reactivated inherited Triassic/Jurassic structures whereas the 

NE segment in between formed by linking the late Aptian crescent-shaped faults, which appear 

to have acted as mediating structures between the Triassic/Jurassic and Albian rift episodes. 

The figure to left illustrates a 3D conceptual model depicting the role the crescentshaped 

Aptian faults have between the zig-zag structures of the Triassic-Jurassic faults and the 

curvature of the middle segment at the upper Albian level.  

A comparison with recent analog modeling of coaxial extension in wet clay suggests that a 

rotation of the stress field from W-WNW directed extension to NW occurred between the 

Triassic and Jurassic rift episodes and that the magnitude of Triassic extension would be half 

that of the Jurassic and Cretaceous combined.  
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The above figure shows the structural evolution of the North Træna Basin and the Vesterdjupet 

Fault Zone through the Mesozoic, compared to clay experiments of multi-stage extension by 

other workers. In this specific clay experiment, two phases of extension were applied; the 

second phase double the magnitude of the first. E1 and E2 indicate extension direction 1 and 

2. Three (clay-) structure maps have been reproduced here, showing the situation at the end of 

extension phase 1, halfway phase two and at the end of phase 2. Parallels between the 

situation of the clay experiment at different stages on the one hand and the structural 

framework for the Permo-Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous on the other exist and are 

discussed. The clay model maps have been rotated (120 degrees) to match the attitude of 

structures to those of the North Træna basin, for better comparison.  

 
Reference: 

Henza, A. A., Withjack, M. O. & Schlische, R. W. 2011. How do the properties of a pre‐existing 
normal‐fault population influence fault development during a subsequent phase of extension? Journal of 

Structural Geology, 33, 1312‐1324.
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Relay zones along rift border fault systems allow transfer of sediment from the uplifting footwall 

into hangingwall depocentres. Present knowledge focuses on the modifications of drainage 

patterns and sediment pathways across relay zones, however their vertical motion during fault 

growth and linkage is not well documented. In a case study from the Corinth rift, vertical 

motions are constrained on an evolving ramp using sedimentary, structural, geomorphological 

and seismic data. These data are used to develop a model for relay ramp behaviour during 

fault growth and linkage over a period of less than one million years. 

The Corinth rift (Greece) is an ideal natural laboratory to study normal fault system evolution. 

The Akrata relay zone developed between the East Helike and Derveni faults during the 

northward migration of the southern rift border (Fig. 1). The breached ramp is now uplifted and 

incised in the immediate footwall of these faults. Detailed mapping of the relay zone defines its 

lithostratigraphy, structural and geomorphological features. During major fault growth in the 

Middle to Late Pleistocene, the relay zone captured the antecedent Krathis River, which 

successively deposited the Platanos and Akrata Gilbert-type fan deltas. The latter was 

deposited on the subsiding ramp itself as the East Helike and Derveni faults grew. Delta 

stratigraphic architecture records subsidence calibrated with eustatic variations in the relay 

zone. Simple ramp rotation (sensu Giba et al. 2012) is not observed during the pre-linkage 

phase. Instead, accommodation space was created on the relay ramp from an early stage by 

active oblique faults. The subsiding ramp therefore behaved as a linking damage zone before 

being finally breached to create the East Helike-Derveni fault system at the gulf margin. 

Thanks to seismic interpretation and depth conversion of high-resolution seismic profiles (from 

Maurice Ewing 2001 geophysical survey) fault geometries are constrained offshore and 

sediment distributions are identified in the hanging wall depocentres of the East Helike-Derveni 

fault system. These change eastward along strike from synsedimentary fault propagation 

folding to a tilted fault block. These contrasting deformation styles are explained by mechanical 

contrasts in the upper crust, underlining the role of pre-existing structures in controlling normal 

fault development (Oligo-Miocene Hellenide thrust belt, Miocene extension structures). 

Fault growth in the Akrata relay zone is consistent with the ‘isolated fault’ model (Walsh & 

Watterson, 1988; Cowie & Scholz, 1992) as the fault array initially developed from growth of 

kinematically independent fault segments and fault displacement gradually accumulated during 

pre- and post-linkage stages. Despite the prominent control of pre-existing fabrics on the 

location of the Akrata relay zone, clear lateral fault propagation and linkage is recorded over a 

time scale of less than one million years. The very detailed temporal and spatial scale of this 

study is not usually possible in larger, older rifts. 
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Figure 1. Map of the Akrata relay zone including both onshore and offshore domains. 

 

 

References: 
Cowie, P.A., Scholz, C.H., 1992. Displacement-length scaling relationship for faults; data synthesis and 
discussion. Journal of Structural Geology 14, 1149-1156. 

 

Giba, M., Walsh, J.J., Nicol, A. (2012). Segmentation and growth af an obliquely reactivated fault. 
Journal of Structural Geology, 39, 253-267. 

 

Walsh, J.J., Watterson, J., 1988. Analysis of the relationship between displacements and dimensions of 
faults. Journal of Structural Geology 10, 239-247 
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The Horda Platform (Norwegian North Sea) is a roughly N-S-trending, 300 km long structural 

high on the eastern margin of the Norwegian North Sea. It forms the footwall to the North 

Viking Graben, bound to the east by the Øygarden Fault Complex and to the north by the Nord-

Sognfjord detachment. An extensive data set consisting of several high-resolution 2D/3D 

seismic reflection surveys (with coverage of over 25km x 50km) and well data from the 

northern Horda Platform was used in this investigation of large-scale fault fabric evolution.  

Rift basin development is generally characterised by the propagation, then linkage, of early 

isolated fault segments. Extension then becomes nucleated on a small number of long, high-

displacement arrays. Field and subsurface studies tend to focus on the evolution of individual 

(10-100 km long) fault systems, rather than entire fault arrays. The coverage of this study 

allows us to observe these interactions on a large scale.  

Several pre-, syn- and post-rift units were identified using seismic-stratigraphic geometry and 

thickness patterns. A number of key stages of fault growth are observed. The largest is fault 

system is a N-S trending Permo-Triassic network, which at depth can be over 60km long and 

contain over 3km of syn-rift strata. These fault systems propagate rapidly through the Jurassic 

cover to define the locations of the main syn-rift depocentres.  

Late Jurassic extension was also accommodated by the growth of a second order (NW-SE 

trending, 2-10 km long with much smaller displacement) fault population. These typically occur 

in the hangingwall regions between the N-S faults, displaying both abutting and cross-cutting 

relationships with the larger structures. The cessation of this NW-SE trend was coincident with 

the continued development of the through-going, N-S-striking fault population and the eventual 

localisation of rift-related strain.  

The inheritance of a pre-existing rift fabric is observed to influence the geometry, scale and rate 

of fault system growth and fault array evolution in the cover. The degree of that influence is 

determined by the scale and maturity of the parent fabric and the temporal initiation of the later 

fabric within a superseding, rotating stress field.  

We present a conceptual model (Figure 1) that describes the development of large-scale fault 

fabrics through time, which as an analogue can be readily applied to other parts of the North 

Sea and beyond. 
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Figure 1. Part of a conceptual model for the development of rift basins (after Whipp et al. 2013). This is 

the rift climax phase of the second event, with certain fault linkages inherited from the systems below as 

well as new relationships in the cover. 

 

Reference 

Whipp, P. S., Jackson, C. L., Gawthorpe, R. L., Dreyer, T., & Quinn, D. (2013). Fault array evolution 

above a reactivated rift fabric; a subsurface example from the northern Horda Platform fault array, 

Norwegian North Sea. Basin Research. 
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Faults are a fundamental feature of extended continental crust; they accommodate strain, at 

various scales, through either the nucleation and growth of new faults or the reactivation of 

favourably-oriented, extant faults. The architecture of normal fault arrays can therefore 

significantly influence the large-scale, long-term structural evolution of petroliferous 

sedimentary rift basins. Understanding fault nucleation, growth and reactivation processes has 

thus received considerable attention in the literature.  

In addition to extensive normal fault arrays, sedimentary basins located along volcanic margins 

commonly contain temporally and spatially associated complexes of igneous intrusions. These 

magmatic events produce a pervasive network of interconnected magma conduits (e.g., sills 

and dykes) and reservoirs (e.g., sills and laccoliths) throughout the crust that, on some scale, 

are likely to interact with faults; i.e. intrusions will either cross-cut, intrude along or be displaced 

by normal faults. Figure 1 provides an example from the Exmouth Sub-basin, located offshore 

NW Australia, of a saucer-shaped sill that (i) in places cross-cuts a normal fault and (ii) also 

occasionally intrudes up the fault-plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To date, studies examining such tectono-magmatic interactions in rift basins have focused on 

constraining syn-intrusive relationships and processes. These include analyses of how pre-

Figure 1: Interpreted seismic sections intersecting a fault (right-hand image) to highlight the 
interaction between a fault (bold lines) and an igneous intrusion. The sill is observed to either 
(i) cross-cut, (ii) step up, or (iii) intrude along the fault. Modified from Magee et al. (2013). 
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existing faults may act as flow pathways for ascending magma or the mechanics and impacts 

of magmatically induced-faulting. This research has provided fundamental insights into how 

such tectono-magmatic interactions influence the distribution of eruptive volcanic centres and 

economic ore deposits, strain accommodation during continental rifting, and the development 

of subsurface fluid flow pathways. Despite the importance of understanding fault development 

and magma emplacement mechanisms to unravelling basin and petroleum system evolution, 

very little attention has been paid to the impact solidified igneous intrusions may have on 

subsequent tectonic events in rift basins. Specifically, does the presence of crystallised 

igneous intrusions, which often have significantly different mechanical properties to the 

surrounding host rock (i.e. they represent elastic inclusions), affect the reactivation potential of 

any extant faults they interact with?  

To address this question, we employ a conceptual model and two case studies to examine the 

mechanical interactions and processes that may occur between a normal fault array and fully 

solidified, gabbroic intrusions during extensional reactivation. Our results suggest that the 

presence of mechanically ‘strong’ (i.e. in relation to the host rock and any pre-existing faults) 

crystallised intrusions affects the temporal distribution of strain locally. During early phases of 

extension, strain is accommodated by: (1) the reactivation of favourably-oriented extant faults, 

or possibly the nucleation of new faults, in areas that do not contain igneous bodies; and/or (2) 

differential slip along fault strike, with displacement preferentially occurring on fault segments 

situated away from zones where the fault is exploited or cross-cut by an intrusion. Figure 2 

presents a schematic diagram highlighting how this latter affect may result in the development 

of a fault-transverse fold or a segment-bounding fault. As extension continues, igneous rocks, 

which typically have relatively high Young’ modulus values, may act to concentrate stress and 

therefore localise strain on intrusion-hosted fractures once failure occurs. This study 

demonstrates how an understanding of the interactions between faults can igneous intrusions 

may be integral to unravelling the evolution of sedimentary basins, petroleum systems and 

economic mineral accumulation. Although this study focuses on normal fault arrays in 

sedimentary basins, it is likely that the principals elucidated could be applied to other tectonic 

settings. 

 
 Figure 2: Accommodation structures that may form if strain is preferentially accrued on non-intruded 

fault segments along-strike from a laterally restricted fault-intrusion intersection.  
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Three dimensional seismic-reflection data from the western Niger Delta were used to 

investigate the progressive segmentation and linkage of a syn-sedimentary normal fault array 

and to estimate the influence of this pre-existing fault structure on the geometry and growth of 

younger faults and the hanging-wall sedimentary units. The nucleation, growth and linkage of a 

large, basin-ward dipping fault system were analyzed on reflectivity time-/horizon slices and 

vertical seismic sections. In the deep subsurface, the studied fault system consists of two 

detached segments that grew through time into a single fault by lateral tip propagation to reach 

finally a maximum of about 15 km in length. After reaching its maximum extent, the studied 

fault system decayed non-uniformly through time. Subsequent sedimentation in the study area 

generated new fault arrays at stratal levels above the studied fault. The analysis of time slices 

of the hanging-wall sedimentary units shows two different processes of vertical linkage on the 

northwestern (NW) and southeastern (SE) segments. The NW segment links vertically to a 

fault initiating contemporaneous to the activity of the fault segment, whereas vertical fault 

linkage in the SE segment occurred only after the quiescence of the underlying fault segment. 

Here, pre-existing older fault linked vertically to several younger faults at different time 

intervals, reactivating the underlying structure.  

The results of this work suggest that although kilometer-scale multi-segment faults develop and 

grow as a single fault system after lateral segment linkage, they may retain individual, pre-

linkage characteristics. The seismic observations and geological interpretations highlight how 

deep structures may influence the distribution and geometry of younger faults which ultimately 

controls the depositional patterns and their geometry on the similar fault-bounded sedimentary 

basins. 
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Geometric Controls on Fault Reactivation – Implications for Leakage of Hydrocarbon 
Reservoirs. 
 
John Walsh, Conrad Childs, Adriaan Van Herk, Rob Worthington, Fault Analysis Group, University 
College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland 

 

Assessment of the risk of hydrocarbon leakage is an essential step in the evaluation of the 

prospectivity of both hydrocarbon provinces and reservoirs. Numerous factors have been 

advocated for the leakage of hydrocarbon reservoirs, including overpressure-related top seal 

failure or associated fault leakage, and reactivationrelated leakage of bounding faults. This 

presentation examines the nature of, and the principal controls on, the tectonic reactivation of 

normal faults from a selection of basins, including the Timor Sea and the Porcupine Basin. 

Reactivation of underlying pre-existing faults is typically characterised by the upward 

propagation of highly segmented fault arrays through overlying cover sequences. 

Segmentation is attributed to fault propagation through multi-layered sequences but is, 

nevertheless, accentuated by departures from orthogonality of the pre-existing faults with the 

later extension direction. The principal factors controlling fault reactivation in the basins studied 

are the size, location and orientation of faults. Fault size is the pre-eminent control, with longer 

and larger displacement faults having a greater probability of reactivation and accommodating 

larger reactivated displacements. The preferred localisation of later displacements on larger 

and more through-going faults, is consistent with numerical models indicating that larger pre-

existing faults are relatively ‘weak’. Combined with simple models for slip-associated fault 

leakage, the preferential movement of larger faults suggests that trap integrity should diminish 

with fault size, an assertion which is supported by new constraints from the Timor Sea (Gartrell 

et al. 2006, AAPG). We briefly consider the extent to which this simple trap integrity model 

could be applied to other basins. 
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Rupture Propagation along Fault Segments: An Open Issue for Greece 
 
Sboras S., Chatzipetros A. and Pavlides S., Department of Geology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 
54124, Greece.  
 

Greece is dominated by a dense network of faults, most of which are active. Activity is evident 

either directly from historically and instrumentally recorded events, or indirectly from 

palaeoseismological and morphotectonic evidence. Due to the extended coverage by the sea, 

detailed field observations can be only carried out onshore, although technological advance 

allows satisfactory results in meso-scale analysis in marine environments as well. The vast 

majority of active faulting in Greece is emergent. Nevertheless, rupture rarely creates a unique 

clear escarpment. Recent strong earthquakes have shown that faulting in Greece can create a 

rather complex pattern showing, sometimes, resemblance among various areas.  

Examples of almost identical faulting behaviour and co-seismic ground rupture pattern 

comprise the 1978 Thessaloniki (Mw 6.3) and the 1995 Kozani-Grevena (Mw 6.4) earthquakes. 

Both areas belong to an extensional tectonic regime documenting an extension direction of 

(roughly) N-S in the broader area of Thessaloniki (Central Macedonia) to NW-SE in the broader 

area of Kozani-Grevena (West Macedonia). In the first case (Thessaloniki), the sequence took 

place in the Mygdonia Basin, a roughly E-W-trending basin, whose southern and, at a lesser 

extent, northern margins are controlled by faults. The major marginal faults have formed a 

distinctive escarpment; however they are not straight, but curvilinear, separating the alpidic 

basement (footwall) from the basin deposits (hanging-wall). Nevertheless, the co-seismic 

ground ruptures of the 1978 sequence, documented a more complex pattern. Three main 

lineaments were documented: the major one followed the N-dipping southern marginal fault 

scarp at its central part; the two others bifurcated from the previous one basinwards: one ran 

antithetically through the basin in a NW direction reaching the opposite SW-dipping margin, 

while the other had an almost sub-parallel but shorter trace, dipping towards NNE. In the 

second case (Kozani-Grevena), a similar co-seismic ground rupture pattern was formed after 

the 1995 earthquake. The main NW-dipping fault is evident by a clear fault scarp at its NE part, 

whilst, at its SW part, the non-continuous fault scarp has produced a rather subdued 

morphology. The ground ruptures were mainly aligned along two lineaments, one along the 

main fault escarpment, and the other along a pre-existing strike slip fault that was reactivated, 

as the aftershock distribution profiles clearly show, as an antithetic normal fault merging with 

the main one at depth. Several other minor ground ruptures were scattered in between the two 

lineaments. At the NE tip of the main fault, the rupture abruptly stopped on an angular 

boundary, although another prominent fault scarp bearing polished slickensides in lateral scree 

occurs less than 2 km distance, forming a right-stepping underlapping geometry. 

There are more examples implying the complexity of surface rupturing. In 1954 a strong event 

(Mw 6.6) stroke Southern Thessaly near Sophades. The early observations of ground ruptures 

misguidedly suggested a N-S-striking, E-dipping fault. On the contrary, recent detailed 

morphotectonic mapping revealed a multi-segmented fault system consisting of four left-

stepping, overlapping, sub-parallel scarps, striking WNW and aligned in a roughly E-W 

direction at the south-easternmost part of the basin and a group of discontinuous parallel NW-

SE-striking scarps towards NW. The basinal margins are fully controlled by these faults 

changing the direction from roughly E-W (normal to the extensional field) to SE-NW (parallel to 

the alpidic structures). Based on palaeoseismological investigations and the earthquake’s 

magnitude, all the E-W aligned segments should have been ruptured, as well as some 

segments westwards.  
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In 1981, an earthquake sequence occurred in the Alkyonides Gulf (East Corinth). The third 

strongest shock (Mw 6.2) on March 4 is clearly related with the Kaparelli normal fault system, 

which consists of three major segments. The most prominent, morphologically, segments are 

the two S-SE-dipping ones that bound the southern front of the Korombili Mt. The eastern 

segment has an E-W strike, while the western segment changes direction towards SW. The 

March 4 event reactivated the eastern segment, but instead of continuing to the next segment, 

rupture jumped towards the SW, even before the nick-point of the strike change, on a sub-

parallel, underlapping S-dipping fault which has a small influence on the topography. The in 

between area comprises a typical relay ramp consisting of a series of small discontinuous 

cracks. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The four examples of various fault patterns as discussed in the text (a: Thessaloniki, b: Kozani-
Grevena, c: Domokos and d: Alkyonides Gulf). Red and yellow lines represent fault scarps and co-
seismic ground ruptures respectively, with downthrown block indicated; numbered stars are earthquake 
epicentres with the year of occurrence; towns are indicated with small solid black squares.  

 

All the examples above belong to extensional regimes. There are possible reasons that could 

explain the diversity (and similarities) of the faulting patterns. For example, the post-alpidic 

extensional regime probably tries to imprint the E-W to NE-SW striking faulting on the inherited 

NW-SE-trending structures of the compressive alpidic regime. This is probably the reason of 

the abrupt strike changes and curvatures of faults from the favourable orientation (with respect 

to the stress field) to the quasi NW-SE direction of the alpidic structures. This difference in the 

mechanical properties of rocks can be also reflected in the upwards rupture propagation from 

the underlying coherent basement to the less coherent basin deposits. Rupture may deflect its 

original course or bifurcate in several splays, and along with the deformation within the 

deposits, a complex pattern of ground ruptures may appear on the surface. On the other hand, 

there are many cases where ground rupture abruptly stops even though there is another 

parallel fault near its tip point. Either barriers are mechanical or geometric, they can 

significantly affect (lateral) rupture propagation.  
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The examples discussed in this abstract are characteristic but not the only ones. Coulomb 

stress transfer change models, currently under development, can reveal how susceptible NW-

SE-trending inherited structures are to stress accumulation in respect to the reactivation of E-

W-trending faults. Moreover, the calculation of displacement distribution is expected to show 

the linkage degree along fault segment arrays. This way, there will be a better understanding of 

fault linkage and segmentation processes. 
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Palaeosiesmic and historical records of earthquakes in the central Apennines, Italy, provide 

enough detail to reconstruct large magnitude earthquakes that ruptured the ground surface 

extending back to 1349 A.D. This covers 21 individual earthquakes where surface faulting can 

be expected (M ≥ 5.8). Many of the normal faults responsible for these earthquakes have been 

mapped in the field and their slip vectors show a converging pattern of slip towards the hanging 

wall. These field measurements of the geometry and kinematics of active normal faults have 

been incorporated into models of co-seismic Coulomb stress changes for the 21 earthquakes 

M ≥ 5.8 since 1349. Strain rates derived from measured field kinematics illustrate the 

importance of incorporating convergent kinematics to accurately model the long-term behavior 

of the faults (Faure Walker et al 2010). Whilst many previous models of stress interaction have 

assumed pure dip-slip behavior of faults, we show that the convergent kinematics of normal 

faults also affects the long-term stress pattern in the region and the interaction between the 

faults. In addition, we model the transfer of stress onto faults that have not ruptured during 

historical times yet where the geometry, kinematics and geomorphology show clear signs of 

Holocene activity. 

Our results show that for some temporal clusters of earthquakes there is strong triggering due 

to Coulomb stress change (0.5 bars) whereas in other temporal earthquake clusters, the stress 

triggering is somewhat weaker (<0.05 bars). We also examine the role of Coulomb stress 

interactions on recent faulting in the central Apennines over timescales longer than short 

individual earthquake sequences, and in particular the role of faults that haven’t ruptured 

during historical times yet that have experienced a large increase in Coulomb stress. We 

address the implications of the stress interaction modeled here over timescales of hundreds of 

years for improving our understanding of temporal and spatial earthquake clustering, fault 

interaction and changing slip rates over longer timescales. 
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An ongoing debate is concerned with the continuity of active normal faults from depth to the 

surface in the Italian Apennines. Holocene fault scarps are well exposed at the surface 

throughout the Apennines, due to the slip rates being greater than erosion rates and the 

bedrock type (Mesozoic limestone). However some authors (e.g. Chiaraluce et al 2005) believe 

that these scarps are not related to the active faults at depth, due to discrepancies between the 

dip at depth interpreted from nodal planes (38-42o from the global CMT catalogue) and 

measured at the surface (55-80o). 

An example of this comes from a series of normal faulting earthquakes in 1997 near Colfiorito, 

Umbria. There is evidence of coseismic slip at the surface on some of the faults that ruptured in 

this series of events, usually marked by a pale, un-weathered strip of the scarp at the contact 

with the hanging wall soil and the footwall carbonate fault plane. However, some authors 

suggest that the slip on this ruptured normal fault does not continue to the surface and have 

interpreted the strip to represent soil compaction in the hanging wall. Whether the active faults 

extend to the surface or not has important implications for the growth of normal faults and for 

understanding the magnitudes of earthquakes that can be expected in the future, which is 

important when discussing the seismic hazard of the region.  

To understand why dips interpreted at depth and measured at the surface differ, we have 

conducted detailed structural mapping along the faults of interest. The data demonstrate that 

the fault dip, strike, kinematics and slip are inter-related (Faure Walker et al. 2009), with higher 

dips along portions of the scarp where the fault strike is oblique to the slip direction. These 

locations also show higher values for throw associated with the freshly exposed strip of 

footwall. We conclude that where strike is orthogonal to the slip direction the surface fault dip is 

~55o. Given uncertainty in the dip interpreted at depth from nodal planes we suggest that it is 

unclear if there is a real difference between the dip at depth and that at surface. This may 

support the view that slip at depth is connected to slip at surface and that the freshly-exposed 

strip of footwall was the surface manifestation of slip and not due to compaction. 

 
References: 
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Surface slip distributions for an active normal fault in central Italy have been measured using 

terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), in order to assess the impact of changes in fault orientation 

and kinematics on subsurface slip distributions that control seismic moment release. The 

southeastern segment of the surface trace of the Campo Felice active normal fault near the city 

of L’Aquila was surveyed using TLS to define the vertical and horizontal offsets of geomorphic 

slopes that formed during the last glacial maximum. Field measurements of fault geometry and 

kinematics from 43 sites and throw/heave measurements from 250 scarp profiles were 

analysed using a modification of the Kostrov equations to calculate the magnitude and 

directions of the horizontal principal strain-rates. The studied segment of the fault is mostly 

linear, with a prominent bend where the fault has linked across a former left-stepping relay-

zone.  

Throw-rates defined by offsets across the post-glacial bedrock fault scarp decrease linearly 

from the fault centre to the tip, except in the location of the prominent bend where throw rates 

increase over a distance of ~1 km (Figs. 1a & 1d).  Vertical coseismic offsets averaged 

between two palaeoearthquake ruptures that manifest themselves as fresh strips of rock at the 

base of the bedrock scarp also increase across the prominent bend. The dip of the fault and 

slip direction is constant across the bend (Figs. 1b & 1c), they combine to produce a principal 

strain-rate that decreases linearly from the fault centre towards the tip (Fig. 1e); the strain-rate 

does not increase across the prominent fault bend.  

The above shows that changes in fault strike, whilst having no effect on the principal horizontal 

strain-rate, can produce local maxima in throw-rates and these throw-rate maxima can also be 

seen in slip distributions for palaeoearthquakes. Detailed geomorphological and structural 

investigation of active faults is therefore a critical input in order to properly define fault activity 

for the purpose of accurate seismic hazard assessment. 
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Figure 1. Plots showing the relationship between fault orientation and rates of faulting for the Campo 
Felice fault. (a) Fault strike. Error bars are ±3°. The red line is a moving point average of five 
measurements. (b) Fault dip. Error bars are ±3°. The red line is a moving point average of five 
measurements. (c) Slip vector azimuth. Error bars are ±3°. The red line is a moving point average of five 
measurements. (d) Post 15 ± 3 ka throw measured with TLS. (e) Post 15 ka throw and principle 
horizontal strain-rate. 
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Long (>100 km), large-displacement (>1 km) normal fault systems define the boundaries of rift 

basins. Tectono-stratigraphic models for the evolution of rifts suggest that, with increasing 

extension, rift-related strain becomes focused on a small number of these large, basin-

bounding structures and that smaller, intra-rift faults are abandoned. The basin-bounding faults 

can be reactivated in response to subsequent extensional or compressional tectonic events, 

and in this way these long-lived structures and the associated syn-kinematic stratigraphic 

record provide an archive of the tectonic events that control the structural style and evolution of 

large rift basins. However, the way in which strain associated with subsequent extensional or 

compressional events is distributed along large rift border fault systems is not well established. 

This is largely due to the fact that, i) the footwalls of major rift border faults are often subaerial 

and strongly eroded, and therefore contain no sedimentary record of fault evolution, ii) 

evidence of older tectonic events is often deeply buried and not imaged well by seismic data, 

iii) the faults can be very long and they are often not imaged by seismic data completely along 

their length. 

The Øygarden Fault Complex (ØFC), which bounds the western coast of Norway, is a notable 

exception. It is >300 km long and, over the last few decades, has been extensively surveyed by 

2D seismic data which image down to 8.5 s (c. ~12 km), such that there is now an average line 

spacing of 2 km along the entire fault. Although the footwall may have been subaerial at times 

and has experienced some degree of erosion in the faults early history, along much of the fault 

the Mesozoic succession is preserved in both the hanging wall and footwall. The fault lies in an 

area that has experienced a multitude of tectonic events since the Devonian, including major 

rifting in the Permian-Triassic and Mid-Late Jurassic. We seek to investigate how strain has 

migrated along this fault through time using time-structure and isopach maps, and quantitative 

fault analysis techniques such as throw-distance and throw-depth plots. 

We show that the >300 km long fault complex formed in response to the along-strike growth 

and linkage of four major (up to 155 km long, ~5 km throw) fault systems, which themselves 

evolved by the growth and linkage of smaller fault segments. Three of the four fault systems, 

which are located in the southern and central part of the study area, were active in the 

Permian-Triassic and were responsible for the formation of depocentres filled by sediments up 

to ~4 km thick. Beneath some of these Permian-Triassic basins are coherent, mappable 

reflections, which may be the seismic expression of older, deeply buried Devonian basins. 

Therefore, the older basin geometry may have controlled the pattern of Permian-Triassic 

faulting and therefore depocentre size and location. After the Mid-Late Jurassic rift phase, the 

three ØFC Permian-Triassic fault systems were reactivated and a fourth system in the north 

initiated.  The timing of the reactivation of Permian-Triassic fault systems, however, ranges 

from Mid-Late Jurassic in the south to Early Cretaceous in the north. Regions that experienced 

limited Permian-Triassic displacement experienced enhanced post-Triassic fault reactivation. 

The most northerly fault system of the ØFC shows evidence for Quaternary fault activity, 

suggesting that northward migration of strain on this fault system continues today. This study 
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unravels the complete fault history of a major rift border fault from its potential origins in the 

Devonian, to evidence for continued activity into the Quaternary, using a now dense array of 

2D seismic data collected over the last few decades. The long-lived Øygarden Fault Complex 

has behaved as a marker, recording strain migration during tectonic events that have 

influenced the area since the Permian, and therefore could be crucial in assessing large-scale 

rift tectonics in the northern North Sea. 
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Large fault systems are composed of many overlapping segments, linked by areas of complex 

deformation that are commonly termed transfer zones or relay zones. Studying the structural 

style and evolution of relay zones allows the evolution of the associated fault system to be 

understood. Furthermore, complex folding in relay zones can create structural traps, which are 

of interest to the hydrocarbon industry. This study focuses on the Vette Fault Complex, which is 

one of the three major, west-dipping normal fault systems in the Horda Platform, northern North 

Sea. The architecture of the northern North Sea is attributed to two major extensional phases. 

Rift phase one occurred during the Permian-Triassic in association with E-W trending 

extension. Rift phase 2 occurred during the Mid-Late Jurassic, although the extension direction 

associated with this rift phase is still controversial with some authors favouring E-W trending 

extension, while others opt for NW-SE trending extension.  

The Vette Fault Complex can be divided into three fault segments; V1, V2 and V3. V1 and V3 

both strike NNW-SSE and are linked by the E-W-striking, V2 segment, which is orientated 

broadly orthogonal to V1 and V3. The evolution of V2 is poorly understood and it is unknown if: 

(i) it formed during the Middle-to-Late Jurassic in pristine, un-ruptured crust, and simply served 

to link the two N-S-striking segments; or (ii) it formed during the Middle-to-Late Jurassic, but its 

location was controlled by a pre-Permian structural weakness in the basement. The basement 

of the North Sea was created by terrane accretion during the Caledonian orogeny. Collapse of 

these nappe stacks during the Devonian created associated extensional shear zones, such as 

the Nordfjord-Sogn detachment (NSD) that have been mapped onshore Norway. It has 

previously been suggested that the NSD may continue offshore into the North Sea at the same 

latitude as V2, leading some authors to suggest that V2 may have reactivated this structure.  

We use 3D seismic reflection data to quantify the three-dimensional distribution of throw on the 

Vette Fault Complex and to explore which of the scenarios described above is most likely. 

Throw-depth plots and isopachs are used to determine the timing of fault activity, and throw-

distance plots are used to reveal the spatial evolution of the fault and to identify if and/or where 

segment linkage has taken place. Studies from the literature have reported that faults which 

reactivate pre-existing weaknesses reach their final fault length relatively quickly and so appear 

under-displaced. Therefore, by quantifying the accumulation of throw on this fault complex 

through time it is possible to assess if it could be related to a reactivated basement feature. We 

will also present a 3D model that outlines the temporal and spatial evolution of the Vette Fault 

Complex. 
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Are Current Models for Normal Fault Array Evolution Applicable To Natural Rifts? 
 
Rebecca E. Bell and Christopher A-L. Jackson, Basins Research Group (BRG), Department of Earth 
Science & Engineering, Imperial College, London, SW7 2BP, UK 
 

Models for the development of normal fault arrays are supported by numerical models that 

predict that stress feedbacks between faults within a rift-related array eventually lead to the 

migration of strain from numerous, low displacement, isolated segments onto a few, large 

displacement, linked systems; this process is typically referred to as strain localisation. The 

eventual death of the fault array reflects the end of extension and signals the onset of the post-

rift period, when subsidence is driven by thermal relaxation of the crust rather than normal 

faulting. Fault array models are typically relatively small scale, focusing on only two or three 

large fault systems and associated basins. Furthermore, these models are ‘upper crustal-

focused’, and do not take into account the thermal state of the lithosphere, which can strongly 

control the localisation and evolution of structures accommodating extension. In this 

presentation we argue that new structural models are required for fault array evolution that take 

into account regional tectonics, the structure and thermal evolution of the lithosphere, and the 

rheology of material within the basin itself. We begin by reviewing existing fault array models 

before presenting a series of case studies based on previously published and new data that 

document atypical fault migration patterns. We show that strain migration onto a few, large 

faults is common in many rifts but that, rather than localising onto these structures until the 

cessation of rifting, strain may ‘sweep’ across the basin, being accommodated on structures 

that accrue progressively greater displacement. Furthermore, in polyphase rifts, large, mature 

faults that dominate rift structure at the end of the first rift event may, during subsequent 

periods of extension, grow relatively quickly and accommodate the majority if not all of the rift-

related strain; in these cases, strain migration need not occur. Finally, in salt-influenced rifts, 

strain localisation may not occur at all; rather, strain may become progressively more diffuse 

due to tilting of the basement and salt décollement, thus leading to superimposition of thin-

skinned, gravity-driven extension on basement-involved extension. We conclude that numerical 

models of rift evolution should now be reconsidered to include complexities such as the thermal 

evolution of the lithosphere, specific regional tectonic “boundary conditions” and the presence 

of complex rheologies within the basin, to more accurately predict the evolution of rift scale 

normal fault arrays. 
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Geometry and Growth of Normal Faults in the Ceduna Sub-basin, Southern Australia 
 
Lewis Ryan, Craig Magee, Christopher A-L Jackson, Department of Earth Science and Engineering, 
Imperial College, London, SW7 2BP, UK 
 

The Ceduna Sub-basin is a NW-SE trending depocentre located in the Bight Basin offshore 

southern Australia. The area is poorly studied but contains potential for hydrocarbon 

exploration. Using an extensive 2D seismic reflection survey (45,600 km2) with 4-8 km line 

spacings, we mapped an array of NW-SE striking, south-dipping normal faults. The major faults 

show significant stratal wedging and approach a detachment horizon at the base of the Albian. 

Whilst some of these faults tip out upwards at the Santonian, others extends up through the 

Late Cretaceous delta deposits and occasionally into the Cenozoic units. These vertically 

extensive faults are often associated with antithetic and synthetic faults, which displace the 

Campanian-Maastrichtian sedimentary succession and tip out downwards at the Santonian 

(see Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Major fault nucleation occurred in the Albian, associated with the initial rifting of Australia from 

Antarctica. Some of these faults were reactivated in the Late Santonian with the break-up of 

the two continents, and propagated upwards with antithetic and synthetic fault nucleation 

occurring. 

The aim of this study is to elucidate the styles of and controls on fault growth and linkage within 

the Ceduna Sub-basin. To achieve this, we have developed an accurate 3D fault model and 

conducted fault throw analysis. This research also provides an excellent opportunity to test 

methods and caveats associated with mapping 3D fault geometries from 2D seismic reflection 

data. By adopting the techniques described by Freeman et al. (2010), the faults have been 

Figure 1: Modified from Macdonald et al. (2012). Uninterpreted and Interpreted typical seismic 
section showing main supersequences and fault geometries in the Ceduna Sub-basin. (Seismic line 
24 – location map is shown). 
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correlated across seismic lines using both fault geometry and fault throw analysis. Quantifying 

fault throw distribution across seismic lines, relative to an ‘ideal’ elliptical geometry of throw 

distribution along fault strike, further allows the reliability of individual fault correlations to be 

tested. In some cases, faults only appear on one seismic line or cannot be accurately 

correlated with a fault on an adjacent line, and so have been disregarded from the final 3D 

model. By recording throw distribution along the strike of faults across the basin, linkage 

patterns and growth orientations can be determined with more accuracy. As well as throw 

along strike, change in throw with depth will supply information on the spatial and temporal 

development of the faults in relation to the basin stratigraphy. 

Preliminary observations reveal significant variability in fault geometry and throw distribution 

across the basin. Extensional reactivation and inversion of faults is common in the Ceduna 

Sub-basin, but it is apparent c. 50 % of the fault were abandoned during these latter tectonic 

phases (Figure 1). The ‘en echelon’ pattern of several faults within the Late Cretaceous 

succesion suggests that this preferential reactivation may be related to oblique orientation of 

extension / compression relative to fault strike. Furthermore, preliminary throw-depth plots 

suggest that some of the vertically extensive faults formed through dip-linkage. Given the large 

spacings of these faults, this implies that the presence of an underlying, large displacement 

normal fault influenced the position of a new fault nucleating in the Late Cretaceous 

overburden. This information is fundamental to understand the temporal and spatial evolution 

of the basin, and to further research related to fluid dynamics, sedimentary processes and 

inversion.  
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Rift Basin Structure: Examples from the Western Turkana Basins, North Kenya  
 
Valeria Bilancia, University of Cape Town (SA)  
 

The structural style of continental rifts depends on a combination of thermal, mechanic and 

kinematics parameters that control the deformation of the stretched lithosphere. When a 

number of factors interact concomitantly, such as long duration of rifting, strong structural 

inheritance, volcanic activity and changing stress field conditions, the structural complexity of 

the rift increases. This is the case of the Turkana basins in Northern Kenya, which represent a 

key area for understanding the evolution and the features of the Kenya Rift. This region is 

indeed characterized by a complex history of boundary fault propagation, activation and 

deactivation, influenced by pre-existing basement fabrics and showing a migration of the 

tectonic activity with time (Morley et al., 1999).  

On the basis of field work, geophysical and drilling results derived from hydrocarbon 

exploration in the past thirty years (Amoco, 1985-1989; Shell, 1990-1992; Tullow, from 2011), 

the level of knowledge of the geological features in the Turkana area has greatly improved. The 

dominant rift structures correspond to a series of west-thickening half-graben basins bounded 

by east-dipping major boundary faults. However, within the half-graben type depocentres, the 

bounding faults exhibit a wide range of characteristics such as low-angle to high-angle dips, 

linear to curved map view geometries, strongly uplifted rift flanks to minor uplift. These 

variations are in part related to inherited parameters (such as crustal thickness, Precambrian 

basement fabrics and lithologies) and in part to evolving patterns of magmatism and crustal 

temperatures. Understanding how and why these different factors affect fault patterns and their 

evolution is important for a better understanding of both the structural history of the rift and the 

way sedimentation has interacted with structures.  

The issues of fault development in the Western Turkana basins were addressed the study of 

the Major Bounding Faults: sections across the basins (based on satellite images, geological 

maps, and seismic reflection data) were made to show the range of fault geometries. Both 

vintage and newly-acquired seismic data were used to investigate how the styles of major 

faults in map view develop with time, such as the along-strike changes in structural style and 

how the footwall uplift is affected by the lateral propagation and linkage geometries of the 

bounding faults. Structural restoration was conducted on several seismic sections using 

LithoTect (Landmark). Section restoration modelling capabilities not only allow to reconstruct 

the structural history of the basins, they also provide significant tools to validate seismic 

interpretation, helping to constrain re-interpretation in areas of uncertainty, and consent 

accurate measurement of vertical displacement.  

I am going to present here some of the key geological results derived from the analysis of 2D 

seismic datasets combined with outcrop studies and structural restoration. Special focus will be 

on the new constraints on both the nature and the evolution of the faulting, and the associated 

rift basins in the Turkana area, where Tullow Oil made Ngamia-1 oil discovery in 2012. - 

Abstract for Poster Presentation -  
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The Levant basin, located in the Eastern Mediterranean region, presents a conspicuous normal 

fault array in the interpreted Oligo-Miocene units. Found offshore Lebanon, and partly offshore 

SE Cyprus, these faults are layer bound and comprised only in the Oligo-Miocene units, 

bounded by the base Messinian horizon and Eocene unconformity horizon at their top and 

bottom respectively (fig. 1). They correlate well with the thickness of the Oligo-Miocene 

sediments, which might explain their distribution. The dataset made available by Petroleum 

Geo-Services (PGS) and the Lebanese Ministry of Energy and Water (MoEW) for this study 

includes PSTM 3D seismic surveys covering an area of 1600 Km2 in the central part of the 

Lebanese offshore Exclusive Economic Zone.  

Compilations of throw, length, and height data of many faults in the Oligo-Miocene have been 

used to understand their mechanism of deformation and timing. The length of the faults varies 

between 3 and 10km with a displacement between 100 and 450m. In the most simple cases, 

faults grow by radial propagation with no migration of the point of maximum displacement, 

which is also the nucleation site of the fault. Ideal displacement profiles thus show a decrease 

from a maximum located at the centre of the fault to a tip line of zero displacement. The normal 

faults of the Levant basin show two points of maximum displacement, thus diverging from this 

ideal model. The first maximum displacement point is located below the interpreted Base-

Miocene horizon, in the potential Oligocene units, while the second is up-section, toward the 

interpreted Mid-Miocene horizon. Furthermore, these faults are vertically restricted, whereby 

they have reached their maximum height early on, and accumulated displacement without 

vertical propagation.  

Deduced thickness variations at the Miocene interval (across the faults) and growth index 

calculations show that the motion of these faults is syn-sedimentary since the Early Miocene 

times. Most of the faults are through going faults and do not show significant refraction or 

bifurcation. However, the displacement data show that the fault history is complex and imply 

that a significant mechanical layering has influenced the fault development. We propose 

different scenarios, including reactivation and propagation of earlier blind faults, and discuss 

the 3D aspect of the fault growth. Their regular NW-SE orientation all over the basin might be 

caused by the presence of a strike-parallel NW-SE compressional stress field in the Oligocene 

and Miocene. This stress field is related to the movement of Arabia, drifting from Africa and 

colliding with Eurasia. 
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Fig. 1: Map showing the extent of the normal fault array in the Levant basin together with a seismic 

section across a normal fault. 
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Geometry and Kinematics of Normal Faults in a Salt-Related Minibasin, Santos Basin, 

Offshore Brazil 

 

Donatella Astratti, Christopher A-L. Jackson, John W. Cosgrove, Basins Research Group (BRG), 

Department of Earth Science & Engineering, Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2BP, 

UK 

 

The evolution of halokinesis-related faults is still poorly understood. In this study we investigate 

the geometry and kinematics of a normal fault array above a NNE-SSW salt-cored anticline 

using high-quality 3D time-migrated seismic data from the Saõ Paulo Plateau (Santos Basin, 

offshore Brazil). Three wells provide information on lithology and age of the faulted succession. 

Furthermore, acoustic velocity data from these wells allowed depth conversion of the seismic 

volume. 

Our study is focused on a small area (c. 35 km2) near the hinge of the salt-cored anticline, 

where the fault array can be subdivided into three subsets. In the northern part of the study 

area, a series of NNE-SSW-striking, cross-cutting, conjugate faults, sub-parallel to the anticline 

hinge are referred to as the northern array. In the centre of the study area an array of 

subparallel NNE-SSW-striking, hinge-parallel faults occur, whereas on the southern flank of the 

anticline, towards the south of the study area, the fault strike changes abruptly to east-west, 

broadly perpendicular to the anticline axis. We refer to these two subsets as the southern 

array. The change in fault strike is associated with a change in dip, from 50-60° towards the 

west in the north and central part of the array, to >70° towards the south in the south of the 

study area (Figure 1). We speculate the hinge-parallel faults accommodate hinge-normal 

stretching related to the growth of the anticline, and the abrupt change in fault strike in the 

south of the study area is related to hinge-parallel stretching related to salt evacuation from the 

south of the anticline. 

To investigate fault kinematics throws were measured every c. 50 m on eight seismic horizons. 

of c. 14 m. However, for seismic with outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, the limit of detectability 

measured throws, although subtle, are above detectability threshold. 

Throw-depth (T-z) plots indicate that the constituent segments of the southern array have 

maximum throw close to the top of the Albian. The lower tips of these faults are located in 

poorly reflective Albian shales of the Itanhaém Formation, near the inferred location of the 

anticline’s neutral surface, whereas their upper tips have variable upward extents; for example, 

on the western flank of the anticline, the faults die-out upwards in the lower part of the Upper 

Cretaceous, whereas faults located along the hinge and on the crest of the anticline extend 

upward into Upper Cretaceous and Cenozoic strata. Throw-distance (T-x) plots reveal that 

many of these faults grew by lateral linkage of several segments.  

The northern part of the study area underwent two episodes of fault initiation, during the Albian 

and the Late Cretaceous. The upper fault tier locally dip-linked with the lower fault tier. There is 

also evidence that the dip-linked faults propagated laterally to link with the southern array. The 

lower tips of faults in the northern array extend deeper into the Albian unit than those in the 

southern array, locally reaching the top of the Aptian salt. Similarly, their upper tips are located 

in Cenozoic strata and they are thus at a shallower depth than the upper tips of the faults in the 

southern array. We currently interpret that faults are taller in the northern array because they 
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accommodated both the reactive rise of the salt wall and its later collapse on the northern side 

of the minibasin. 

Detailed 3D mapping of fault surfaces and throw is key to understanding the growth of this salt-

related fault array. It provides the motivation for future structural forward modelling to be 

extended to the entire minibasin, which will be used to determine the palaeostress fields that 

generated the intra-minibasin faulting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – 3D maximum curvature along time slice -3648 milliseconds TWT crosscutting the seismic 

volume inside the Itanhaém Formation (Albian).  
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Normal faults play a critical role in the structural and stratigraphic development of sedimentary 

basins and hence strongly influence the development, migration, and trapping potential of 

hydrocarbons. As such, constraining the nucleation and propagation history of faults 

throughout basin evolution is highly important to the petroleum industry. Typically, to obtain this 

information, quantitative structural analyses, such as throw-length (T-l) and throw-depth (T-z) 

plotting, are applied to faults imaged on seismic profiles. The validity of these analyses 

however is dependent upon: i) how accurately the seismic profile represents the ‘true’ fault 

geometry; and ii) how accurately the interpreter is able to correlate displaced hanging-wall and 

footwall horizons. These factors are determined by the seismic resolution which, in turn, is 

controlled primarily by elastic rock properties, the signal/noise ratio and by the source wavelet. 

This study aims to quantify how variations in seismic noise and the source wavelet frequency 

influence the accuracy of fault-throw analyses and interpretations of the growth histories of 

seismically-imaged normal faults.  

We developed two idealised normal fault models to mimic the geometry and growth history of 

polycyclic growth- and blind faults. These models provided a template for a series of 2D 

seismic forward models at different levels of noise and wavelet (peak) frequencies. Seismic 

forward modelling is a technique to calculate the seismic response (synthetic seismogram) of a 

geological model. Subsequent throw-depth and expansion index analyses of the forward model 

outputs, and the comparison of these results with the original throw-depth and expansion 

index, allowed us to evaluate the effect of seismic resolution. Where the thicknesses of the 

displaced layers in the original idealised models were within the limit of visibility, the limit of 

seismic resolution (as imposed by the wavelet frequency) had no significant effect on the 

quantitative analyses, and the subsequent interpreted fault growth history. On the other hand, 

throw-depth profiles and interpreted fault growth history showed significant differences, leading 

to misinterpretation when layer thicknesses were below the limit of visibility imposed by low 

wavelet frequency, and when seismic noise complicates the imaging of the fault. Our results 

also highlight how seismic resolution can impact the fault height, lateral position and fault dip 

as well as the apparent distribution of throw and stratal thicknesses which can be identified on 

seismic data. Taken together, all these factors highlight how seismic resolution can significantly 

impact upon the ability of an exploration geologist to: i) determine the scale and volume of a 

fault-bound hydrocarbon trap; and ii) reconstruct the growth style and history of seismically-

imaged normal faults in hydrocarbon systems, which in turn may lead to additional uncertainty 

in constraining the timing of trap formation or breach. 
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How Failure Mode Transition Affects Structural Complexity: Insights from Excavated 
Scale Models 
 
Michael Kettermann, Joschka Röth, Janos L. Urai, Structural Geology, Tectonics and Geomechanics, 
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany. 
  

The transition of failure modes from dilatational mode I fractures to mode II shear fractures due 

to increasing normal stress in cohesive powders as well as in natural prototypes such as brittle  

carbonates, was described before (e.g. van Gent et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the effect of 

changing failure modes on three-dimensional fault geometry has not been studied in great 

detail so far. We offer a scaled-model approach using a layer of hemihydrate powder (CaSO4 · 

½ H2O) as cohesive material and fine grained sand above and below as embedding layers. By 

adapting the thickness of the overburden sand layer, i.e. the effective normal stress, we can 

adjust the failure mode. Low stresses cause the formation of dilatational mode I fractures, while 

at higher stresses we observe pure mode II shear failure. As driving deformation mechanism 

we chose two boards of 1.5 cm thickness, one of which is then slowly moved apart from the 

other, thus creating an extensional collapse graben. After the deformation we harden the 

hemihydrate layer by wetting the layer-cake slowly with water. Being hardened, the plaster 

layer is insensitive and can be excavated quickly with brushes or a hot air gun. Resulting 

structures are studied using high resolution photographs and 3D models derived from 

photogrammetry. 

Characteristic differences between the two domains are manifold. Faults in the low stress 

domain (fig. 1 A/B) show open voids at steep, often vertical to overhanging cliffs. Few large 

relay structures occur accompanied by rather straight major faults without distinct undulations. 

The fracture surfaces have no striations, indicating a pure dilatant failure. A high normal stress 

changes the failure mode to a pure shear failure (fig. 1 E/F). There are almost no open voids 

found. The faults are now shallower inclined and numerous relays, breached relays and horses 

can be observed along the graben bounding faults. Distinct undulation at different scales 

defines all small and large fault segments. Finally, striations forming the smallest undulations 

are commonly found as slip indicators. Intermediate cases are possible and combine features 

from both failure mode end-members showing for example open voids next to shear fractures 

(fig. 1 C/D).  

The importance of such studies lies in the understanding of the developing structures which 

can enhance the prediction of structures in sub-seismic scale and hence for example the 

estimation of fault permeabilities. 

 

Reference: 
van Gent, H. W., M. Holland, J. L. Urai, and R. Loosveld (2010), Evolution of fault zones in carbonates 
with mechanical stratigraphy - Insights from scale models using layered cohesive powder, Journal of 
Structural Geology, 32 (9), 1375 - 1391, doi:10.1016/j.jsg.2009.05.006.  
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Figure 2 A/B: Overview and detail of a graben developed under low normal stress. All fractures occur as 
dilatant open fractures and fault traces are typically rather straight. C/D: A graben formed under medium 
normal stress. Fault traces show a large scale curvature and open mode-I fractures next to mode-II 
shear fractures. E/F: A graben with high normal stress. Note the multi-scale undulating fault traces along 
the complexly branched mode-II faults.  
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Normal Faults in the Wellbore Perspective, And Geomechanical Prediction of Their 
Instability Modes 
 
Birger Hansen, Carsten Vahle, Bernd Ruehlicke, Christian Ottesen, Eriksfiord 
 

A typical structural geologist career begins in the Alps and ends in the North Sea. The reason 

is simple: Reverse faults and (fold-)thrusts are easily observed because they create mountains. 

In contrast, normal faults imply extension hence buried and drowned. Burial implies generation 

and trapping of petroleum whereas compression implies exposure and leakage. Rapid and 

sealed burial makes it possible to keep rocks brittle at great depth. Brittle rock has 6 stress 

parameters and a fluid pressure, whereas in static ductile rock, solids and fluids are at the 

same pressure. In other words, normal faults are a headache to our type geologist. 

In petroleum geology, the main problem with construction of faulted structural profiles around a 

welltrace is that we only observe the intersection of the fault zone and the wellbore. The 

sequence of faults of different orientation cannot be observed. Sometimes even the fault 

planes themselves are not observable. However, general structural geology arguments, 

especially statistical symmetry methods, and combination with reflection seismics, help reduce 

the number of possible solutions.  

The primary tool for observation of faults in boreholes is the borehole image log. Borehole 

images can be generated from oriented high-resolution measurement of various rock 

parameters, such as electrical conductivity, electrical resistivity, acoustic reflectivity and 

density. When comparing fault observation in wellbore with reflection seismics, we need to take 

into account the difference in scale. The dominant fault/fracture sets in the wellbore may not 

have the same orientation as the main slip plane in a seismic cube. 

Slip on a fault plane neutralizes the stress regime that caused the fault to propagate. It is 

therefore essential to distinguish the stress regime before faulting (paleostress) from the one 

currently existing, which can be directly measured in the borehole by inversion of borehole 

instability features. The same applies to a particularly elusive controlling factor, the fluid 

pressure, which may drastically change for each slip episode and during uplift or burial. 

Effective paleostress is inferred from the pattern of existing faults and fractures, but paleo-fluid-

pressure remains unknown. 

Normal faults are the ones most easily detected in boreholes. However, normal faults are 

normally not just normal but may record several rotation and slip modes. Hence the 

deformation of bedding around the fault may have low symmetry and be difficult to interpret. 

The question of free fluid vs. porefluid also often has to be left open.  

Examples will be shown combining real oilfield examples from a variety of structural settings 

and stress regimes. The examples address the following steps in fault analysis: 

1) Observation of faults and bedding attitude in borehole image 

2) Construction of structural profiles implying a kinematic interpretation 

3) Spherical geometry analysis to quantify block rotation and sequence 

4) Infer paleostress from symmetry of faults/fractures 

5) Observation of instability features on borehole and their inversion to actual stress state 

6) Calculation of actual stress load on observed faults and fractures 

7) Evaluation of stability of existing faults 

8) Prediction of future faults and fractures. 
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We conclude that yes, a procedure can be established for wellbore data to deal rationally with 

brittle deformation in extensional areas, but there remains ample space for the imagination in 

almost all real cases. 
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We studied bedding-parallel faults cutting clayey layers and showing strong interactions with 

meso-scale normal faults. The outcrops are located in the Southeastern French basin and 

along its western margin in Ardèche. The sections correspond to multilayer systems of Late 

Jurassic or Early Cretaceous age composed of alternating limestone and clays units. The 

bedding-parallel faults are observed within 30 cm to 2m-thick clayey layers with a 48% to 72% 

carbonate content. They are highlighted by a few millimetres-thick band of calcite which carries 

a striation with polarity and have a minimum length of several meters. A field analysis, including 

detailed mapping of the fault segments, collection of direction and displacement data and 

measures characterizing the spatial arrangement of the fractures highlighted the following 

aspects. First, the bedding-parallel faults and the normal faults developed during the same 

extensional phase, together with the Oligocene aborted rifting event which affected the West 

European platform, and formed before the bed-tilting. These bedding-parallel faults are referred 

below as to CHFs (Clay Horizontal Faults). It can be noticed that CHFs also exist far from the 

normal faults, cutting otherwise intact clayey units. Secondly, CHFs controlled the growth of the 

normal faults. Some CHFs acted as restrictors, i.e. the normal faults abutted against them and 

accumulated vertical displacement without vertical propagation. Some others make a coherent 

but complex system with highly dipping normal fault segments.  

A micro-structural analysis has been conducted to provide a detailed identification of the 

internal structure of the CHFs. We sampled the CHFs, the normal fault segments as well as the 

surrounding clay units far from the fractures. The CHFs include one or more bands of calcite 

sub-parallel to the layering. The calcite crystals vary in size and in shape from one band to 

another. The bands may also show a complex internal structure, revealing various syn-

crystallization kinematics. Pluri-micrometric to millimetric elongated crystals indicate that 

opening occurred in a direction orthogonal to the fracture edges. En-echelon crack-seals 

making a high angle with the CHF plane and dominos of calcite are also observed at the edge 

of the phenocrystals or form separated bands. They developed as a result of shear 

movements. The CHFs may locally show a brecciated aspect, being there composed of 

angular clasts of calcite and clay. Overgrowth figures, eroded crystals and color contrasts 

observed in cathodoluminescence show a more or less polyphased fluid circulation depending 

on the studied sites. These micro-structural observations were used to establish, for each site, 

the scenario of the deformation which occurred along the CHFs. In most cases, the activity of 

the CHFs implies several mechanisms. During their development and interaction with the 

normal faults, mode I opening, faulting along Riedel fractures forming a distributed shear zone 

and slips on discrete fractures occurred. In some sites, later tectonic episodes, producing 

closing and stylolitisation of the CHFs, overprint this extension-related history.  
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Fig.1: 
A bedding-parallel fault in clayey rocks interacting with a normal fault. It prevented the upward 
propagation of the normal fault. Crack-seals and elongated crystals are observed on the thin-section. 
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Except for a few exceptions, 3D mapping of normal faults and of their displacement is based on 

incomplete observations at the scale of interest. Poor outcrop conditions, limited seismic 

resolution, seismic velocity indeterminacy and possible ambiguities in stratigraphic correlations 

concur to introduce uncertainties into the mapping and extrapolation of fault geometric 

parameters. The normal fault community acknowledges this uncertainty when plotting statistical 

diagrams about fault features such as plots of displacement/size and overlap/spacing of fault 

segments. However, interpreters generally ignore (in the sense that they do not record) these 

uncertainties when mapping a structural domain from field or seismic observations.  

We argue and show on some examples that such a deterministic reasoning is inadequate 

when investigating complex issues such as seismic rupture and propagation on  fault surfaces 

or fluid flow across faults. Indeed, these processes may be highly sensitive to fault and 

displacement uncertainties, hence deterministic results will often lack robustness. Therefore, 

we review some existing strategies to simulate in 3D possible normal faults  honoring 

observations and the associated uncertainties. We also discuss theoretical and practical 

challenges in making these methods more widely applicable.  
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The Otway and Bight basins are part of a series of Late Jurassic – Early Cretaceous 

extensional basins that formed the South Australian passive margin when Antarctica and 

Australia rifted apart in the Cretaceous. The basins trend generally NW-SE and, during Late 

Cretaceous time, involved large deltaic sediment supply as a consequence of the uplift and the 

erosion of the eastern margin of the Australian continent. The differential loading due to the 

rapid deposition of these late Cretaceous deltas in the Western Otway basin and the Ceduna 

sub-basin (Bight basin) resulted in the development of overpressure in the underlying shale 

units, and subsequently triggered the development of thin-skinned gravity-driven systems in 

each basin.  This kind of gravity-driven deformation normally leads to the formation of a linked 

system characterised by an upslope extensional domain (normal faults) with the resultant 

extension accommodated by downslope contraction (e.g. a deep-water fold-thrust belt).  This 

typically linked system is incomplete in the Western Otway basin due to the lack of the deep-

water fold-thrust belt that appears to have been eroded, but a full system is well developed in 

the Ceduna sub-basin. 

This study focuses on the extensional fault patterns observed along the Western Otway and 

Ceduna deltas where various fault orientations are observed to have formed during the 

evolution of the detached system.  Recent 3D seismic data across these extensional domains 

display at least two extensional fault orientations that affecting the progradational deltas.  An 

older set of E-W striking normal faults with an apparently younger set of NW-SE striking listric 

faults the upper detached units. This second system seems to have slid towards the southwest 

down a regional slope formed as the uplifted passive margin tilted to the southwest.  This late 

family of NW-SE fault systems display evidence of early linkages to the underlying E-W fault 

set.  

Previous models for this basin system proposed that both of these fault systems in the Western 

Otway basin and the Ceduna sub-basin were related to major changes in the direction of rifting.  

In this study, an experimental investigation using scaled sandbox models was carried out and 

aimed to test more recent interpretations that suggested that the formation of these extensional 

fault systems were formed during the post-rift stage and are thin-skinned gravity-driven 

systems formed above an over-pressured shale detachment. This paper presents analogue 

experiments that simulate extensional detachment systems on passive margins subjected to 

changing tilt directions as expected during the post–rift evolution of the southern Australian 

margin. 
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Sandstones: From Pore to Outcrop Scale Observations 
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Strain within high porosity sandstones is commonly localized within deformation bands: narrow 

tabular regions of disaggregated, rotated and/or crushed grains, formed under a spectrum of 

failure mechanisms. Given the influence deformation bands are inferred to exert over 

hydrocarbon production, in addition to the strong coupling between fault rock petrophysical 

properties and the hydromechanical behaviour of the reservoir, ascertaining the flow 

characteristics of deformation bands is of considerable interest. However, despite being paid 

significant attention, both the structural architecture of faulted intervals dominated by 

deformation bands, as well as the nature of their respective flow fields remain difficult to 

resolve. 

These difficulties may in part be attributed to the limited resolution and dimensionality of 

conventional methods of structural and petrophysical characterization: The reliance upon bulk 

hydraulic conductivity tests to determine deformation band permeability can be a major 

criticism levied at previous studies, with such measurements comprising an amalgamation of 

host and fault rock permeability, thus being incapable of representing the spatial variability in 

petrophysical properties observed in thin section. And though 2D microstructural 

characterization may give some indication of lateral variability, the inability to account for 

anisotropy within the vector normal to the field of view, as well as sparse phenomenological 

validation of micro flow processes inferred from such analyses introduces further uncertainties. 

This poor knowledge of inter-pore communication is mirrored at outcrop scale, with the 

restrictive exposure of deformation band clusters and zones making the characterization of 

their structural architecture an inherently difficult task. 

Here, we share results from on-going work in which a combination of 3D imaging systems and 

image based modeling is employed to address these deficiencies. At pore scale, we are 

employing fast synchrotron based microtomographic imaging of multiphase microfluidic 

processes within micro fault bearing micro-core samples to better understand the flow 

mediating behavior of cataclastically deformed sandstone horizons. To complement these 

microscale observations, we are applying machine vision based surface reconstruction and 

edge extraction techniques to exposures with an intrinsically high degree of 3D control over the 

fault network in order to semi-deterministically model fault system volumetric properties (i.e. 

fracture area per unit volume, fault compartment geometry and volume).  It is hoped that the 

greater scope of observations in terms of both dimension and scale provided by these 

techniques may lead to an improved understanding of the hierarchical nature of petrophysical 

compartmentalization within cataclastically deformed sandstone intervals. 
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Reconstruction of the geometries of extensional fault surfaces at depth is usually carried out 

using vertical or inclined shear algorithms that require a knowledge or ‘guestimation’ of the 

shear angle (this is usually based on the dip of the antithetic fault arrays) together with a well 

developed hangingwall roll-over geometry on which to base the fault reconstruction.  These 

algorithms however are severely limited by the uncertainties in the shear angle as well as the 

amount of extension that should be used in the reconstruction.  This contribution describes a 

new methodology that uses easily acquired input data to estimate the values of the 

hangingwall shear angles whether vertical, antithetic or synthetic, as well as the amount of 

extension.  These calculations rely on the use of graphs of throw versus heave for different 

hangingwall horizons affected by the extensional fault and the associated rollover structure.  

The graphs allow rapid determination of whether the hangingwall geometry was created by 

vertical or inclined shear or by another mechanism such as fault-parallel shear.  The effects of 

syn-extension sedimentation and fault reactivation (inversion) on the proposed method are also 

examined.  The applicability of this technique is demonstrated using natural examples of listric 

faults in seismic sections as well as on a variety of analogue models of extensional and 

inverted fault systems.  Fault reconstructions by this new technique are compared to 

reconstructions using industry standard reconstruction and balancing programs. 
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We use the exceptionally well exposed Koa’e fault system on the south flank of Kilauea 

Volcano on Big Island, Hawaii, to investigate the relationship between normal faults and 

associated extension fractures and folds at, or close to the free surface. The Koa’e represents 

an incipient rift zone that links the South West and East rifts, accommodating <1% extension at 

surface, and which is driven by gravitational spreading of the volcanic flank. The observed 

deformation has occurred since the last resurfacing event (400-700 years ago), hence the 

Koa’e represents an ideal area to study the early stages of fault and extension fracture 

development in a narrow, active rift. Structures in a 3 km2 area of the Koa’e were mapped 

remotely using high-resolution satellite imagery and aerial LiDAR-derived datasets. Structural 

maps were then ground-truthed during intensive structural field mapping, using dGPS to 

constrain fracture distributions to sub-metre precision and accuracy.  

Field mapping has revealed a network of subvertical, segmented normal faults, en echelon 

extension fractures and monoclinal flexures. Two dominant trends in fault and extension 

fracture orientation were recorded: (1) an ENE-WSW (080°) trend that parallels the main Koa’e 

and East Rift axis and displays a dominant NNW-SSE opening direction, and (2) an ESE-WNW 

(110°) trend of fractures and faults that form a hard linkage between the main 080° bounding 

faults with opening directions across the 110° fractures are dominantly NE-SW. Analysis of 

displacement gradients along en-echelon fracture sets can provide evidence for mechanical 

interaction between individual segments. Some aperture (displacement) versus length profiles 

show strong asymmetry and high displacement gradients towards fracture tips, possibly 

reflecting tip interaction and displacement transfer between  neighbouring extension fractures. 

However, other profiles appear to be more symmetric, with little evidence for increased 

displacement gradients at fault tips, despite the close spatial proximity between neighbouring 

fractures. Additionally, some hook-shaped interactions have been observed, but straight, 

underlapping and overlapping fracture traces are more common. Previous mechanical 

analyses suggest straight crack paths are typical of fracture propagation where the remote 

differential stress (Δσ = σx - σy; where σx and σy are the remote stresses parallel and normal 

to the crack traces, respectively) is positive. These results suggest that the fractures 

associated with the Koa’e fault system developed due to a differential stress with significant 

crack-parallel compression.  

The growth of faults from depth is commonly associated with the formation of extension 

fractures as the tip line approaches the free surface. We show that these structures develop as 

complex networks of en echelon extension fractures. The details of these networks can provide 

important information on how en echelon faults and their secondary structures may interact and 

evolve into larger fault systems. 
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The Yerington district is a classic area of continental extension in which new data continue to 

be generated by ongoing mineral exploration and research. The district contains porphyry 

copper, skarn, and iron oxide-copper-gold (IOCG) mineralization that formed concurrent with 

emplacement and crystallization of the Jurassic Yerington batholith (Proffett 1977; Dilles et al. 

2000). Geologic maps of the district represent a series of Jurassic-age cross-sectional views of 

the district, as a result of ~90° of westward tilting, most of which occurred during slip on three 

sets of Miocene to Recent normal faults (Proffett 1977; Dilles and Gans 1995). The geology is 

well exposed at the surface; there are numerous geologic markers to constrain the direction 

and amount of slip; and numerous drill holes constrain the subsurface geology (Proffett and 

Dilles 1984). Ann-Mason, located in the Singatse Range in the center of the district, is one of 

several porphyry copper centers in the district (Dilles and Einaudi 1992). 

As deduced by previous workers, the Yerington district has been extended more than 150% by 

three successive sets or generations of east-dipping normal faults that penetrated a minimum 

of 8 km depth into the crust, initiated at high angles, and rotated to shallower dips until being 

cut and locked by initiation of younger fault sets (Dilles and Gans 1995). This is clearly 

established by the steep westward tilting of precisely dated series of Oligocene ash-flow tuffs 

(27-23 Ma) that were confined to a paleovalley that flowed east to west through the Yerington 

district prior to the rise of the Sierra Nevada. The amount of tilting and extension that occurred 

during slip on faults of each generation is further constrained by the ages of intermediate to 

mafic volcanic rocks that mantles older faults and tilted strata and are less rotated.  Faults of 

the first generation were active between ~13.8-12.6 Ma, were associated with ~35-40° of tilting, 

were spaced ~1-2 km, and individual faults had ≤4 km of offset. Faults of the second 

generation were active from 11-8 Ma, were associated with 30-35° of incremental tilting in the 

in the Wassuk Range and lesser amounts in the Singatse Range, were irregularly spaced, and 

had <1 km offset. Faults of the third generation have been active since ~4 Ma, were associated 

with ~10° of incremental tilting, were spaced at 1-4 km, and have ~2 km offset. Faults of all 

sets exhibit local trough shapes that may be part of larger mullions, as shown by the mapped 

traces of faults and structure contour maps constrained by drill hole piercements of faults. 

Proffett (1977) demonstrated that high-magnitude extension is manifested mostly by closely 

spaced faults of the first generation that have large amounts of displacement and large 

degrees of tilting of hanging wall rocks, whereas the two younger generations of faults are 

associated with wider spacing of faults and smaller degrees of tilting.  

The Ann-Mason porphyry copper deposit is located primarily between the Singatse and Blue 

Hill faults and is almost completely covered by Tertiary volcanic rocks in the hanging wall of the 

Singatse fault (Dilles and Einaudi 1992). These two faults are members of the first generation 

of faults that were associated with rapid extension. Where these faults truncate mineralization, 

they produce possible exploration targets for extensions of the Ann-Mason deposit that may be 

buried by post-ore cover. Two-dimensional, cross-sectional restorations based on the data of 

Proffett and Dilles (1984) indicate that the Singatse fault has about 3.7-4.0 km of offset and 

that the Blue Hill fault has ~2.6 km of offset. Current work is aimed at better constraining the 

magnitude and direction of slip on the Singatse and Blue Hill faults with three-dimensional 

methods. This project utilizes fault surface maps, i.e., geologic maps of the immediate hanging 
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wall and footwall surfaces of a fault, each of which is superimposed on a structural contour 

map of the fault. Fault surface maps are being constructed by using data from new and 

preexisting geologic maps and drill holes, showing where geologic data plot on both the 

hanging wall and footwall surfaces. A rigorous, three-dimensional reconstruction of the fault is 

achieved by restoring the hanging wall view over the footwall view, after first accounting for 

offsets on younger faults through analysis of additional fault surface maps. Three-dimensional 

methods such as this one, in principle, can evaluate - data permitting - continuous changes in 

the magnitude and direction of slip along strike, i.e., toward and away from fault tips and relay 

zones. These restorations are now being refined in the Ann-Mason area through new fault 

surface maps generated from recent drilling conducted by Entrée Gold and previous owners 

and detailed field mapping. A structure contour map of the Blue Hill fault reveals that the best-

constrained portion of the fault in present-day orientation dips southeasterly at ~22°, perhaps 

marking the northwestern side of a trough; a preliminary restoration of the Blue Hill fault 

surface maps indicates 2.8 km of easterly offset, with increasing displacement to the north. 

Continuing and future work on the project will further refine and constrain structural 

reconstructions using the abundance of drill hole data available. These constraints are not 

limited to just the restoration of the Oligocene volcanic rocks and the underlying Tertiary 

erosion surface, but are aided by constraints on the positions of contacts between the 

numerous phases of the Yerington batholith and their wall rocks, which must match in the 

hanging wall and footwall views. Other geologic markers that must match include hypogene 

metal grades and alteration patterns in the porphyry Cu-(Mo) deposits of the Yerington district, 

each of which is associated with a distinct swarm of porphyry dikes. 

The assessment of genetic models for continental extension depend on having a sound 

understanding of the geometry and evolution of normal faults, and three-dimensional 

reconstructions can further this understanding. Perhaps most importantly, the results can be 

presented in a manner that better permits the reader to scrutinize how the degree of geologic 

control varies in space and thus how this might impact associated interpretations. 

This study is being supported by Entrée Gold. We appreciate discussions with many previous 

workers in the district, especially John Dilles and Mark Barton, and Entrée geologists, 

particularly Tom Watkins, Norm Page, and Jon Gant. 
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Basement geology is often not well imaged by 3D seismic data and rarely penetrated by 

boreholes. This is due to its generally deep burial depth and commonly seismically acoustically 

transparent nature. The absence of well and seismic data for the basement makes correlation 

of onshore and offshore basement geology difficult. However, the composition and structure of 

the basement is likely to exert a strong control over the development of overprinting rift basins, 

and therefore gaining an insight into the composition of the pre-rift substrate is vital to 

understand normal fault development.  

Crystalline basement in the north eastern North Sea is shallow (approximately 2800 m), has 

been penetrated by a number of wells, and is in some places seismically reflective; therefore in 

this location we can develop an insight into the composition and structure of the basement and 

its control over the development of later rift basins. Intra-basement reflections have been 

discovered in a small portion of the north eastern North Sea (M. Reeve et al. 2013, Journal of 

the Geological Society) and have been proposed to represent mylonite zones formed during 

Devonian extension within Caledonian nappes. These intra-basement mylonite zones provide a 

rare and important marker to investigate fault development within crystalline basement. 

The role of basement composition on controlling the development of Permian-Triassic and 

Mesozoic rift basins in the northern North Sea is unclear. The Nordfjord-sogn detachment is a 

Devonian shear zone which is well mapped onshore but its offshore location is debated. 

Onshore, it separates two major basement units; the Western Gneiss province and Devonian 

basins. Previous studies have suggested this detachment may propagate offshore and exert a 

strong control on the evolution of normal faults in the Horda Platform area, however these 

investigations of the offshore basement geology have been limited to 2D data (e.g. Faerseth et 

al. 1995). 

In this study we use an extensive 3D and 2D seismic reflection dataset together with well data 

to search for other intra-basement reflections in the north eastern North Sea that we can use to 

investigate how normal faults propagate within crystalline basement. Seismic attributes, such 

as RMS amplitude are extracted to search for seismic facies variations within the acoustic 

basement which may relate to changes in basement composition.  We aim to produce an 

improved offshore-onshore basement geology correlation and test our hypotheses’ with 

potential field data modelling. This study will improve our understanding of how basement 

composition controls normal faulting. 
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In this study, fault slip analyses are performed to evaluate the kinematics of Riedel shearing 

related to regional deformation. The present investigation has been performed in three steps - 

(1) classification of faults into left-lateral oblique slip faults and right lateral oblique slip faults, 

(2) paleostress analyses (kinematic and dynamic), (3) kinematic modeling related to the 

regional far-field stress. A total of 97 fault slip data are collected from a 14 different sites in the 

vicinity of Mulgund granite (west Dharwar craton, southern India). The granite is known to have 

undergone three phases of deformation. Early NE-SW regional shortening (D1/D2 deformation) 

was responsible for the development of the NW-SE oriented magnetic foliation in them. Late 

NW-SE regional shortening (D3) produced doubly plunging magnetic lineation in the granite. 

The faults (brittle deformation) are inferred to have formed during the late stage of regional D3 

deformation when the granite attained a shallow depth and was fully solidified.  

Using slickenfibres and congruous steps, the faults are identified as oblique-slip normal faults. 

Majority of fault planes have WNW-ESE strike (N285°) with a sub-maximum in NW-SE 

direction (N325°). Most of the fault planes have moderate to steep dips with the mean dip-

amount being 48°. The pitch of the slickenfibres (lineation) is variable on the different fault 

planes (mean = 37°). Initially faults are classified into two groups - left lateral oblique-slip 

normal faults and right lateral oblique-slip normal faults. Paleostress analyses (using kinematic 

and dynamic methods) of these two sets of faults reveal that both formed under ENE-WSW 

compression direction. D3 deformation in the region is known to be controlled by NW-SE 

directed compression and far-field stress. According to the authors, the ENE-WSW 

compression obtained from paleostress analysis of faults in the granite can be explained as a 

consequence of NW-S  far field stress. The faults are inferred as R, P, R′ and X shears of a 

Riedel shear system developed due to sinistral movement along the 305° oriented contact 

between the granite and the surrounding gneisses. The Riedel shear kinematics is then 

interpreted as being a consequence of deformation partitioning during the late stage of D3 

deformation in the study area under 315°-135° directed regional far-field stress.  
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DEM Simulations Focusing on the Influence of Fault Domain and Cohesion on Fault 
Zone Evolution of Brittle-Ductile Layered Rocks.  
 
Alexander Raith, Janos L. Urai, and Steffen Abe, Structural Geology - Tectonics - Geomechanics, 
RWTH Aachen University, Germany 
  

In this work, Discrete Element Modeling (DEM) is used to simulate and study the evolution of 

normal faults in brittle ductile layered rocks. The focus is on the influence of different fault 

domains, induced by a basement-fault and strength contrast between the layers. The 

simulations were realized using the open source DEM package ESyS-Particle 

(https://launchpad.net/esys-particle/).  

The mechanically layered material in the 2D simulations consists of one cemented granular 

layer between two layers of cohesionless granular material. The layered material is placed 

above a basement-fault to initiate normal faulting in a gravity field (Figure 1). The cohesion of 

the cemented layer and the basement-fault angle were varied to study their influence on the 

fault evolution inside the mechanically layered material. Different random packings of the 

material were used to estimate the effect of the material heterogeneity.  

 
Figure 1 Schematic setup of the model. 
 

The results show a strong effect of the basement-fault angle causing the faults in the layered 

material to form two different domains. In case of a steeper basement-fault a precursor fault 

develops while a shallower dipping basement-fault leads to a graben fault. In both of these 

domains, the variation in cohesion of the cemented layer produces large differences in the 

structural evolution (Figure 2).  

As expected, the largest changes in fault gouge evolution occur when the increase in cohesion 

of the cemented layer make the minimum principle stress become tensile. The main parameter 

that determines the amount of tectonic abrasion in the fault zones is the cohesion of the brittle 

layer. This leads to a gradual thinning of the layer with low cohesion and development of blocks 
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and fragments in case of a relatively high cohesion. Thus, continuity of the sheared layer is 

higher in the rocks with low cohesion. Beside the fault domain and the cohesion of the brittle 

layer the resulting fault geometry is sensitive to material heterogeneities which determine the 

exact position of the initial fractures in the brittle layer. This effect increases with increasing 

cohesion and is marginal if the cohesion is so low that the minimum principle stress is not 

tensile. The continuity of the brittle layer is also affected by the structural domain which leads to 

a more continuous layer in precursor domain fault than in a graben domain fault for the same 

mechanical setup.  

Figure 2. Fault development with a low (0.7 kPa), an intermediate (1.3 kPa) and a high (1.6 kPa) 
cohesive layer above a 55° and 70° dipping basement fault. Yellow: cemented material. Orange:  
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Implications on Fault Permeability: New Insights from Analogue Models  
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The estimation of fault-zone permeabilities is crucial, not only in exploration but also in 

production of hydrocarbons, drainage of mines and lately CO2-storage. We present an 

analogue modeling approach aiming to dynamically measure single-phase fault zone 

permeabilities in water saturated sand-clay-sand sequences. A new deformation rig was 

designed for that purpose allowing a free formation of the fault-zone and the measurement of 

bulk flux. Three-dimensional reconstructions of Clay gouge and faults at the final stage of 

deformation provide us the opportunity to link the measured flux to the observed structures. 

The deformation rig consists of a rectangular box of 50 cm width, 50 cm length and 60 cm 

height. A 63° basement fault which continues in the side walls leads to faults evolving in a 

graben domain (Nollet et al., 2012). In- and outflow ports, buffered by external reservoirs, allow 

the application of a constant hydraulic head, thus inducing a flow through the sediment-body. 

Bulk flux at different stages of deformation is then measured using a computer-controlled scale.  

The setup of the experiments is comparable to the models shown by Noorsalehi - Garakani et 

al. (2013) to ensure comparable structures. A bottom layer of 15 cm fine grained sand is 

overlain by a one cm thin layer of a kaolinite-sand mixture, topped by another 12 cm of sand. 

The clay layer fills the entire extend of the box in order to force fluids to flow through it. The 

permeability of the sand is three orders of magnitude higher than of the clay; hence the clay 

layer resembles a baffle for fluid flow. The hydraulic head difference that is used to initiate and 

maintain the flow is set to 200 Pa, which is low enough not to erode the evolving thin clay 

veneer by fast flux.  

After the deformation we are able to take off horizontal slices of the sand/clay and take photos 

of these. Deformation bands as well as the clay gouge are well visible (see figure 1A for an 

example) and can then be interpreted as three-dimensional structures using seismic 

interpretation software. By that we obtain a full thickness-map of the clay gouge and a 

complete model of the fault zone. Figure 1B shows a complete interpretation of a fault zone 

with the clay surface and two photographs of horizontal slices. We can then relate measured 

flow rates to the observed structural elements, especially displacement partitioning, 

discontinuous clay gouge or zones of intensive sand-clay mixing. Applying fault-analysis and 

fault-seal workflows will enhance the value of these experiments. 

References: 
 
Nollet, S., Kleine - Vennekate, G.J., Giese, S., Vrolijk, P., Urai, J.L., Ziegler, M., 2012. Localization 
patterns in sandbox-scale numerical experiments above a normal fault in basement. J. Struct. Geol. 39, 
199–209. 
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and normal fault zone geometry- first results from excavated sandbox models. J. Struct. Geol. 
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Figure 3 A: Photograph of a horizontally sliced surface showing the clay gouge and deformation bands. 
B: 3D fault zone model including the clay-gouge surface and syn- and antithetic faults interpreted from a 
set of photographed horizontal slices. 
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Clay bearing fault gouges are an important feature when it comes to fault seal estimation. 

Algorithms to estimate the amount of clay within a fault, like the Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR, 

Yielding, 2002) were developed in the past and are widely integrated in exploration workflows. 

The processes causing clay gouge to be discontinuous, although studied in outcrops as well as 

analogue and numeric models, are difficult to understand. More detailed field data about 

related deformation processes on different scales and the influence of mechanical properties of 

host rock and clay are needed to enhance our understanding of clay gouge formation. 

We therefore present first results of a field campaign at a world class outcrop of a clay-gouge 

containing normal fault in an open-pit lignite mine located in the Lower Rhine Embayment, the 

Etzweiler Sprung. The outcrop shows tertiary sand-clay-sand sequences entrained into a 

segmented normal fault. Supported by an excavator, we used five basic methods to gather 

spatial information of the clay gouge: (1) A highly detailed profile along the horizontal fault trace 

has been documented (Fig. 1 d) in order to study the gouge continuity and the variation of 

gouge-thickness horizontally (after Navarro 2002); (2) four trenches of 2 meters depth were 

scraped along the fault trace in distances of 4 meters, revealing eight vertical profiles (Fig. 1 c) 

of the clay gouge; (3) cutting off of several slices perpendicular to the fault trace allows to 

investigate three-dimensional properties of the clay gouge; (4) the sandy hanging wall was 

removed to expose the clay gouge surface parallel to the fault (Fig. 1 a); (5) finally, a number of 

samples was taken from different positions of the clay gouge for microstructural analysis. The 

data analysis has its emphasis on observing the thickness variations, continuity and the mixing 

of the sheared clay with surrounding host rock material. Three dimensional fault surface 

models could be developed by using photogrammetry (Fig. 1 b). High resolution panoramas 

were generated from the data to study the fault roughness and clay thickness distribution (Fig. 

1 d) on vertical and horizontal cross-sections. Microstructures were compared between 

undeformed clay and several locations along the clay gouge using BIB polished samples in a 

SEM (Fig. 1 e) to locate changes of clay structure and mixing (Fig. 1 f), that can influence 

permeability.  
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Figure 1: (a) Exposed clay gouge surface. (b) Three dimensional fault surface model. (c) High resolution 
panorama of the vertical profile containing clay gouge. (d) Horizontal profile of the clay gouge containing 
fault trace. (e) BSE image displaying mixing of quartz grains in a clay matrix. (f) SE image shows 
deformed clay including oriented clay minerals. 
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Deformation Band Connectivity and Its Implication for Fluid Flow in Hydrocarbon 
Reservoirs  
 
Paul Edwards* ․ Jin-Hyuck Choi ․ Young-Seog Kim. David J. Sanderson, Dept. of Earth Environmental 

Sciences, Pukyong National University 
 

When normal faulting occurs in highly porous sandstones, the damage zone volume that 

surrounds the main slip surface is often composed of deformation bands. These deformation 

bands can strongly impede or prevent fluid flow in and around the damage zone, producing 

zones of low permeability adjacent to the fault. The permeability of sandstones may be reduced 

by up to 3 orders of magnitude, but this depends on the intensity and connectivity of the bands. 

Intensity and connectivity were measured in the Jurassic Moab Member of the Curtis 

Formation (sandstones) along the northern tip of the Moab Fault system in Utah at varying 

distance from the fault surface. The total length of all deformation bands, were measured at 

outcrops in 1 meter radius circles at 50cm intervals from the fault core.  

Connectivity was assessed by considering deformation band networks in terms of nodes and 

branches between nodes. Three different nodes types are identified and the proportions of 

each allow assessment of connectivity. Formation of a connected network depends on the 

number of deformation band sets, dimensionless intensity (intensity and deformation band 

size) and topology of the network or number of connections per fracture. Significant changes in 

deformation band density and connectivity occur along strike of the fault, creating zones of high 

connectivity in damage zones. The complexity of the damage zone and the connectivity of 

deformation bands can change permeability along faults and in linkage damage zones, where 

fault parallel and perpendicular fluid flow is reduced greatly. Changes in strike could represent 

linkage damage zones or remnant linkage damage zones. In these areas the intensity of 

deformation bands often increases, but in some cases decreases depending on intensity and 

connectivity of fractures.  

Fault parallel flow was measured using permeability measurements taken in the field using a 

TinyPerm II Portable Air Permeameter. Also, the permeability both parallel and perpendicular 

to the fault plane through deformation band networks was measured in the lab using core 

samples. Samples and measurements taken perpendicular to fault parallel deformation bands 

had greatly reduced permeability compared to those taken parallel to the deformation bands.  

Understanding the fluid flow properties of sandstones in normal fault systems and how they 

change during and after faulting is of great importance for both hydrocarbon industry and for 

CO2 storage. This knowledge of deformation band connectivity can be used to choose suitable 

drilling sites. 
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Folding of Layers at Along-Dip Segmented Normal Faults: Examples from Libya and 
Hungary 
 
László I. Fodor, Hungarian Academy of Sciences MTA-ELTE, Geological, Geophysical and Space 
Science Research Group at Eötvös Universtiy, 1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C Hungary 
 

Fault-related folds are common structural elements in extensional and transtensional settings. 

However, their role is often underestimated, and folds can be interpreted as contractional 

structures. In this contribution I would like to present well-exposed examples of fault-related 

folds from the Sirt Basin, Libya and make parallelism with similar structures in the Pannonian 

Basin, Hungary. 

The Sirt basin (Libya) represents an economically important rift basin on the northern part of 

the African craton. In the southwestern margin of the basin, (between N25–27° and  16°30’–

18°) Panafrican basement rocks, folded lower Paleozoic and flat-lying Upper Jurassic to Lower 

Cretaceous clastics were covered by uppermost Cretaceous to Oligocene sequence, consisted 

of alternation of fine-grained siliciclastics and platform carbonates. 

Brittle deformation was accommodated by a combination of discrete brittle faults and diverse 

fault-related folds, showing a complete range of geometrical variations. Peculiar structures 

include oppositely dipping monoclines, forming simple anticline, syncline, or a fold with multiple 

hinges (“box fold”). Fold limbs are deformed by mesoscale structures, which were rotated 

during progressive folding. Fault-related folds are progressively breached by coalescing fault 

segments, which show along-dip (“vertical”) segmentation at their early stage of evolution. 

Fault-related folding is further complicated by diapiric appraisal of gypsiferous sediments, 

which caused “reverse drag” of strata near the faults. Fault-related folds replace discrete faults 

near fault tips, where deformation is transferred to another structure through overlap zones. 

In the Gerecse Hills, central Pannonian basin, the Mesozoic sequences comprises very thick 

Triassic platform carbonates, very reduced Jurassic carbonates and radiolarites and ca. 400m 

thick Cretaceous marls and sandstones. Along-dip segmentation can be documented for 

normal faults in the Early to Middle Jurassic. Lithologically, the sequence is consisted of 

limestone layers frequently intercalated with centimeter-thick marlstone levels, while one 2m 

thick marlstone level represents an important marker horizon of Toarcian age. Faults are 

frequently detached on that level which can be strongly folded, while under- and overlying 

limestone units are mostly faulted. Fault-related folds are sometimes breached trough by a 

connecting fault segment. However, this segment formed relatively early in the deformation 

history, while it has been folded or tilted up to reverse kinematics during the growth of the fault-

related fold. Because at least parts of the fault segments are covered by upper Jurassic 

radiolarite, the deformation occurred at shallow burial (less than 50m), before the complete 

diagenesis of the strongly folded marl level.  

The overlying Early Cretaceous marlstone with sandstone interlayers shows moderate folding, 

maximum dip degree reaches 60-65°. Folds are associated with faults, which are frequently 

curved, anastomosing and show a large variety of dip angle, from steep to low-angle. Some of 

the faults exhibit features indicating a syn-sedimentary character for both faults and intervening 

folds.  

East of Budapest, the Paleogene sequence is covered by a Miocene sequence formed by 

back-arc rifting of the Pannonian basin. Some of the Miocene syn-rift faults shows along-dip 

segmentation, and do not seem to form a continuous fault, like it was interpreted earlier. Folds 
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are present between segmented faults, and resolved by industrial seismic profiles. Segmented 

faults frequently detach in the thick early Oligocene clayey siltstone. 

In all examples, fault-related folds and along-dip segmentation occurred because of the 

presence of variably thick intervals of marl(stone), clay(stone), or gypsum. In the lack of such 

levels, faults are more planar, and are not associated with folds. This particular lithology 

accommodated and transferred the displacement at segment tips by shale/marl smearing, 

differential compaction, folding or diapiric movement. The overall geometry is dictated by the 

thickness of less competent horizon. The thickness also determines the size of fault-related 

folds and the possible displacement which can be accommodated by folding. Another aspect is 

that in all cases, the deformation seems to occur during the progressive burial of the deforming 

sequence, thus during the diagenetic process. The not fully lithified marly or clayey level 

permitted the macroscopically ductile deformation of the fine-grained levels. 

The research was supported by Hungarian National Research Grant OTKA No. 81530. 

Figure 1. Fault-related fold in Toarcian marl and clay in the Gerecse hills, central Pannonain basin. Note 

three fault segments, folded marl level, antitethic fault. 
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Faulting, Sedimentation and Fluid Flow at the Basin Margin: The North Solway Fault 
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Fault zones exert a large influence on fluid flow in the crust and the relationship between fault 

zone structure and fluid flow is widely recognised as complex (eg. Cartwright et al. AAPG 91 

2007; Wibberley et al. GSL spec. pub, 299, 2008). Understanding the complex behaviour of 

fluid in normal faults is of particular interest to hydrocarbon exploration and production, mineral 

resources and geothermal energy. It is widely accepted that faults are complex heterogeneous 

structures. Fault architecture is poorly understood and quantitative evaluation of the internal 

structure of fault zones is problematic (Lunn et al. GSL spec. Pub. 299, 2008). Most normal 

fault studies within a basin setting focus on faulting within sedimentary sequences inside the 

basin. Studies which focus on fluid migration associated with the internal structure of a basin 

bounding fault zone are rare (eg. Caine et al JSG, 32, 2010) and this type of fault is particularly 

poorly understood.  

This project aims to investigate the geometry and structure of a basin bounding normal fault 

zone: the North Solway fault, with emphasis on the 3D detailed internal structure and the 

relationship with fluid flow. The project focuses on the development of breccia, gouge and 

sedimentary rocks in and around fault zones with particular reference to permeability within the 

fault zone. The North Solway fault is a rare on shore exposure which allows the study of fault 

rock development and the effect of a repeatedly re-activated normal fault zone on fluid flow 

characteristics at the basin margin. 

The North Solway fault is situated between the Southern Uplands of Scotland and the Solway 

Firth and forms the northern margin of the Solway Basin. The fault represents a rare on-shore 

exposure of a basin margin normal fault zone, and down throws basin filling sedimentary 

sequences against a footwall composed of the Criffel-Dalbeattie granite pluton and Silurian 

meta sediments. The fault has been repeatedly re-activated since the Devonian era and has 

been a major structural controlling element at the basin scale. The fault system is characterised 

by a number of discontinuous segments trending approximately NE – SW, ENE-WSW with a 

secondary or transfer fault orientation of NNW – SSE observed repeatedly along strike. The 

long history of re-activation of the fault has contributed to the evolution of a complex 3D 

architecture which displays varied fault rock deposits and evidence of several palaeo fluid flow 

episodes.  

 

 

A number of deposits at the site demonstrate the coupling of sedimentary and fault related 

processes. Sedimentary deposits adjacent to the footwall are made up of interbedded 

Figure 1. Map of the North Solway fault 
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sandstones, conglomerates, mudstones and limestones and show soft sediment deformation 

which suggests co-seismic formation. Sedimentary and fault breccias are cemented, fractured, 

veined, and subject to at least one additional phase of faulting. Processes of breccia formation 

(tectonic or sedimentary) are identified by deposit geometry (ie, presence or lack of 

sedimentary fabric) and proximity to the main fault scarp. Fault breccia deposits can be 

distinguished by texture, clast lithology, matrix composition and structural setting. Most breccia 

deposits display clasts which are highly disaggregated and rotated similar to a chaotic texture 

from the classification scheme in Mort and Woodcock Geol. Mag. 145, (2008).  

Fault breccia clasts are derived almost entirely from footwall lithologies of granodiorite and 

meta sediment (2 clast lithologies) with infrequent pods of breccia (c.1m scale) that are 

composed of a single clast lithology (monomict). This is in contrast to sedimentary breccias, 

which contain many clast types from a variety of different source rocks (polymict). Fault 

breccias with 2 clast lithologies occur adjacent to wall rocks which contain only one lithology 

and suggest some form of mixing and/or breccia travel inside the fault. 

Multiple brecciation episodes are evidenced by breccia deposits containing clasts of reworked 

breccia (figure 2). Fault breccias are fractured through matrix, along clast/matrix contacts and 

occasionally through clasts. Fracturing through individual clasts suggests that mechanically, 

breccia bodies can behave as a single body of rock as opposed to a loose granular material. 

  

 
 
 
Mineral deposition has occurred in the footwall, hanging wall and within all breccia deposits. 

Mineral deposits are present in the form of cementation of granular media (tectonic and 

sedimentary breccias), fracture filling veins, and nodules up to 1cm scale. At least 4 different 

fluid flow episodes are evidenced by cross cutting relationships, mineral type and geometry of 

deposit. Episodic fluid flow, mineral deposition and subsequent deformation can be inferred 

from the occurrence of veins which have cross cut breccia clasts and are themselves 

brecciated (figure 3). 

Using traditional mapping techniques to characterise the composition and texture of fault rock 

deposits will enable an accurate reconstruction of the various process that contribute to the 

arrangement of permeability structures. Relating the architecture and composition of a basin 

bounding normal fault zone to the evidence for different flow episodes in the history of the fault, 

will contribute to understanding of the complex 4 dimensional problem of normal fault zone 

permeability. 

 

Figure 2. (above) reworked breccia clast        Figure 3. (right) evidence of multiple phases of 
deformation 
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Temporal Evolution of Fault Architecture and Diagenesis: Coupling Between Fault 
Development and Fluid Flow 
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Temporal evolution of fluid flow through faulted porous rocks has been studied in a field site in 

SE USA. The field area presents a well-exposed fault system that contains evidence for flow of 

multiple phases of groundwater with varying chemistries and flow of hydrocarbons. By detailed 

field mapping and microstructural observations of the fault rocks and of the evidence for fluid 

flow (e.g. bleaching and hydrocarbon staining) we unravel the fluid flow history and evolving 

flow properties of the rocks.  

The 16km long NE-SW trending normal fault has a maximum offset of 100m. The fault consists 

of four main strands approximately 1-6.5km in length and three relay ramps which are no 

longer than 0.5km each. It presents an erosional scarp of up to 20m high at its centre. The 

scarp is dissected with canyons that permit cross-sectional views of the fault architecture and 

associated alteration which has been mapped.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fault cuts across a variety of different lithologies including porous aeolian sandstones, 

impermeable sandstones interbedded with siltstones, and permeable sandstones with minor 

shales and limestones. The fault is composed of the following deformation elements; open 

fractures, mineral filled veins, deformation bands, breccia and fault gouge 

Where the fault cuts across 80-140m thick porous aeolian sandstone there is an abundance of 

deformation bands in the hanging wall. The lithology also accommodates open fractures, 

mineral veins and fault gouge. Where the fault cuts through 27-107m impermeable sandstones 

interbedded with siltstones, there are less deformation bands, but also open fractures and fault 

gouge present. In 11-20m of permeable sandstones with minor shales and limestones breccia 

is present alongside open fractures. 

The fault is composed of fault gouge which is surrounded by fractures and deformation bands. 

Green and grey gouge with grey and black bands sub parallel to the fault are observed in a 

number of locations throughout the field site. The fault gouge along the main strands is slightly 

thicker than those observed at linkage zones.  

Evidence for multiple fluid flow events can be observed in the field area, including bleaching, 

hydrocarbon staining, groundwater and oil seeps. Bleaching occurs around small fractures in 

the fault damage zone and in varying colours and intensities. The overall colours changes from 

white to green in a SE to NW orientation along the hanging wall. 

Footwall 

Hanging wall 

Figure 1 – Aerial photo interpretation of the different fault strands and relay 
ramps in the field area. 
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Hydrocarbon staining is confined to the coarsest grained layers in the sandstones, and to 

fractures in all lithologies. Oil staining is found in fault-parallel fractures trending NESW.  

There is a 10m x 2m sized spring which is showing evidence of groundwater along the fault. 

The spring is shallow and less then 1ft deep but it shows evidence of modern water along the 

fault. Samples have been taken of the water in the spring in order to see if there is any oil 

present. 

Seeps of oil flowing out of porous sandstone can be seen along the fault where three canyons 

meet to create a claw like shape. The oil is viscous and wet in places; it flows out of the 

lithology through fractures and is especially concentrated at fracture junctions, where fractures 

cross paths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Constraining the dynamic feedback between deforming porous media and fluid is crucial for 

understanding hydrocarbon reservoirs, CO2 storage sites and other evolving porous media. In 

particular, predicting complex fault architecture at depth, currently relies on deterministic 

algorithms, that do not take account of these dynamic coupling. Creation of permeability due to 

fracturing may permit fluid flow to enter a fault zone, resulting in mineralisation (strengthening) 

or alteration (weakening) of the fault and host rocks.  The resulting changes in rock strength 

may enhance or retard further fracturing and may even result in a switch of deformation 

mechanism.  

We present evidence of the evolving structural and geochemical history of the fault zone and 

discuss how such data can be used to improve predictive capability of fault zone properties at 

depth where the faults have accommodated syn-faulting fluid flow. 

 

A B C 

Figure 2 – (a) Green bleaching in porous sandstone, (b) Oil seeps from a fracture & (c) 
Groundwater springs 
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Reservoir Characteristics of Fault Zones within the Lewisian Basement Determined from 
Geophysical, Petrophysical and Drill Stem Test Data.  
 
Robert Trice, Hurricane Energy 
 

It has been recognised that the Fractured Basement Plays around the UKCS have the potential 

to unlock large volumes of under appraised and untapped resources (Pilot 2013). An important 

aspect of the exploration and appraisal of this play type is the identification and penetration of 

fault zones. Despite numerous basement penetrations by exploration wells on the UKCS there 

are few data sets that allow for the characterization of fault zone reservoir properties. Data 

acquired since 2009 through the drilling and testing of over a kilometre of basement across 

three wells has provided an insight into the reservoir properties of Lewisian Basement fault 

zones.  The fault zones are associated with normal fault displacement of basement seismic 

reflectors and identified fault zones have been characterised using a combination of 

geophysical, wireline and drill stem test measurements. Analysis of these measurements has 

allowed for the determination of fault zone widths, porosity and permeability as well as 

information regarding the deformation fabric of the fault zone and the protolith. This paper 

documents the reservoir properties of fault zones from two discoveries and summarises these 

findings as conceptual / numeric models.  The intention of the paper is to provide specific data 

from the West of Shetlands and based on this material   make observations regarding 

basement fault zone properties that could be useful to the exploration of  fractured basement 

plays  elsewhere on the UKCS. 
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Clay-gouge plays an important role in fluid transmissibility of fault zones in sand-clay 

sequences. Clay-smear processes have been studied in the field, in laboratory simulations and 

computer models, but the 3D structure of clay-gouge is still poorly understood and prediction of 

clay gouge continuity is difficult (eg. Yielding et al., 1997; Lehner and Pilaar, 1997; Clausen 

and Gabrielsen, 2002; Navarro, 2002; van der Zee et al., 2005; Mair and Abe, 2008; Urai et al., 

2008; Egholm, 2008). 

We present analogue sandbox experiments, building upon work of Schmatz et al. (2010a) and 

Schmatz et al. (2010b). Models of fault zones in water-saturated sand-clay sequences are 

used to excavate the sheared clay after the end of the experiments (Noorsalehi et al., 2013; 

Fig. 1a) to study the development of clay gouge. By merging high-resolution laser scans of the 

footwall and hanging wall side the excavated clay-gouge, the thickness of the gouge was 

calculated in the whole fault zone. 

[mm]

a b

 

Fig. 1: a) Oblique view of the exposed clay-gouge of an excavated experiment (width = 30 cm) after 
basement offset of 12 cm with an initially 1cm thick clay layer (white, with 2 cm blue sand below).b) 3D 
model of clay-gouge from a) with thickness contours plotted (blue-low, red-high)  

 

Depending on the basement fault dip two structural domains develop in our experiments, a 

precursor and a graben domain (Horsfield 1977; Nollet et al., 2012). 

Similar to fault zones at outcrop and seismic scales (e.g. in Childs et al.,1996; Walsh et al., 

1999; Van Gent et al., 2010) in both structural domains the structure of the excavated clay-

gouge is segmented: breached relays, clay lenses are common and the composition of the 

clay-gouge varies over the fault zone due to mechanical mixing of sand and clay.  

While earlier 2D observations of Schmatz et al. (2010a, 2010b) showed that in this type of 

experiments only brittle clay forms a non-continuous gouge, our new observations in 3D reveal 

that soft, ductile clay can form a locally discontinuous gouge with holes in the clay smear in 

parts of the clay-gouge volume above a throw-to-thickness ratio of ~7. 

Thickness maps (Fig. 1b) of the excavated clay-gouge obtained from the reconstructed 3D 

volume show a strong variation in thickness along the strike and dip direction of the shear zone 

and the thickness distribution is similar to that from clay-gouge profiles in outcrops reported by 
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Navarro (2002). Thin parts of the gouge correlate with locations which indicate an intense 

shearing by the presence of a highly mixed gouge. 
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The Fula Sub-basin (~100 km2) forms a major part in the NNE of the Muglad Basin, the largest 

of the NW-SE oriented rift basins in the Sudan. The Muglad Basin extends from western and 

southern Kordofan in south-central Sudan to the southern part of Sudan, covering an area of 

roughly 160,000 km2. It represents one of the major rifting systems in the world and forms one 

of the main components of the West and Central African Rift System that started to develop 

during late Jurassic to early Cretaceous time.  

The Fula Sub-basin is subdivided into five tectonic belts: the north-eastern fault belt, the central 

fault belt, the south-western fault belt, the northern sub-depression, and the southern sub-

depression. The sedimentary sequences of the sub-basin predominantly consist of non-marine 

cyclic sequences of lacustrine and fluvial/alluvial facies of early Cretaceous to late Tertiary age, 

directly resting upon Precambrian Basement. Furthermore, the Fula Basin forms one of the 

most important oil fields of Sudan. Therefore, a detailed study on its depositional sequences 

was carried out. 

The Fula Sub-basin is characteristic for its unique N-S trend. The basin is delimited by a 

boundary fault with the Babanosa basement to the west,and by a strike-slip fault to the east. 

Syn-sedimentary tectonic activity and a succeeding restructuring of the sub-basin are clearly 

reflected in the sedimentary record.  

Our preliminary results show that the Fula Sub-basin is a passive rift/sag basin, formed by the 

extensional stress, resulting from the Central Africa Shear Zone. It is an asymmetric half-

graben, which developed fault steps to the west and is overlapped to the east.      
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Polygonal faults are layer bound arrays of normal faults, widely reported in slope and 

intercratonic basins. These enigmatic structures produce distinctive and unique planform 

patterns when mapped using 3D seismic data, that in section are layer-bound in units referred 

to as tiers. Whilst much of the research on polygonal faulting has been focussed towards the 

specific genesis mechanism that creates these arrays, comparatively little research has been 

directed towards their nucleation and early growth. In this study, we present evidence to 

constrain the earliest part of the growth history of a polygonal fault tier. Using high resolution, 

3D seismic data from the West African margin we document the interaction between a shallow 

buried, wedge shaped polygonal fault tier and pockmarks located at the base of the fault tier.  

Detailed mapping and analysis reveals the presence of concentric perturbation patterns in the 

overlying fault network in the vicinity of pockmark craters. These perturbed patterns differ 

markedly from the ‘background’ polygonal pattern developed away from areas of pockmark 

influence. It seems most likely that the perturbation is due to local stress effects relating to 

residual topography of the underlying pockmarks. By analysing the thickness variations of 

mapped layers within the polygonally faulted tier, we can demonstrate that any residual 

topography was most likely healed after approximately one third of the total tier thickness was 

deposited. Hence the nucleation of the polygonal faults into their perturbed propagation 

trajectories must have been established prior to topographic healing, and during the earliest 

part of tier deposition.  

From these observations, we propose a new model of polygonal fault growth in which individual 

faults nucleate near the base of a tier at an early stage of burial and then propagate 

preferentially upwards with basal tips apparently restricted by an underlying mechanically 

competent unit the base of the tier (expressed as a marked acoustic impedance contrast on the 

seismic data). Continued growth then shifts the locus of displacement addition, such that final 

displacement distributions are more axio-symmetrically disposed with respect to the base and 

top of the tier. This model differs from a standard view of axio-symmetric blind growth that has 

previously been invoked to explain displacement distributions on polygonal faults.  
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In recent years Australia has seen greatly increased research focussed on potential issues 

relating to water security. Australia has extensive Permian and Cainozoic coal reserves; there 

are plans to exploit these resources by open pit extraction and coal seam gas (CSG) 

production to meet local and greater Asian energy demand. Additionally the potential for CO2 

sequestration to mitigate local carbon production from coal fuelled power generation is actively 

being investigated. Both CSG production and CO2 sequestration have potential for 

detrimentally impacting aquifer quality. Preliminary studies have focussed on the environmental 

impact of CO2 sequestration in the South Perth Basin and exploitation of coal reserves in the 

Gloucester, Collie, onshore Gippsland basins, looking to move forward into the Murray-Darling 

catchments, Hunter Valley and Clarence-Moreton Basin. With the exception of the extensively 

exploited coal resources of the Collie Basin exposure is minimal. Seismic data for all the 

datasets is at best poor. Coal seam over correlation stemming from underestimation of the coal 

sequence sedimentary complexity has historically driven overcomplicated structural 

interpretations. 

Fault populations have been used for over twenty years to quantify regional extension and 

potential sub-seismic fault distribution. Faults with the largest displacements (>200m) in the 

study areas are not of primary interest for these studies as their locations are generally known 

and in practice would be avoided during resource exploitation. With regard to the case studies 

presented regional extension is not too significant, however estimation of numbers of sub-

seismic resolution faults is effectively what is required. For modelling the projects need to 

estimate how many faults there are in our study areas. More significantly for proposed CSG 

development areas how many faults are there that are going to impact seam continuity. Given 

that coal bearing intervals are on the order of 15m with individual seams of 1-2m, some idea 

how many 2m displacement faults are present and certainly how many 20m faults is required. 

Such data can be derived from a fault population. It has been demonstrated that for 2D 

samples population slopes predominantly fall in to a range between 1 and 1.5. 

 

Figure 1. Published and project area normalised fault populations. 
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So how do the project dataset populations compare with published data? However poorly 

defined, the data derived from the South Perth and Collie basins plot with sensible slopes, just 

above 1. If the populations are normalised for area (figure 1) the slopes are observed to be 

similar to more comprehensive published datasets. While acknowledging that discrepancies 

exist in published populations which are thought to result from sampling methodology or factors 

such as the sampling of reactivated versus primary fault populations; it should be possible 

given this relationship to use published fault populations to substantiate estimates of high and 

low numbers of faults within the project areas, which can then be used to model aquifer 

performance, especially in the absence of alternative numbers. As an aside to the primary 

objective of assessing potential aquifer contamination and extending from the applied into 

theory; given the similarities in figure 1 is it reasonable to hypothesise that the number of faults 

for a given dataset is to a greater extent a function of the sample area rather than other factors 

such as total extension? What would this imply for population evolution? 

 

 

Figure 2. Evolving fault populations. 

Figure 2 reworks previously published strategies for fault population evolution. Strategy A 

represents a population where the number of faults increases through time in relation to the 

size of the biggest fault in a ‘damage zone’ scenario. Strategy A requires an increasing number 

of faults of the smallest size class to be generated in each growth cycle. Strategy B presents 

an ‘alternative’ model where the population evolves from an initially large number of small 

faults becoming inactive rather than growing into larger faults. The implication for our estimated 

fault population in strategy A is that the number of faults grows with strain and the ordinate of 

the slope and thus the number of faults have no upper limit and are not determined until 

deformation has ceased. This scenario is not ideal for prediction. Strategy B however 

establishes the ordinate and slope of the population at the earliest stage of deformation, most 

likely as a function of the mechanical constraints of the system. Fault populations evolving by 

strategy B is fundamental to the strength of any prediction derived from them. 

In summary; ongoing studies indicate that the area normalised study datasets approximate 

characteristics of much more comprehensive published datasets. In light of the absence of 

alternative data high and low estimates of fault numbers guided by published datasets can be 

made with some degree of confidence. The strength or otherwise of estimating total fault 

numbers substantiated by published fault populations is underpinned by fault systems evolving 

from an initially large number of small faults established at the onset of deformation. 
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The formation and growth of faults is the outcome of the deformation of  arth’s brittle crust due 

to tectonic loading. As brittle strain increases, faults are building up in length and/or 

displacement. Such fault systems exhibit scaling properties that can provide insights into the 

underlying mechanism of fault propagation. Fractality has been identified in fault populations, 

though power-law scaling is not always the case for the fault distribution in regional settings. 

Numerical, as well as field and laboratory observations indicate the transition from power-law to 

exponential scaling, associated with increasing regional strain rates. These observations are 

important in understanding the physical mechanism of faults’ growth. Here, we use a statistical 

physics approach to study the frequency-length distribution of faults in the Corinth rift (central 

Greece), one of the most active continental rifts in Earth. The Corinth rift is bounded by 

important S- and N-dipping normal faults of an E-W general direction in the north and south 

margin of the rift respectively, creating a complex tectonic graben. The numerous studies that 

have been devoted in studying the active tectonic features of the Corinth rift provide a rich 

database of the fault network in the area, both onshore and offshore. Based on published 

studies and on satellite images and field observations, a detailed fault map for the region has 

been constructed. Geodetic surveys and geological studies in the area, as well as the recorded 

earthquake activity indicate that high strain rates are currently accommodated offshore and in 

some important and seismogenic onshore faults like the Pisia, Schinos and Kapareli faults in 

the east and the Aigion, Eliki and Psathopyrgos faults in the west part of the rift. Distinguishing 

between the two fault populations in the high and low strain regimes respectively, indicate 

different scaling behavior for the frequency-length distributions. In the high strain regime 

(offshore and active onshore faults), fault length distribution follows an exponential, whereas in 

the low strain regime (onshore faults) a power-law type function can better describe the 

observed distribution. Similar scaling behavior in the low and high strain regimes respectively 

has been observed in laboratory experiments and in Afar rift. We interpret this result in terms of 

generalized thermodynamics, where interactions in the fault population produce a q-

exponential type distribution with an asymptotic power-law tail, while in the absence of 

interactions the distribution reduces to an exponential that corresponds to classic (Boltzmann-

Gibbs) thermodynamics. These two distributions are well correlated to the corresponding 

frequency-length distributions in the low and high strain regimes respectively and are indicative 

for fault interactions. Additionally, we discuss the results in terms of faults’ growth in the Corinth 

rift and in other active rifts in the world. 
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The widespread extensional deformation that took place in the Western Europe and north-

Atlantic during the Jurassic to Cretaceous resulted in the formation of several rift systems that, 

in some cases, evolved to oceanic realms (i.e., Tethys and Atlantic oceans). In some of these 

rift systems, it has been described the presence of syncline-shape basins filled by thick syn-

extensional sedimentary successions that overlie a extremely thinned crust (i.e., Parentis, 

Voring, More, Orphan, Organyà or Columbrets basins). The development of these syncline 

basins has been associated to the extensional motion of low angle lithospheric-scale faults 

that, with a ramp/flat trajectory, generate the so-called hangingwall ramp synclines. 

In the cases in which it has not been observed, the shape and kinematics of such lithospheric-

scale faults has been usually established using the architecture of the syn-kinematic layers that 

depict changes in the fold geometry and depocenter location. Almost all of these interpretations 

assume a complete coupling or a layer parallel flexural slip behavior of the hangingwall rocks. 

However, most or several of these basins include syn- or pre-kinematic salt layers that both, 

act as effective décollement layers and induced the development of salt tectonic structures. 

Using an experimental approach (scaled sandbox models) the aim of this work is twofold: 1) to 

determine the geometrical features of the hangingwall deformation above convex upwards 

ramp of a low angle extensional fault, and consequently, of the syn-kinematic layers filling the 

developing ramp syncline; and 2) to decipher the role played by the presence of a pre- or syn-

kinematic salt layer in the development of these syncline basins. The experimental setup 

consisted in an horizontal box with two end walls, one of them fixed whereas the other was 

moved by a motor-driven worm-screw at a displacement rate of 4 mm/hour. A rigid footwall 

formed by two wooden panels with different dips flattening at depth was attached to the fixed 

wall. Above the footwall, a flexible plastic sheet stuck to the moving wall acted as a 

detachment. The hangingwall was modeled with two different infill configurations: one only 

using dry quartz-sand and other including a silicone layer at the upper part of the pre-kinematic 

unit. Both types of models were repeated applying two different amounts of extension. 

Our models show that, effectively, the flat/ramp shape of the low angle extensional fault 

controls the geometry and the kinematic evolution of hangingwall ramp synclines, but also that 

they change significantly with the presence of a viscous silicone interlayer. In relation to this 

last point, the sand successions located above the silicone layer show a different structure with 

a different migration path of the basin depocenters. Thus, in models without silicone, antithetic 

faults formed in the hangingwall rollovers affect the entire model and the syn-kinematic layers 

show a lateral migration of the depocenters towards the fixed wall. By contrast, in models with 

silicone, hangingwall faults do not propagate above this layer, there is the development of salt 

structures in both syncline margins and the location of the depocenters remain invariable until 

the depletion of the viscous layer in the syncline limbs. After this depletion that produces the 

formation of primary welds, the kinematics of this model becomes similar to the model without 

silicone.  
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The results of our experiments are compared with the Columbrets Basin. This basin, located in 

the offshore between the Valencian coast and the Eivissa Island (Western Mediterranean), 

belongs to a 50 km width syncline which, overlying around 3,5 km thin crust, includes an Upper 

Triassic salt layer and about 8,7 km thick succession of Jurassic to Cretaceous syn-extensional 

deposits in the depocenter. 

The comparison between this basin and our analogue models enhances the role played by the 

salt in the hangingwall deformation and should warn to the use of the extensional ramp 

syncline architecture to infer the precise kinematics and geometry of the underlying fault, 

mainly if the presence of a salt interlayer in the deformed rocks is known or suspected. 
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Using an experimental approach we determine the role played by salt in the hangingwall 

deformation of an extensional fault with a variable kinked-planar geometry flattening at depth. 

The study of the models carried out in this experimental program has allowed to understand 

the origin and the mechanisms that control the development, kinematic evolution and geometry 

of salt structures formed in the hangingwall of this fault, as well as the relationship between the 

fault geometry and the location of salt structures.  

The models were constructed between two end walls, one of which was fixed, whereas the 

other was moved by a motor-driven worm screw. The fixed wall was part of the rigid footwall of 

the model’s master fault, which was overlain by a flexible (but not stretchable) sheet attached 

to the mobile end wall of the model. Its hangingwall was modelled using dry quartz-sand 

or sand overlain by pre- or syn-kinematic silicone putty (polymer 

SMG 36 from Dow Corning). All models were subjected to 14 cm of basement extension in a 

direction orthogonal to that of the border fault. 

Results show that the presence of the viscous layer clearly controls the deformation pattern of 

the hanginwall. Regardless of the stage at which was deposited, the polymer appears as an 

efficient decoupling level that changes the deformation mode of the overlying layers. Whereas 

the sub-silicone package is affected by antithetic normal faults that are more or less complex 

depending on the geometry of the master fault, above the silicone layer, the rollover panels 

only continue to develop up to the welding of the underlying silicone. Afterwards, they do not 

growth anymore and all shearing induced by the underlying fault bends is accommodated 

along the tilted silicone layer that acts as an extensional shear band. The differential 

sedimentary loading of syn-kinematic layers triggers, at the same time, the upslope flow of the 

silicone from the hangingwall depocenters towards the rollover shoulder. This migration results 

in the formation of silicone welds at the rollover limbs and the growth of gentle silicone-cored 

anticlines above the rollover shoulder that are locally pierced by diapirs and walls.  

These experimental results are compared with the Parentis Basin structure that formed from 

the motion of lithosphere-scale kinked-planar extensional faults. This basin includes salt 

inflated anticlines above its rollover shoulder whose origin and kinematics fits with the 

presented models.  
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Many salt diapirs are accompanied by crestal graben structures in overlying sedimentary 

layers. The growth and style of such supra-salt grabens are controlled by the evolution of the 

underlying diapir. Structures related to the rise and fall of diapirs during thin-skinned extension 

are particularly well studied in cross-sections, but although a number of recent studies focus on 

the 3D evolution of normal fault growth in salt-influenced settings, the effects of salt on lateral 

fault growth and map-view fault geometries are clearly far less constrained than those 

observed in cross-section. The reason for this is probably that high-resolution 3D seismic data 

have only become extensively used in geological research over the past decade or so. In this 

study we present a three-dimensional analysis of the structural style and growth history of 

supra-salt normal fault arrays that have formed in response to growth and demise of an array 

of salt walls and stocks in the Egersund Basin, Norwegian North Sea. More specifically we 

assess fault kinematics and salt wall evolution through time, and investigate the effect that 

lateral migration of salt along the salt walls and into the salt stocks has on the evolution of the 

overlying fault systems. We use: (i) 3D seismic mapping of faults and age-constrained growth 

strata; (ii) mapping of three-dimensional throw distributions on fault surfaces; and (iii) 

expansion indices and thickness maps.  

The studied thin-skinned ENE-WSE striking normal fault system is developed above a salt wall, 

bounding two c. 15 km long, 8 km wide grabens separated by a large (3.5 km tall) salt stock. 

Individual fault segments are up to 15 km long and are relatively planar in cross-section. In 

map-view the faults are relatively straight, although they change strike by c. 90° immediately 

adjacent to the central salt stock. We interpret the change in fault strike immediately adjacent 

to the salt stock to reflect perturbation of the regional stress field driving thin-skinned by hoop 

stresses surrounding the stock. Our quantitative analysis of fault kinematics, based on the 

construction of throw-distance (T-x) and throw-depth (T-z) plots in addition to strike projection 

of fault throw, lead us to conclude that thin-skinned fault systems developed in two stages; i) 

nucleation and initial growth in Middle to Late Jurassic times, contemporaneous with reactive 

diapirism and salt wall growth, and ii) renewed fault growth in the Lower Cretaceous linked with 

extensional collapse of walls. Furthermore, thickness maps and expansion indices indicate that 

the salt stock started to grow in the Lower Cretaceous, contemporaneous with the most rapid 

accumulation of displacement on the overlying fault array.  

This study showcases a three-dimensional example of how multi-phase salt diapirism may 

influence lateral fault growth and fault geometry both vertically and laterally during reactive 

diapirism and extensional collapse of salt walls. Furthermore, this study tests previous 

analogue models of fault kinematics and salt tectonics during the rise and fall of salt diapirs.  
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Geometric and kinematic coherence are important aspects of the geometry and growth of 

normal fault arrays. However, there are relatively few studies that have investigated the role 

that kinematic coherency plays in the development of crustal-scale normal fault arrays that 

bound the margins of large rift basins. Furthermore, relatively little is known about the length-

scale and timeframe over which kinematic coherence is maintained in extensional systems. In 

this study we focus on the Stavanger and Lista fault systems, Egersund Basin, offshore 

Norway, where high-quality 3D seismic reflection and borehole data allow us to constrain the 

geometry of and spatial relationships between rift-related faults and folds, and the role that an 

Upper Permian salt-bearing layer (Zechstein Supergroup) played in their development. We 

show that, where salt is absent in their footwall, the fault systems are represented by a single, 

relatively planar, through-going normal fault that downthrows salt in its hangingwall. In these 

locations folding is absent and only limited deformation of the footwall is observed. In contrast, 

at the point where salt extends into their footwall, the fault system bifurcates and is 

characterised by: (i) a single, basement-involved, sub-salt system that tips out upward within 

the salt and is overlain by a forced fold; and (ii) an array of supra-salt faults that strike oblique 

to the underlying sub-salt system, and whose location and strike is controlled by the position 

and trend of the footwall salt pinch out. Throw-distance (T-x) plots for the sub-salt system and 

supra-salt fault array indicate they display a similar overall pattern of throw, whereby local 

throw maxima and minima at sub-salt levels broadly correspond to those at supra-salt levels. 

Despite displaying a degree geometric coherency, seismic-stratigraphic observations and 

expansion indices (EI) plots suggest that the supra-salt restricted array was most active c. 20 

Myr after the onset of activity on the basement-involved system. Rather than being the result of 

the incidental growth and linkage of physically and kinematically isolated segments, we 

suggest that the sub-salt system and the supra-salt fault array developed as part of a single, 

kinematically coherent, albeit strongly segmented fault system. Where salt is absent in the 

footwall, the fault is represented by a single brittle structure; in contrast, where salt is present in 

the footwall, the sub-salt system and supra-salt array represent brittle portions of the fault 

system, with a ductile portion occurring within the salt. A particularly striking aspect of this 

interpretation is that kinematic coherency was maintained over several kilometres and for a 

considerable part (c. 50 Myr) of the extensional event. This highlights thus highlights ability of 

salt to accommodate long-term and long-range transferral of ductile strains between brittle 

portions of large, basin-bounding fault systems. 
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The geometry of large-scale and small-scale (drag) folds adjacent to rift border faults and the 

associated stratal geometries are widely understood to yield important information on the 

spatial and temporal evolution of normal fault systems. Such information is also critical in 

determining the timing of the formation of potential structural traps relative to hydrocarbon 

migration as well as for understanding the distribution of potential syn-rift reservoir units 

through time. Furthermore, fault-related folds themselves, particularly rollover structures or 

broad, low-wavelength inversion anticlines may provide significant closures for hydrocarbon 

accumulations to develop. However, relatively little is known about how fault-related folds 

evolve adjacent to long-lived, large-scale border faults which have had a complex tectonic 

history, that is, those which have experienced numerous phases of extensional and/or 

compressional reactivation. 

In this study we use a borehole-constrained 2D seismic reflection dataset which images down 

to 8.5 seconds two-way time to examine the geometry and evolution of large-scale (10’s km’s) 

and small-scale (10-100’s metres) fault-related folds associated with the >300 km long, 

Øygarden Fault Complex, offshore Western Norway. The N-S-striking and predominantly west-

dipping Øygarden Fault Complex forms the eastern border fault to a large portion of the 

northern North Sea. Previous studies have suggested that the structure has experienced a 

multitude of tectonic events over a period of >250 Ma, from extension during the Permian-

Triassic and Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous rift phases through to potential inversion in the 

Cretaceous. 

We identify and map the present day distribution of a range of fold geometries adjacent to the 

fault complex at both small and large scales, at different structural levels (Top Basement, Top 

Triassic, Base Cretaceous Unconformity). To examine the relationships between fault throw 

and fold geometry, we quantify and compare fault throw, fold amplitude, fold wavelength and 

degree of frictional drag along-strike of the fault complex. Furthermore, we integrate 

observations from TWT-thickness maps and stratal relationships from key 2D seismic sections 

to allow reconstruction of complex fault-related fold geometries throughout the evolution of the 

Øygarden Fault Complex.  

The multiple phases of extension along the Øygarden Fault Complex coupled with late-stage 

inversion has produced a wider array of fault-related fold geometries than is present adjacent 

to faults subjected to one phase of extension only. These folds are synthesised in a matrix 

highlighting their geometries enabling further studies to easily identify fold geometries attributed 

to multiple rifting and inversion. 
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We performed a structural and petrographical-geochemical study of deformation structures 

exposed in the Jabal Qusaybah anticline, at the western termination of the Salakh Arc, a major 

salient at the toe of the Oman Mountains thrust wedge. The results of our work have been 

integrated with reflection seismic data which indicate that the anticline developed by positive 

inversion of an extensional fault zone that formed in Turonian times (i.e., during deposition of 

the Natih A formation). The deformation pattern characterizing the doubly-plunging E-W 

trending Jabal Qusaybah anticline includes NE-SW left-lateral strike-slip and N-S extensional 

fault zones. Petrographical features, δ13C and δ18O signatures of differentiated calcite vein 

fills, and the geometric, kinematic, and overprinting relations of calcite veins indicate that 

folding and faulting occurred coevally during the growth of the anticline. The central sector of 

the fold crest is characterized by N-S striking extensional fault zones subperpendicular to the 

fold axis and abutting the NE-SW left-lateral strike-slip zones. Both strike-slip and extensional 

fault zones show widespread evidence for substantial dilation in the form of infilling by large 

columnar calcite crystals and aggregates. This is particularly outstanding along the N-S 

extensional fault zones where the magnitude of fault core dilation frequently exceeds one 

meter and the size of euhedral calcite crystals can be larger than 20 cm. A plausible kinematic 

pathway that could explain the coexistence of such unusual synfolding noncylindrical 

deformation patterns is motion of the underlying Ara evaporites in contraction under a 

foredeep-parallel tapering overburden wedge of sedimentary and/or tectonic origin. This 

geometry would add a component of south-eastward extrusion to the evolution of the Salakh 

Arc, thus triggering NE-SW left-lateral strike-slip faulting, and would have favoured longitudinal 

axial bulging of the anticline accompanied by generalized dilation in the central region of the 

crest. This work illustrates how complex deformation patterns can be in fault-related anticlines 

that develop near or within curved segments of major thrusts. Conventional templates for 

folding-related fracturing do not predict the occurrence of either the N-S extensional or NE-SW 

strike slip fault systems. Similar atypical fault and fold patterns could be expected in structures 

at the toe of thrust wedges, and so should be incorporated into conceptual models of those 

structures.  We consequently stress the importance of studying appropriate field analogues of 

fault-related folds constrained using a multidisciplinary structural and petrographical-

geochemical approach. Understanding the timing of the fault, fold and fracture system growth 

would not have been possible without this integrated approach. 
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In this contribution we describe a kilometric-scale low-angle extensional fault system exposed 

in the central sector of the Northern Apennines thrust wedge, Italy. The low-angle extensional 

fault system affects the right-side-up limb of a kilometric-scale recumbent isoclinal anticline and 

is, in turn, affected by superimposed folding and late-tectonic high-angle extensional faulting. 

The three-dimensional configuration of the low-angle fault system has been investigated 

through detailed structural mapping and restoration of the superimposed deformations, while 

the fault damage zone architecture has been characterized in outcrops with appropriate 

exposure. Pressure-depth conditions and palaeofluid evolution of the fault system have been 

studied through microstructural, mineralogical, petrographic, fluid inclusion and stable isotope 

analysis of fault rocks and fault-related calcite and quartz veins. Our results show that the low-

angle fault system was active during exhumation of the Tuscan succession, at estimated 

conditions of about 180°C and 5 km depth, with the involvement of surface-derived low-salinity 

fluids. Increased permeability in the fault zone also allowed abundant post-tectonic fluid 

circulation, which determined widespread recrystallization of calcite veins and carbonate host 

rocks at decreased depths and temperatures. Within this P-T framework, the fault zone 

architecture shows important differences, related to the different lithologies involved in the fault 

system and to the role played by the fluids during deformation. In places, the combined 

conduit-barrier behavior of damage zones and fault core rocks, respectively, resulted in fluid 

overpressure in the footwall of the low-angle slip surfaces, influencing active deformation 

mechanisms and favoring shear localization. 

It is proposed that the low-angle extensional fault system indicates the occurrence of an 

extensional pulse that affected this sector of the thrust wedge during the orogenic contractional 

history. In particular, the fault system is considered to be the flat portion of a stair-case 

extensional fault system developed in the shallower portion of the thrust wedge to compensate 

for its overcritical taper produced by uplift of the internal zone due to deep-rooted thrusting.  

These observations have implications in our understanding of deformation of the upper crust. 

Important pulses of wedge extension, similar to the one described here, are likely to occur 

during the geological history of most thrust wedges, because their long-term evolution is 

characterized by complex interactions among tectonics, gravitational body forces, and 

(sub)surface processes. The systems of brittle extensional fault zones, resulting from such 

extensional pulses, affect fluid circulation through the upper crust by producing articulated 

networks of hydraulic conduits, barriers, or mixed conduit-barrier systems. In particular, as 

demonstrated by our results, the effects of extensional fault zones on fluid circulation is twofold: 

i) they provide effective fluid pathways allowing deep infiltration of surface-derived marine or 

meteoric water; ii) they can trigger fluid overpressuring, especially in the footwall of shallow-

dipping fault segments. Eventually, fluid circulation can exert a strong influence on the 

mechanical behavior of thrust wedges either by reducing the effective normal stress at depth or 
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triggering the formation of hydrous clay minerals lowering the frictional properties of fault 

zones. 
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Normal faults within orogenic belts can be related to either pre-, syn-, or post-orogenic 

extension by recording only one, a combination of two, or all the three extensional episodes 

with a long-living history. The outer zones of orogens (i.e. foreland thrust belts) represent a 

great scenario for seeking to discern among pre-, syn-, and post-orogenic extensional 

deformation. Specifically, thrust belts that formed at the expenses of passive margins following 

a switch in deformation from extension to compression (i.e. positive inversion tectonics), as the 

Tethys-derived orogens of the Alps and the Apennines, commonly bear the imprint of the pre-

orogenic extensional structures that have been incorporated within the orogenic belt. Whereas 

the transition from contraction to extension (i.e. negative inversion tectonics) occurs often 

during the mature stages of mountain building and then these orogens may also experience 

post-orogenic/post-thrusting extension (e.g. the Apennines). Moreover, during the thrust and 

fold emplacement the foredeep-foreland system undergoes to flexure experiencing syn-

orogenic normal faulting. The development of these syn-orogenic foredeep-foreland basins that 

can be related to lithospheric bending or buckling processes may be also controlled by the 

pattern of an inherited pre-orogenic rift-related extensional fault system. Then the progressive 

outward migration of the fold-and-thrust system causes characteristic thrust-normal fault 

interactions and both pre- and syn-orogenic normal faults are incorporated within the thrust belt 

structures. Within this context of multiply inverted settings, it may be difficult to establish 

whether normal faults pre-dated, post-dated, or were synchronous with thrusting.  

The double switch in tectonic regime that led to the development of the Apennines of Italy, from 

pre-orogenic rifting-drifting through thrusting to post-thrusting extension, can be spectacularly 

unravelled within the Central Apennines. In this contribution we present the results of a 

geological and structural study carried out in the Central Apennines, whose superb exposures 

make it possible to elucidate multiply inverted deformation histories. In the Central Apennines 

structures of the chain involve the Triassic-Miocene carbonate platform and slope-basin 

successions and the overlaying Miocene-Pliocene syn-orogenic siliciclastic deposits. Pliocene-

Quaternary thrust belt structures showing characteristic curved geometries were strongly 

influenced by structural inheritance of pre- and syn-orogenic normal faults, respectively related 

to Triassic and Early Jurassic rift phases and flexure-induced extension. During Quaternary 

time, the onset of post-thrusting extension affecting the axial zone of the Central Apennine 

chain caused the development of normal faults bounding Quaternary basins with annexed 

active seismicity. The geological and structural characterization allowed us in deciphering the 

relationship among pre-/syn-orogenic (i.e. pre-thrusting) and post-thrusting normal faulting with 

respect to the compressive structures. Field geological mapping and structural analysis carried 

out within the shortcut anticlines in the Central Apennines led us to consider the extensional 

structures as a Miocene pre-thrusting normal faults related to the syn-orogenic foreland flexure 

that in most cases reactivated extensional discontinuities inherited from the older rift phases. 

Specifically, among the analysed structures, these normal faults have been: i) folded and 

rotated within the thrust-related folds until to assume low dip-angles or overturned dip-

directions (Fig. 1a); ii) faulted by conjugate reverse shear planes with decimetre-scale 

displacements (i.e. buttressing structures) developed during the Pliocene thrust and back-

thrust emplacement (Figs. 1b and 1d); and iii) reactivated by displacing and tilting Quaternary 
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continental deposits along the segments where the normal fault planes preserved a favourable 

attitude that is compatible with the ongoing Quaternary post-thrusting extension (Fig. 1c).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Examples of folded, faulted and reactivated pre-thrusting normal faults from the Central 
Apennines foreland thrust belt of Italy: (a) Jurassic pre-orogenic conjugate normal faults folded and 
rotated within the E-W-trending thrust-related anticline of the Gran Sasso structure; b) NW-SE-trending 
pre-thrusting normal fault (NF) in the backlimb of the Montagna dei Fiori anticline displaced by conjugate 
reverse shear planes (Re) with decimetre-scale displacements related to buttressing during positive 
inversion tectonics; (c); the morphological fault scarp and normal dragging of the strata in the hanging-
wall of the NW-SE-trending La Difesa-Mt. Genzana normal fault testify Quaternary reactivation during 
negative inversion, the fault plane (NF) experienced also reverse faulting (Re) due to buttressing 
structures development (d); e) summary sketches exemplifying the three cases presented in this study 
with related timing referred to the evolution of the Central Apennine thrust belt. 

 

Kinematic and dynamic relationships between thrusts and pre-thrusting normal faults 

reconstructed though the structural-geological field data and validated by balanced cross-

sections allowed us to reconstruct an inversion tectonic model in which the inherited pre-

orogenic rift-related and Miocene syn-orogenic normal faults were displaced and rotated by the 

Neogene thrusts that propagated following shortcut trajectories. This study reveals that pre-

/syn-orogenic (i.e. pre-thrusting) normal faults inherited within foreland fold-and-thrust belts can 

be folded/rotated and faulted during positive inversion tectonics and they may be also 

reactivated during post-orogenic/post-thrusting negative inversion (Fig. 1e). The structural-

geological characterization presented in this study contributes on defining the relationships 

between the thrust belt structures and the inherited pre-/syn-orogenic normal faults within 

multiply inverted settings, which are fundamental on evaluating the thrust belt tectonic style and 

shortening estimates. 
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The Cotiella Upper Cretaceous basins in the central southern Pyrenees host an outstandingly 

exposed extensional fault system and related folds in the southern Pyrenees. These structures 

developed by the extensional gravitational collapse of the postrift carbonate platform which was 

deposited above a Triassic salt layer at the rift margins. Extensional deformation was coeval 

with salt expulsion and formation of salt structures. The Cotiella extensional basins developed 

in the eastern part of the Bay of Biscay-Pyrenean Atlantic arm. Subsequent Pyrenean 

contractional deformation preserved the main extensional features, and as result, these basins 

provides an almost unique exposed analogue for gravity-driven extensional folds developed on 

passive margins. Among the Cotiella extensional structures, the Armeña rollover involves more 

than 3 km of middle Coniacian to lower Santonian wedge-shaped syn-kinematic sediments 

which are overlying middle Albian to lower Coniacian pre-kinematic strata detached above an 

Upper Triassic salt layer. Although the rollover was partially inverted during the Pyrenean 

orogeny, its first order extensional architecture and the associated syn-extensional fracture 

pattern are well preserved. This communication will focus on an integrated macro- and 

mesostructural analysis of the relationships between folding and fracturing in the Armeña fold.  

Both the hanging wall and foot wall of the NE-dipping Armeña fault exposes two sets of bed-

perpendicular joints which are oriented about parallel (longitudinal) and perpendicular 

(transverse) to the fault. The frequency of longitudinal joints increases towards the fault, being 

progressive in the central portions of the rollover and transitional in its lateral termination, 

where two panels of highly and poorly fractured strata are divided by a very narrow area. 

These panels coincide with the SW- and NE-dipping limbs of the hanging wall syncline of the 

rollover. 

Our research points out that fracture density varies in the different structural positions of the 

fold. First, widespread longitudinal jointing occurred as part of the regional extensional 

framework, affecting the entire rock volume with a rather constant density. Second, laterally 

decreasing fault-propagation rate caused the development of a hanging wall syncline, 

preferentially located at the lateral termination of the rollover. There, folding of strata above the 

slowly propagating fault's tip was ensured by development of further longitudinal joints that 

underwent shearing during the later stage of fault-propagation. Understanding of fracture 

patterns and distribution in extensional rollovers may provide new insights to better understand 

fluid flow and hydrocarbon accumulation in traps developed in similar settings. 
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In this contribution we describe normal fault zones developed in the E-W trending Jabal 

Qusaybah inversion anticline, at the western termination of the Salakh Arc salient, at the toe of 

the Oman Mountains thrust wedge. The Jabal Qusaybah anticline is characterized by a 

complex fault pattern developed in layered Cretaceous carbonates (Natih formation), and 

includes NE-SW left-lateral strike-slip and N-S extensional fault zones. 

Cross-cutting relationships, geometry, petrographical features, and 13
C and 

18
O signatures of 

sets of fault-related calcite veins and fault-infilling calcite crystals, indicate that strike-slip and 

extensional faulting occurred coevally along with the growth of the anticline. 

The N-S striking normal fault zones are best developed in the central sector of the fold crest, 

likely due to late-stage outer-arc extension parallel to the fold axial strike. They generally abut 

NE-SW left-lateral strike-slip fault zones. Normal faults have displacements ranging from few 

dm up to ~60 m, and maximum trace length ranging from few m up to ~800 m. Fault damage 

zone thickness ranges from few m up to tens of meters, increasing with fault displacement. 

Moreover, they show widespread evidence for substantial dilation in the form of (1) dilation 

breccia textures, (2) multiple infilling events by large columnar calcite crystals and aggregates. 

Compared with normal faults developed in other extensional settings, the fault zones exposed 

in Jabal Qusaybah exhibit high displacement-length ratio values, i.e. faults are one order of 

magnitude shorter than faults with similar displacement developed in carbonates, sandstones 

and volcanic tuffs. Thus, we argue that the existence of en-echelon strike-slip fault segments 

limits the ability of extensional fault zones to propagate horizontally. Furthermore, development 

of dilation breccias and fault infilling along fault zones further decrease the lateral propagation 

due to reseal hardening process. 

These data have important implications for constraining models of hydrocarbon traps formed 

during non-cylindrical positive fault inversion above a basal salt layer (e.g., predicting locations 

of greater vertical connectivity or areas of enhanced fault connectivity). Moreover, the peculiar 

scaling laws characterizing these normal fault zones, combined with fracture density data, have 

a strong impact on fluid flow predictions in carbonate reservoirs developed in foreland thrust-

fold belts. 
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The Plataforma Burgalesa Domain in the Basque-Cantabrian Basin holds the only onshore 

productive oilfield of Spain. Structural traps were formed by the Cenozoic inversion of 

extensional forced folds formed during the Mesozoic rifting. Triassic evaporites have imposed a 

structural decoupling between faulted basement rocks and the folded cover that includes the 

reservoir units. These reservoirs record severe syn-extension fracturing related to the 

stretching of the supra salt layers as extensional forced folding proceeded. Such syn-extension 

fracture pattern has been partly modified by Cenozoic shortening. The availability of a large 

data set of seismic profiles, well data, oil shows, and the world-class exposures of reservoir 

and seal levels, make the Plataforma Burgalesa an outstanding analogue for petroleum plays 

in extensional settings with supra salt reservoirs. In addition, this mature basin hosts a 

fractured carbonate saline aquifer located at an optimal depth for the experimental geological 

storage of CO2. Here, the strategies and technologies involved in petroleum exploration have 

to be applied for CO2 sequestration. 

The aim of this work is to present and discuss the geometry, kinematics, and deformation 

pattern associated with extensional forced folding, their relationships with the petroleum 

system, and its application to other hydrocarbon provinces. 
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Lucanian Region (Southern Apennines, Italy) 

 
Francesco Brozzetti, Daniele Cirillo and Giusy Lavecchia, DiSPuTer, Università G. d’Annunzio Chieti 
 

New fieldwork, aimed at the definition of the Quaternary normal faults in the Calabro-Lucania 

region, (southern Apennines) highlighted that in this portion of the Italian extensional belt, large 

amount of deformation was accommodated by LANFs. 

Through geological mapping, integrated by structural survey and, locally, by seismic lines 

interpretation,  we highlighted, two previously unknown nearly N-S striking LANFs dipping to 

East,  and outcropping over distance of nearly 90 km. 

The northern structure, hereinafter referred to as the Lucania-Calabria Detachment Fault 

(LCDF), dissects the east slope of the mountainous ridge separating the Mercure Quaternary 

basin from the Thyrrhenian sea, It was mapped in the field for nearly 30 km but more to north, 

widespread younger-on-older tectonic contacts, are clues of its possible further continuation. 

The best outcrops of the LCDF occur along the eastern slope of the Mts Gada-Ciagola ridge 

where a low-angle east-dipping plane (15°-30°) juxtaposes the liguride unit (the topmost 

allochthon thrust-sheet of the southern Apennines) on the Triassic terms of the Verbicaro unit 

(placed some km below, in the tectonic pile). 

In particular, along the lower part of the Lao valley, some  spectacular fault mirrors, on which 

we performed a detailed structural analysis, display an unquestionable normal, nearly dip-slip, 

kinematics, with an associated offset exceeding 2 km. 

On these outcrops it was possible to define the relative timing of the fault-related brittle 

structures that suggest an articulated deformation history ended with a latter event of flattening 

and doming of the original fault plane, due to exhumation processes. 

Moreover, fieldwork showed that the LCDF is the westernmost structure of set of synthetic sub-

parallel normal faults whose dip-angles increases from west to east, whereas the associated 

offset decreases eastward. Reasonably the whole fault set branches from a common east-

dipping detachment surface gently dipping toward east and whose break-away zone could 

coincide with the LCDF itself. 

A conservative estimate of the cumulative displacement, occurred on the LCDF and on its 

major synthetic splays, provide values of nearly 3300 m. 

The southern structure, hereinafter referred to as the North-Calabria Detachment Fault 

(NCDF), was reconstructed in the field for nearly 60 km, along the eastern sides of the San 

Donato Metamorphic core and of the Catena Costiera Calabra. Moving from north to south, the 

NCDF bounds to the west the Castrovillari and Crati Quaternary basins and its surface 

expression corresponds respectively to the S.Sosti-Saracena Fault and to the San Fili-San 

Marco Argentano fault, along which were found normal and slightly-oblique kinematic. 

In the central part of its development, an available seismic reflection line, crossing from west to 

east the whole Crati basin, was interpreted and converted leading to better constrain the 

subsurface geometry of the NCDF and of the assiociated system  of extensional fault. In 

particular the section confirms that the NCDF reaches the surface along the eastern slope of 

the Catena Costiera Calabra and dips eastward at an average angle of 30°. The subsurface 
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geometry of the syntectonic deposits, their structural setting and the detailed review of their 

stratigraphy, suggest that the high-angle normal fault set, branching upward from the NCDF, is 

also in this case characterized by a progressive eastward-younging trend with the most recent 

splays bounding the western edge of the present  Crati floodplain. 

Seismic interpretation makes possible a raher precise assessment of the cumulative 

displacement due to the NCDF and to its synthetic major splays, providing a minimum value of 

4000 meters in the central part of the structure. 

The time of activity of the two regional LANFs are yet to be accurately constrained. Some 

scattered outcrop of ancient slope debris involved in the LCDF fault zone suggest for this fault 

an onset not older than Early Pleistocene. Similar inferences can be formulated for the NCDF, 

based on the geometry of the syn-extension sedimentary prism, detectable from seismic 

interpretation. 

Stratigraphic and morpho-structural data suggest that during middle-Late Pleistocene, 

extensional deformations migrated eastward and concentrated on the outermost high-angle 

synthetic splays of both the LANFs. 

Poor data are presently available on the transfer zone between the LCDF and the NCDF. 

Preliminary results of our mapping suggest that it corresponds to a nearly E-W striking 

alignment of high-angle normal faults, dipping to north, then sub-parallel but antithetical to the 

well-known Pollino Fault. 
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The offset distribution along normal faults strike is typically bell-shaped with minimum values 

towards faults tips. In general, this is well documented worldwide for scales ranging from the 

outcrop to the kilometer scale. However, little information exists about the three-dimensional 

geometry, the offset distribution and the timing of activity of large faults. We reconstruct the 

morphology at depth and the offset distribution of the Altotiberina normal fault (ATF), a regional 

low-angle detachment in the Northern Apennines of Italy. The ATF is about 70 km long, it dips 

towards ENE at average dips of 20° and is presently active as shown by both GPS data and 

microseismicity. We constrain the timing of activity of the fault to discuss the exhumation 

history of the ATF system in the last 3 Ma.  

The area is characterized by an exceptional amount of data of surface maps (1:10.000 scale), 

about 300 km of 2D seismic reflection profiles and boreholes. We make use of this wide data-

set to draw a set of five cross-section extrapolated down to 10 km of depth. We then 

reconstruct a simplified 3D model of the subsurface of the whole area (Fig.1). The fault 

morphology at depth shows that the fault is a continuous surface characterized by bends both 

along strike and dip.  

 

Fig.1 Close-up view of the ATF surface as reconstructed by seismic reflection profiles interpretation 

using the 4D Movetm package.  

In cross-section, the fault shows a staircase trajectory with the shallowest part being dome-

shaped and flattened to horizontal. We apply sequential restoration techniques to measure the 
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cumulative offset accommodated by the detachment along five cross-sections. Then we test a 

balance technique applied to the whole 3D model of the area.  

We obtain a measure of the maximum extension accommodated by the ATF along its strike. 

The fault maximum extension is about 10 km and progressively decreases to about 5.8 km to 

the NW and to about 8 km to the SE. The trend of the offset values together with reconstructed 

fault isobaths suggest that the fault is growing as a single fault (Fig.2).  

 

Fig.2 Long‐ term displacement profile along the ATF measured along sections S1, S2, S3, S4, S5. The 

plot shows the values of the vertical and horizontal offset (throw and heave). Heave was measured by 

using both a 70° and 90° shear vector. The Quaternary deposits outcrop is represented by the dark gray 

area (after Mirabella et al., 2011 Tectonics.doi:10.1029/2011TC002890.)  

We draw the timing of activity of the fault system by combined low-T thermochronological data 

(UTh/ He and apatite fission tracks) and paleothermal analyses (vitrinite reflectance and illite 

content in mixed layers illite-smectite) performed at three different structural levels across the 

extensional system.  

Paleothermal data indicate a general increase of levels of thermal maturity from top (Ro%: 

0.26- 0.4%, I% in I-S: 40-50%) to bottom (Ro%: 1.03-1.22, I% in I-S: 77-85%) of the 

succession. Low-T thermochronology indicates a complex pattern of apatite fission tracks data 

at the ATF footwall, whereas U-Th/He dates are generally reset with ages ranging between 3.8 

and 2.4 Ma. Exhumation rates indicate values up to 1 mm/yr at the ATF foot-wall, sharply 

decreasing at the fault hanging-wall to about 0.6 mm/yr.  

By combining the maximum extension values as drawn by the sequential restoration 

techniques and the exhumation ages from thermochronological data we infer a long-term 

extension rate in the order of 3.0 mm/yr, in the same order of the present day GPS 

measurements. Finally, we discuss our data and interpretations on exhumation ages and rates 

and suggest that the fault bending at shallow depth is the result of the footwall uplift triggered 

by footwall unloading. 
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Southwest Greenland Rifting, Thinning and Breakup: A Study of Fault Geometry and 
Subsidence History Created by Extreme Extension. 
 
Hamish Matheson, Stuart Bland, Jean Bernard Houssin, Catherine Nelson, Cairn Energy Plc 
 

Southwest Greenland has a sharp continental shelf break with water depth changing from a 

few hundred metres to 3000m in a horizontal distance of about 10km. Through the use of 

Cairn’s extensive 2D and 3D seismic data we show that this shelf break is controlled by a 

series of en echelon faults that sole out on a major listric detachment.  

We investigate some of the fault and fold geometries created by slip on this detachment. More 

than 20km displacement along the stepped detachment has produced folding of both the 

hangingwall fault blocks and their growth strata. Additionally, we consider other features of a 

hyperextended margin that is characterised by a paucity of igneous melt, extreme crustal 

thinning and exhumation of the mantle. 

We will focus on two major areas of uncertainty: 

1. The relative timing of fault movement and subsidence history: Through detailed 

examination of seismic reflection data and structural reconstruction we identify two 

distinct phases of extension, the first generated deep continental half grabens and the 

second led to continental break up. Erosion of fault blocks and growth strata followed by 

rapid burial suggest a complex history of associated isostatic uplift and thermal 

subsidence.  

2. The uncertainty of composition at depth: How reliable is the seismic interpretation of the 

Moho? Are there diapiric structures above the listric detachment? We present gravity 

modelling used to support the presence of serpentinised mantle and contest the 

presence of salt. 

 

 

Figure 4 100km High Pass Bouger Gravity Anomaly with Cairn’s 2D and 3D seismic coverage. A north-
south trend of steeply dipping rift basins is imaged on the southwest Greenland continental shelf. The 
shelf break is imaged as a gravity low running northwest-southeast sub-parallel to the Greenland coast. 
The Jullianhaab, sinestral transform fault produces a southwest-northeast trending gravity low. 
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Figure 2 Seismic section with no vertical exaggeration showing two phases of faulting, erosion late in the 
rift history and the interpreted Moho. 

 

 

Figure 3 3D view of continental margin structures. Selected en echelon faults are displayed, these all 
sole out on the listric detachment. Top basement horizon shows rotated footwall structures. 
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Oceanic detachment faults have been a major focus of MOR research over the last two 

decades, and play a significant role in the accretion of oceanic lithosphere along slow and 

ultra-slow spreading ridges (e.g., Escartin et al., 2008; Cannat et al., 2009). These structures 

exhume deep-seated rocks through efficient strain localization over extended periods of time 

(up to several millions of years), which is attributed to the presence of weak alteration minerals 

along the fault plane (e.g., talc, serpentinite), in addition to a reduced melt supply to the ridge 

axis. Fault surfaces exposed on the seafloor are often corrugated and domed due to flexural 

rotation. There is also a striking association with hydrothermal activity, which tends to occur off-

axis and along the detachment fault itself, recording in many instances the interaction of fluids 

with mafic and ultramafic rocks at depth.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. A) Bathymetry of the study area showing different structural elements and location of B) and 
C). B) Shaded relief microbathymetry from the striated surface, showing the corrugations and the 
mounds along the fault surface. C) Videomosaic of a fault surface outcrop with striations (arrows) 
running E-W, parallel to extension. 

 

The 13°20’N and 13°30’N detachments at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Smith et al., 2008; MacLeod 

et al., 2009) are unique in that both are well-developed and well-defined structurally, and 

appear to root at the ridge axis (Fig. 1A), and hence were considered to be active. Other 
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studied structures are either inactive (e.g., Kane detachment), or poorly-developed (e.g., TAG 

detachment, which lacks an striated fault surface). The numerous similarities that the 13°20’N 

and 13°30’N detachments share (e.g., domed and striated fault, similar overall tectonic 

extension and size of the massifs, lithology, etc.) also make of this area a natural laboratory to 

study oceanic detachment formation, as it allows a direct comparison to determine the natural 

variability between detachments that are apparently forming under similar conditions 

(spreading rate, overall melt supply, tectonic setting along the axis, etc.).  

During the recent ODEMAR cruise (Nov-Dec 2013) we conducted systematic microbathymetric 

mapping of large areas (>80 km2) of both detachment systems with the autonomous 

underwater vehicle ABYSS-Remus 6000 (GEOMAR, Germany) at a spatial resolution of ~2 m 

(Figure 1B). These data provide clear evidence that the 13°20’N detachment is active at the 

present time, with a well-marked apron of deformed hanging-wall debris abutting the striated 

fault surface, and a sharp contact corresponding to a moat running continuously along the 

detachment fault (Fig. 1A). In contrast, the 13°30’N is cut by faults and has experienced 

volcanic eruptions near its toe, a process probably associated with early stages of its 

termination. The microbathymetry also reveals clearly the nature of the striated surface, with 

ridges and slope-breaks parallel to the spreading direction, and mounds that correspond to 

either basaltic rubble and sediment, or to hydrothermal mounds, inactive for the most part 

(mostly inactive, Fig. 1B).  

This microbathymetric data set was used to direct extensive geologic observations and 

sampling using the remotely operated vehicle VICTOR (IFREMER, France). Fault outcrops 

(Fig. 1C) with clear fault striations running parallel to extension are found throughout the 

striated surface. Oriented fault rocks where collected from the striated surfaces, and 

correspond primarily to greenschist cataclastic basaltic breccias, locally with reworked 

sulphides. These basaltic fault breccias likely cap the deeper levels of the detachment fault, 

which are inferred to be the reworked gabbro/peridotite rocks with minor occurrences of talc- or 

serpentinie-schists observed elsewhere, but which were sampled in only a few locations here. 

We also confirmed active venting at the Semenov 2 hydrothermal field at the 13°30’N 

detachment, and discovered new active venting in the Irinovskoe vent area at 13°20’N, with 

fluids venting at >350°C. Together with the abundant fossil deposits, our findings suggest that 

hydrothermal activity has been pervasive throughout both detachments after exhumation of the 

fault. 

In this presentation, in addition to an overview of the salient tectonic and geological results of 

the cruise, we will introduce models of detachment formation and evolution and the link 

between the tectonic history of both detachments and recent volcanic and hydrothermal 

activity. In particular, as it is exhumed, the detachment fault reworks hanging wall material 

(basalt) into the fault zone from the greenschist facies near the ridge-axis, a process that has 

not been observed elsewhere. We also provide evidence of the mechanisms leading to a 

pervasive cover of sediment and basaltic rubble, likely developed along the detachment 

termination. 
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Deformation in the volume surrounding normal fault zones in sedimentary sequences is often 

accompanied, on a range of scales, by ductile flexure of the beds, which may evolve into drag 

folds. These folds can be the result of various processes throughout different periods of the 

fault system evolution, such as fault propagation folding (Withjack et al, 1990; Schlische, 1995; 

Ferrill, 2012), interaction of fault segments (Childs et al, 1996; Long & Imber, 2010; Long & 

Imber, 2012) or frictional drag (Davis & Reynolds, 1984). All these processes are strongly 

influenced by the mechanical properties of the host rocks (Ferrill & Morris, 2008, Ferrill et al, 

2012). Drag geometries are not always easy to discern using seismic reflection data, but their 

identification is critical in evaluating fault sealing capacity or reservoir connectivity. Without 

taking them into consideration, juxtaposition of strata can be erroneously interpreted.  

Long and Imber (2010) described the spatial distribution of fault-related folding associated with 

a normal fault array in Inner Moray Firth basin. They showed that rotation of the strata is 

related to fault growth and propagation, with the largest magnitude of rotation located above or 

along strike from the upper and lateral fault tips.  

We analyse the same 3D seismic data calibrated with wells from Inner Moray Firth basin in 

order to investigate the lateral and vertical variability of ductile deformation along the normal 

fault surfaces.  

3D autotracked surfaces of key seismic reflectors with extracted dip attribute are compared 

with the lower resolution gridded surfaces from Long and Imber (2010). Analysis of the fault 

normal dip data shows that the majority of the fault related folding is localized in the shale-

dominated syn-rift sequence, while the lower stratigraphic horizons corresponding with the pre-

rift sandstones do not show significant rotation of seismic reflectors. The two main sequences 

act as different mechanical units: the competent pre-kinematic sandstones and the 

incompetent syn-kinematic shales on top. Interestingly, the inclination of the faults decreases 

while cutting through the shale-dominated sequence. This change in geometry of the fault can 

also contribute to folding by translation of the hanging-wall along the curved geometry of the 

fault. Outcrop observations from the same stratigraphic intervals are integrated in order to 

overcome the limits of the seismic resolution and to better understand, at different scales, the 

influence of mechanical stratigraphy and fault geometries on the variability of ductile 

deformation.  
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How pre-existing structural fabrics influence the nucleation, growth, interaction, and linkage of 

subsequent normal fault segments remains an important research theme given the potential 

wealth of hydrocarbons in rift basins which have evolved under the influence of such fabrics. 

Recent studies have highlighted how pre-existing structures- either fabrics or faults inherited 

from earlier rift phases, impart local stress perturbations and anisotropy upon subsequent 

phases of rifting. However, the degree to which pre-existing structures affect fault reactivation 

and the general rift geometry has not been fully explored yet. An understanding of these 

interactions is critical as the importance of fault reactivation in controlling the overall rift 

geometry is still controversial. This is mainly due to the lack of detailed knowledge of the deep 

sub-surface configuration due to limitations in seismic imaging, and complex overprinting of 

multiple tectonic events. Many previous studies have only addressed individual fault systems 

and have not considered the entire rift zone, and only a few studies have attempted to quantify 

fault activity during subsequent phases of extension. In addition, the time scales involved in the 

development of reactivated fault arrays are poorly constrained. 

This study integrates 2D and 3D seismic, borehole and potential field data to examine the 

influence of pre-existing structures on normal fault growth and the rift structural style offshore 

Mid-Norway. In particular, we focus on the region ranging from the Måløy Slope to the 

Slørebotn Sub-basin and the eastern Møre Basin, covering an area of approximately 3600 

km2. Within this area, we investigate how pre-existing basement heterogeneities and faults 

associated with the Caledonian orogeny, Devonian transtension, and Permo-Triassic rifting 

have influenced normal fault evolution during the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. 

Due to relatively shallow burial of the basement and a rather thin sedimentary cover in the 

area, deep and intra-basement structures are likely to be well-imaged on seismic and potential 

field data. Furthermore, the proximity of the study area to the land allows for a direct 

comparison of the observations with the onshore geology. 

Previous interpretations show that the study area exhibits a distinct change in structural style, 

gradually changing from N-S striking structures in the Måløy Slope area to predominantly NE-

SW trends towards the north, which appears to be related to pre-existing structures and major 

lineaments (e.g. the Møre-Trøndelag Fault Complex) inherited from earlier phases of tectonic 

compression and extension, as well as to the onshore geology.  

The presence and probable reactivation of deep-seated Palaeozoic detachments has been 

stated by several previous studies in the northern North Sea (e.g. Gabrielsen et al., 1999; 

Fossen et al., 2000; Odinsen et al., 2000). Furthermore, the dominant N-S and NE-SW striking 

fault trends that can be observed offshore have been considered to resemble the orientation of 

Palaeozoic fault patterns onshore Norway, and it is likely that these trends were reactivated 

during subsequent phases of rifting (Doré et al., 1997, Roberts et al., 1999). However, the 

nature of this proposed reactivation has not been investigated in detail to date and remains 

obscure. 
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To address these issues, an array of major faults and seismic facies boundaries were mapped 

along with key seismic-stratigraphic horizons; the ages of which are constrained by 

biostratigraphically-constrained well data. Preliminary results indicate that core data and 

seismic facies variability have the potential to differentiate basement types. As such, this study 

will use detailed quantitative fault analysis techniques such as throw-length and throw-depth 

plots to constrain the geometry and characteristics of fault populations (e.g. average fault 

lengths, spacing, propagation, slip rates and timing) that developed within or above different 

basement types. The results of this study will provide a fundamental understanding about fault 

growth and reactivation in heterogeneous crust and how these different basement domains 

influenced rift evolution in general.  
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The growth, interaction and linkage of normal fault segments to form through-going faults is 

widely acknowledged to exert a primary influence upon rift basin geometry, the sourcing and 

routing of syn-rift sediments, and the architecture of syn-rift stratigraphy. However, many rift 

systems have undergone more than one phase of extension, and hence, later rift phases are 

typically affected by pre-existing structural fabrics and heterogeneities. These fabrics may act 

as a control on where and how strain localises in the upper crust, and hence how, where, and 

in which orientation faults reactivate, nucleate and propagate. An understanding of how these 

pre-existing structures influence subsequent fault development is critical for the hydrocarbon 

industry, as they have direct implications for i) the geometry and integrity of fault-related traps; 

and ii) the location, geometry and heterogeneity of syn-rift reservoirs.  

Multiphase rifting has been previously studied with 2D and 3D seismic data, field observations, 

and physical models (using analogues such as clay and sand). However, such techniques are 

not able to investigate important controls on fault growth and interaction (e.g. stress fields), nor 

are they able to examine full 3D fault geometries through the spatiotemporal evolution of the 

rift. Numerical models have been applied to single phase rift studies with a variety of 

approaches (e.g. viscoelastic and viscoplastic finite element models, statistical physics models) 

and have accurately matched those that occur in nature, yet few studies have used this 

approach to examine the evolution of multiphase rifts. 

To investigate effects of pre-existing structures on subsequent fault development a 3D, elastic 

mesh-independent finite element-based method for propagating faults has been developed. 

Faults are modelled on an array (i.e. kilometre) scale, with slip and propagation strictly 

controlled by input criterion for suitable geological media (i.e. upper crustal material). 

Furthermore, model input parameters, such as the propagation exponent and local growth 

extent, are constrained using parameters applied during previous modelling attempts, including 

analogue and numerical investigations into multiphase scenarios. The method has been tested 

through exploration of the parameter space and variations in input geometry, including seed 

flaw shapes, sizes, densities and distributions. Tests were performed for a range of dimensions 

from small-scale models (100s of metres) through to full-scale rifts (> 100 km). After testing, 

the fracture simulation results and fault populations consistently mimicked the characteristics of 

rift systems observed in ancient and neotectonic sedimentary basins, such as fault segment 

linkage and strain localisation. 

Our model can be used to test a range of possible scenarios common to multiphase rift 

systems including i) the effect of variable extension directions between rift phases; and ii) the 

effect of variable extension rates during rift phases. Results from such scenarios can indicate i) 

the most common types of fault intersections; ii) how pre-existing faults are reactivated during 

the second rift phase; and iii) where the second generation faults nucleate. 
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Pre-existing structures have long been known to affect the evolution of rifts and influence their 

structural geometries. The incorporation of such structures into an evolving fault network during 

early-stage rifting can occur at all scales and results in atypical fault geometries and 

kinematics. Here we describe the characteristics and effects of two-scales of structural 

inheritance from the Barmer Basin of Rajasthan, northwest India, and discuss the implications 

of our findings for the evolution of the Barmer Basin rift. 

Working across two scales of investigation we combine targeted field mapping with sub-surface 

seismic interpretation to develop a structural model that describes the early basin fill local to 

the field area, and shows how early-stage rifting was accommodated. We find evidence for two 

episodes of non-coaxial extension, with structural inheritance evident during both, the effects of 

which varied. 

At the small scale, an early extension event was accommodated by localised reactivation of 

pre-existing, extension-oblique structures, acting in combination with the evolving rift 

structures, and creating a complex fault network. At the basin-scale, the structures active 

during early rifting were variably utilised during a subsequent non-coaxial rift event. 

Significantly, a large-offset (≥3km), rift-oblique structure was incorporated into the evolving 

eastern margin fault system and facilitated displacement transfer between right-stepping fault-

systems to its north and south. This generated a complex accommodation structure vastly 

different in geometry to classical accommodation and transfer zone models, with displacement 

transferred through extensive block-rotations and fault splays. 

Our results show the affect that pre-existing crustal structures can have on the geometries and 

kinematics of evolving fault networks during early-stage rifting. Our findings suggest that two 

episodes of non-coaxial extension occurred in the Barmer Basin, with structural inheritance 

evident during both. The structural relationships described here do not fit with ‘classical’ 

extensional margin, accommodation or transfer zone models, highlighting that, where pre-

existing crustal structures are active during early-stage rifting, they may be ineffective in 

predicting the structural geometries that develop. 
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Many rifts experience multiple phases of extension, with faults formed in the first rift phase 

acting as a control on how strain is accommodated in the upper crust and thus how and where 

second-stage faults initiate and develop. We hypothesise that a defining characteristic of 

multiphase rifts, when compared to single-phase rifts, is an increased propensity to develop 

pervasive non-colinear fault sets, and by association, a greater frequency and range of styles 

of interaction between non-colinear faults. This should particularly be true of multiphase rifts 

with high net strain magnitudes and those which have experienced shifts in extension direction 

between rift phases.   

Here, we focus around the Tusse Fault in the northern Horda Platform, northern North Sea. 

This area is influenced by non-colinear faults; the large, high-displacement (km’s), N-S-striking 

principal Tusse Fault, which was active during a Permo-Triassic as well as a Late Jurassic to 

Early Cretaceous rift phase, and a series of smaller, lower displacement (10’s-100’s metres), 

predominantly NW-SE-striking faults which were only active during a Late Jurassic to Early 

Cretaceous rift phase. We integrate 3D seismic reflection and borehole data from across this 

area to: i) determine the key end-member styles of interaction between non-colinear faults and 

how they evolve; ii) systematically examine and develop conceptual models documenting the 

typical fault shapes, throw distributions and modes of branchline development associated with 

different styles of fault interactions; and iii) place our findings into a more general context of 

how non-colinear faults initiate and evolve in multiphase rifts.  

To achieve these aims, end-member fault geometries and associated branchlines have been 

identified and mapped in high-resolution to provide a 3D structural framework. We identify NW-

SE-striking faults which are fully isolated from the N-S-striking fault, as well as those which 

show i) hanging-wall abutting; ii) footwall abutting; iii) retarded; and iv) complex cross-cutting 

relationships with respect to the pre-existing N-S-striking Tusse Fault. For each of these end-

member interaction styles, a quantitative analysis framework was applied. First, to constrain 

the configuration of active faulting in each rift phase, throw versus length (T-x) plots were 

constructed at a range of structural levels and the evolution of syn-rift thickness relationships 

adjacent to the faults were constrained using TWT-thickness maps. Second, to establish the 

nucleation sites and temporal growth histories of the faults, throw versus depth (T-z) plots at a 

range of locations were constructed. Third, throw distributions were draped onto fault surfaces 

and contoured, permitting a visualisation of the 3D distribution of throw around key 

intersections.  

Results from the analysis demonstrate how: i) pre-existing faults can act as sites of nucleation 

for second stage faults; ii) abutting relationships are common and can develop by second-

stage faults nucleating either at, or away from pre-existing faults; iii) the distribution of fault 

throw on a reactivated structure that is intersected or influenced by numerous newly-formed 

faults can become complex; and iv) fault segment boundaries associated with the first rift 

phase can act as sites of nucleation for second stage faults and facilitate complex cross-cutting 
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relationships. Our results also highlight the benefits of testing the predictions of predominantly 

‘map-view’ based modelling studies by analysing natural fault systems using 3D seismic 

datasets with age-constrained stratigraphy. 
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Many regions of continental crust have experienced multiple phases of extension. However, 

the way in which faults associated with the first rift phase influence the structural style and 

evolution of subsequent phases, in particular the patterns of normal faulting and the location of 

syn-rift basins, is not fully understood. In recent years, a number of studies have established 

basic fault parameters associated with multiphase rifting through physical analogue or 

numerical modelling, field studies, or subsurface analyses using seismic reflection data. 

However, as most of these studies have been limited by data quality or extent, or were more 

focused on the structural evolution of specific regional rift patterns, the structural and 

stratigraphic expression of multiphase rifting is not yet well constrained.  

This study focuses on the East Shetland Basin (ESB), a polyphase rift basin that is located 

along the western margin of the North Viking Graben, northern North Sea. This region 

experienced at least two extensional phases in the Permo-Triassic and Mid-Late Jurassic, and 

we focus on the structural interaction between these two phases. The majority of authors have 

suggested that the overall geometry of the Mid-Late Jurassic rift is a result of selective 

reactivation of only parts of the previous Permo-Triassic rift basin, leading to superimposition of 

the associated syn-rift depocentres. However, some authors suggest that the Permo-Triassic 

faults were not reactivated, and that the syn-rift basin fill was simply cross-cut by newly formed, 

Mid-Late Jurassic faults that dip in opposite direction to the Permo-Triassic structure. Due to 

overprinting of the deeply buried Permo-Triassic rift by the Mid-Late Jurassic rift, this rift 

geometry and evolution is not yet well constrained. 

Our dataset consists of ~1350 km line-length of 2D and ~10,000 km2 of 3D seismic reflection 

data, and 368 wells. Seismic interpretation of faults and key horizons provides a 3D structural 

framework that allows the two rift phases to be distinguished, and these interpretations are 

tested using 2D structural restoration techniques. Our preliminary results challenge all previous 

interpretations of the structural evolution of the ESB, indicating that Jurassic rifting was 

associated with both reactivation of Permo-Triassic faults and the formation of new faults that 

cross-cut the pre-existing structures. Moreover, the timing of initiation and duration of activity of 

large (>20 km length) fault systems are not consistent throughout the basin, with faults showing 

polyphase activity during both the Permo-Triassic and Jurassic extensional events. The results 

of this work highlight the complex structure of multiphase rifts and the influence of different fault 

parameters on the structural evolution of subsequent rifts.  
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The presence of pre- or synrift salt sequences in passive margins can significantly control the 

structural styles as the salt acts as a regional detachment during extension decoupling supra- 

and sub-salt deformation. During the early stages of rift systems evolution, extensional fault-

propagation folds (forced folds) are commonly developed above or near subsalt faults (e.g. 

North Sea, Jeanne d’Arc Basin, Parentis Basin…). The geometry and kinematics of these 

structures clearly depends on several factors such as (a) the 3D normal fault geometry, (b) the 

salt thickness, (c) the thickness and strength of supra-salt strata, (d) the rate of fault 

displacement or (e) the total displacement of the main fault. The growth of these fault-

propagation folds initiates with the development of a monoclinal fold which can be amplified as 

the extension progressed acquiring more complex geometries. In extensional basins with thin 

evaporitic layers and faults with large displacements there is no connection at all between the 

hangingwall and footwall salt layer. In these basins, the main normal fault propagates upwards 

through the overburden during the early stages of extension as a result of the initial thinning 

and subsequent depletion of the salt layer. In contrast, basins with thick evaporitic units and 

small fault displacements promote the continuity of the salt layer between the footwall and the 

hangingwall. This allows the development of large extensional fault-propagation folds and 

inhibits the propagation of the normal faults formed in the sub-salt materials across the supra-

salt unit. 

In this scenario if the basin is subsequently inverted, the inherited structural architecture at the 

end of the extension will therefore strongly influence the inversion of these basins. 

Consequently, in basins with no connection between the salt layer in the hangingwall and the 

footwall of the main fault, the inversion will propagate along the main fault until the 

development of shortcuts above the footwall. Opposite to this, in basins with continuous thick 

salt the decoupling between sub- and supra-salt units can be strongly marked during inversion 

when evaporites act as a detachment. In this case, for poor to moderate shortening, as occurs 

in the Parentis Basin (eastern Bay of Biscay), the depocenter of the extensional basin is 

uplifted as a pop-up structure and induces the rejuvenation of salt structures. If contractional 

deformation is extreme (eg. Pyrenees), the salt layer acts as an effective décollement 

translating the deformation out of the extensional basin.  

Whereas the role of salt layers during the development of extensional fault-propagation folds 

has been extensively investigated using field work, seismic interpretations or geometric, 

analogue and numerical modelling, the analysis of inverted salt basins have not been 

comprehensive realized. In this work we present the experimental program of 2D and 3D 

scaled analogue models designed to investigate the kinematics of fault systems with variable 

mechanical contrasts particularly with highly anisotropic and weak layers (e.g. simulating salt 

units) during extension and inversion. Different extensional fault geometries were used 

including planar, listric, kinked planar and ramp flat listric faults. The geometries of the 

extensional fault-propagation folds were strongly controlled by the underlying fault 

architectures. Each model has been repeated with different extension magnitudes. Subsequent 

inversion of these different extensional fold systems produced different and very variable 

evolutions of the inverted structures.  
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The experimental results are compared with different seismic and field case studies with 

different degrees of inversion from the North Sea, Newfoundland and the Bay of Biscay - 

Pyrenees. 
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This study focuses on one of the major fault complexes in the inner Danish Kattegat Sea, 

namely the Grenå-Helsingborg Fault Zone (GHFZ), and the dynamic development of inversion 

tectonics taking place in the Mesozoic. The GHFZ forms the south-western boundary of the 

Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone (STZ) and its structural development is interpreted to be related to 

sequential wrench fault displacement. 

Southern Kattegat is covered by a number of released commercial 2D reflection seismic 

sections. For the support of the stratigraphical interpretation, the seismic data are correlated 

with well data from the three deep wells Rønde-1, Terne-1, and Hans-1. Interpretation and 

mapping of key horizons was carried out, which enables detailed structural investigations and 

modelling of sections in successive stages of the GHFZ development. Furthermore structural 

contour maps and thickness maps in both 2D and 3D were constructed. In addition, the 

mapping led to a detailed backstripping of the seismic line DCS_72, which crosses the GHFZ 

almost perpendicularly (Fig. 1). 

The earliest deformation in the studied fault complex was in the Early Triassic where regional 

extension took place in Kattegat and caused subsidence along a few reactivated basement 

faults located in the Danish Basin. However, within the STZ differential subsidence took place 

and caused formations of distinctive depocentres, which are related to major fault bends along 

the GHFZ. These Early Triassic local depocentres are interpreted as formed due to releasing 

dynamics in the shadow zone of fault bends along the GHFZ. 

A regional extension continued from Triassic throughout Jurassic to the Early Cretaceous. 

However, in the late Middle to Late Jurassic, subsidence became restricted to within the STZ, 

whereas in the Late Jurassic to the Early Cretaceous, rather uniform subsidence took place in 

the Danish Basin, while differential subsidence continued in the STZ. A change in the regional 

stress field during the time from the Triassic to the Early Cretaceous guided this overall 

configuration of depocentres within the STZ. 

In the Late Cretaceous the tectonic regime changed from transtension to transpression. This 

change in stress field caused a reverse-fault reactivation of the previously formed normal 

faults. This inversion event is a representative part of the main inversion of the STZ at this time. 

Furthermore, the inversion resulted in the formation of a monocline structure adjacent to the 

GHFZ (Fig. 1). This inversion structure is the south-western part of the large anticlinorium 

popping up between the GHFZ and the Børglum Fault (BF), which represents the north-eastern 

boundary fault of the STZ. 

The inversion event was initiated around the end of Turonian time. In the studied area this is 

expressed by the formation of relatively small roll-over anticlines developed along the flank of 

the monoclinal structure. Furthermore, it is evidenced by a distinct boundary between the 

anticlinal folded Turonian layers formed in the footwall block of the GHFZ and onlapping layers 

of Coniacian age.  
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The inversion was accompanied by onlapping growth fault sedimentation, which indicates that 

the inversion event was active during deposition of the Late Cretaceous Chalk Group. The rate 

of the tectonic displacement has been interpreted from the seismic architecture of the syn-

depositional growth pattern combined with the age of the stratigraphy. The thickness of the 

onlapping chalk succession is calculated to 1350 m, and it represents the time interval from the 

end of the Turonian to the end of the Danian, which is about 27.5 Ma (Fig. 1). The tectonic 

velocity of the inversion displacement is thus calculated to be ca. 0.06 mm/year. Erosion and 

the presence of contourite drifts in the Late Cretaceous have interrupted the sedimentary 

package, which makes the calculated tectonic velocity lower than expected. Additionally, the 

inversion has probably been active in several stages causing further inaccuracy of the 

calculation. 

The GHFZ have a general NW-SE strike. The zone includes a number of satellite faults and en 

echelon segments, which were active at various times. The GHFZ comprises a broad damage 

zone, and in some seismic sections it is found as a more than one kilometre wide area of 

chaotic and diffuse reflection patterns. This seismic architecture is interpreted to represent a 

cataclastic mega breccia. 

The various areas of deformation associated with the broad GHFZ are sometimes forming 

flower structures. The association of these and the occurrence of inversion fault complexes are 

regarded to represent strike-slip dynamics. Differential subsidence patterns within the STZ from 

Triassic through Jurassic to Early Cretaceous are similarly taken as evidence for strike-slip 

motion along the GHFZ with sequential development of transtension and transpression. 

 
 
Fig. 1. Representative cross section of the Grenå-Helsingborg Fault Complex from the seismic line 
DCS_72. The main cronostratigraphical units are given from the base as Early Triassic (ET), Late 
Triassic (LT), Early Jurassic (EJ), Middle Jurassic (MJ), Late Jurassic (LJ), Early Cretaceous (EC) and 
Late Cretaceous (LC). The insert map shows the position of the Grenå-Helsingborg Fault Zone (GHFZ), 
the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone, and the studied area in the Danish Basin. 
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